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Walter Hinton
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Let Me Show You How to EARN $30 a Week and UP in AVIATION!

My up-to-date home-study Course gives you the ground work you need to get and keep a real job in this fascinating, fast-growing industry. Scores of my graduates, who didn't know a thing about Aviation a few months ago, are holding down fine jobs right now—in the air and on the ground. Over forty different types of jobs to choose from, once you have this necessary training. Get the facts about my practical training, free Employment Service and Money-Back Agreement NOW!

I Teach You Quickly—at Home in Your Spare Time

You don't need to give up your present job—don't need to leave home, to get your training in Aviation. I've made it easy for you. I've put my own fifteen years of experience—backed by over 400,000 miles of flying—five years of instructing in the Navy—all into my thorough, quickly mastered home-study Course.

No Previous Experience Needed

You don't even need a high school education—don't have to know anything about planes or engines to learn the ground work of Aviation with my Course. Everything is clearly explained—illustrated by hundreds of pictures, drawings and charts—made as simple and easy as possible. You get all the information you need to pass the Government's written examination for Mechanic's or Pilot's License, in a few short months. If you want to learn to fly, I can save you many times the cost of my Course on your flying time at good airports all over the country.

There's No Time to Lose—Get My FREE Book Now!

Aviation is growing by leaps and bounds—while many other industries are slumping. Don't wait and let the other fellows get ahead of you. Think about your own future. Let me prepare you for a job paying $30 a week or more—in Aviation. Get the FACTS. Mail the handy coupon on the right today—right now—while you're thinking about it. I'll send you my big FREE Book-packed with interesting facts about your opportunities in Aviation. Mail coupon NOW.

WALTER HINTON, President
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1115 Connecticut Ave.
Washington, D. C.

Mail for my big FREE BOOK on AVIATION Now!

Walter Hinton, President
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1115 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.
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SELLEY-TEX* ACCEPTED... as the solution to practical model building

ENTHUSIASM from everyone who tries this NEW REVOLUTIONARY IDEA!

SELLEY’S exclusive FLYING MODEL KITS are AMAZINGLY SIMPLE TO ASSEMBLE

PAT. APPLIED FOR TRADE MARK REG.

A steady stream of congratulatory letters from all over the country pay tribute to SELLEY-TEX CONSTRUCTION SETS—the greatest advancement in the history of model building. To all of you who have experienced the thrill of constructing a flying model with an excellent kit, here is a challenge: TRY a SELLEY-TEX CONSTRUCTION SET. If you do not find it to be the easiest, most practical kit of its kind on the market, you will be promptly refunded in full. So strong a GUARANTEE is SELLEY’S policy of superiority must represent extraordinary value. Order one today and judge for yourself!

WACO D Military

A TYPICAL CONGRATULATORY LETTER

I believe you have something that will make the Model World all jump with joy. You are about to sell a new kit. I have ordered . . . four to start. Your sanitary parts and vast array of accessories is worth a visit to us modelers and I as one feel daily grateful. Let us live longer.

(Signed) Heron D. Corwin
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Orders to meet Secret Agent G-6 for a routine mission had sent Captain Philip Strange to that tiny G-2 field in the heart of the forest. But as his ship rolled to a stop and he stepped out onto a gray carpet of ashes, Strange knew that this was nothing routine—that something far more sinister lay behind it. For in the midst of those gray ashes was the crumpled figure of Secret Agent G-6, and his throat bore ugly marks that showed he had been strangled by skeleton fingers.

Illustrated by E. M. Frandzen

CHAPTER I

THE KILLER OF QX

The smoke was a curious green. Philip Strange stared over the Spad's cowl as the ship dropped down toward the gloomy forest. The flare he had released was settling into the smoke. As he watched, its white light changed to a brilliant emerald glow, casting a weird radiance over the Forêt des Roques.

At first glance, the tiny G-2 field in the heart of the forest seemed entirely hidden by that peculiar greenish pall. But as the flare swung lower, Strange saw that the smoke was thinning, drifting away to the north. He could vaguely glimpse smoldering ruins below. Banking to windward, he sent the plane roaring down at the edge of the clearing.

There had been three shacks and a small canvas hangar, erected under the trees. All had been burned. A heavy, unpleasant odor came to Strange's nostrils as a wisp of the greenish smoke was hurled back by the prop. The descending flare was at two hundred feet, shining through the smoke like a great, blazing emerald. Strange banked for another quick glance. Scorched ground stretched away before him. In a moment he saw that the burned area was roughly circular, with a diameter of about two hundred feet.

At the southern edge of this dark circle, close to smoldering trees, lay the charred remnant of a plane. Sullen red embers were still visible. As the Spad thundered above it, Strange saw a crumpled figure on the unscorched ground fifty yards beyond. He leaned out of his cockpit for a hasty look, but almost at once the waning flare went out. He zoomed to clear the trees, climbed swiftly to drop another flare. As the Spad roared up into the night, his mind raced over the message which had cut short his leave in Italy:

"Glad arm is healed. Have mission for you. Leave Venice today. Arrive QX by ten tonight. Prepare company R-6 on official trip to Marseilles. Confirm. (Signed) JORDAN."

QX was the isolated G-2 post which now lay in ruins below. R-6 was Lieutenant Jack Lorton, of the air intelligence unit. And "official trip to Marseilles" meant a trip over the lines in German uniform. Strange frowned down into the darkness. From the tone of the G-2 colonel's message, he had expected a routine assignment, but that scene beneath had held more than a promise of something sinister.

He pulled the second flare at two thousand feet, swiftly scanned the heavens, then dived for the field. The Spad roared down, leveled out under his expert touch. The wheels rolled through a carpet of ashes, and the ship stopped close to the crumpled figure. Strange left the Hisso idling, and jumped from the pit.

Tinted by the smoke, the descending flare threw an eerie light over the scene. It shone on a Luger which had apparently been dropped by the man on the ground. Strange picked up the gun, jammed it open. The magazine had been emptied. He tossed the Luger aside and bent over the inert form. A German field-gray coat, torn in two places, became visible under the emerald light. Goggles lay near by. The man's helmet was gone.

Strange turned the pilot over, clipped out an oath of astonishment. Seared into the man's face was the mark of a skeleton hand!

For a second, Strange knelt there, staring. Then he took a small flashlight from one pocket, switched it on. The greenish light might have played a trick on his eyes. The narrow, white beam spotted the man's face. This time, there was no doubt. The outlines of huge, bony fingers were only too clear.

Strange shivered. A flaming skeleton hand—it was as though some fire-crazed wretch had come out of
those ruins, dying. But that was impossible. If the flames had worked that fast, the man would have been dead. And there was no body near by.

Then what had done it?

Strange leaned down to feel for the pilot’s heart, though he had no hope that the man was alive. Suddenly, against the glow of the flashlight, he caught a familiar something about the pilot’s profile. He bent over the mutilated face to make certain.

“Good God!” he whispered. “Jack Lorton!”

His eyes filmed as he saw the agony frozen on those youthful features. Mechanically, he thrust his hand under the feldgrau blouse. His seeking fingers found no response. A hard lump came into his throat. The last time he had seen Jack Lorton, the youngster had showed him the picture of a pretty blonde girl back in the States. They were to have been married as soon as the war was over. And now he was dead, killed by some terrible thing.

For a moment, Strange’s eyes rested unseeing on the dead agent’s face. Then for the first time he glimpsed the tip of an ugly bruise on Lorton’s throat. The collar was already unhooked. He pulled it farther open.
The G-2 man had been strangled by skeleton fingers!

As on Lorton’s face, the telltale marks were scorchred and black. Strange swept his flashlight over the dead man’s body. Lorton’s pockets had been turned inside out. His boots had been pulled off and tossed aside. Buttons were missing from the two bellows pockets of the field-gray coat, and the cloth was scorched in two places.

Strange’s eyes narrowed. The searing hands which had strangled Lorton had searched him with a brutal haste. He stood up, gazed around grimly. There was no sign of the other men he knew must have been at the isolated post. Apparently, they had been destroyed in that mysterious fire. He started toward the smoking ruins, then halted as his light fell on an impression in the ashes.

It was half-filled with sifting green ash, but the mark of a skeleton foot was unmistakable. The imprint was huge. Strange measured it against his own foot, found it two inches longer. He shifted the flashlight. There were more of those bony marks, leading across that queer, burned circle. He followed them till they ended on grassy ground. Beyond loomed the forbidding expanse of the Forêt des Rogues.

The Spad was idling jerkily. Strange turned back. He was nearing the ship when he saw a small, dark object at one side. He stopped quickly. It was Lorton, lying motionless, wadded up with a flimsy jacket buckled about it. Paper crinkled as he unfastened the buckle.

A map had been crumpled up inside, one end burned away. Strange spread it on the Spad’s wing, raised his flash. A penciled line ran from the QX field toward Germany, ending at the scorched edge. In the margin, partly obliterated by the charred edge, were some scribbled words.

_Warn everyone not follow skeleton and can’t be killed. Will burn and pilots. Only way get to base._

A little chill touched Strange’s heart as he read again the words “can’t be killed.” He looked at the Luger he had found near Lorton’s body. What hellish thing could it be which had gone unseathed through the hail of slugs from that gun?

**STRANGE** carefully folded the map, put it inside his flying-coat. With a last look at Lorton, he turned to the Spad. He could send men for Lorton’s body. Just now, it was his duty to get word of this to Jordan as quickly as possible.

He taxied the ship across the burned red stretch, blipping the throttle to clear the fouled plugs. As the Spad thundered up from the field, he banked in a climbing turn and headed south. Jordan’s message had come from the G-2 dugout near Pierrefitte, which lay just back of a little crook in the lines. The 53rd Pursuit drome was not far beyond, lying between a highway and a small river. He set his course for the drome, climbed to three thousand feet for the short hop.

The clouds were not much higher. He flew under them, handling the controls like an automaton, his mind on the queer problem. Once a javelin of moonlight struck down through a break in the clouds, catching him on face in repose, a repose it seldom knew. Even when playing no rôle, he frequently simulated the swift change of expressions which had made him a great actor as well as a super-spy. So expertly had he learned to control his mimetic muscles that he could, even without make-up, change his face so that it seemed that of another.

Swiftly, his ripplike brain raced over the puzzle, snatching at theories, probing their fallacies, rejecting them before they were hardly formed. Always, since he could remember, it had been like that—a leaping to conclusions with barely a consciousness of the intermediate steps. His mind made him a man apart.

It had been this uncanny brain, with its somethings telepathic power, which had labeled him as a “boy prodigy” in his early years—years he had tried to forget. He had fled from a greedy uncle who had put him on the stage; he had wandered over the world, learning curious things—foreign tongues, the magic of Yoga, queer doctrines of the Orient. The war had brought him back to France, where he had acted, as he had hoped. Captain Philip Strange had become Chaumont’s “Mental Marvel”—the phantom ace of G-2.

The Spad roared on through the night. In a few minutes the darker blur of the Forêt des Rogues gave way to an open stretch. Strange could see the faint gray of the river which wound near Pierrefitte and past the drome. He slowed the Spad down to a glide when warning signals silently beat through his brain. He jerked the throttle, banked sharply. He heard no sound of another ship, yet that peculiar sixth sense he had so fully developed told him he was not alone in the sky.

The moon had gone into the clouds, leaving the night an ebony black. Strange twisted around in his cockpit, looking for the exhaust flares of another plane. Suddenly there was a flash of light below and ahead. He spun about.

A huge ball of green fire was settling down toward the drome!

It swelled while he stared at it, spreading until it looked to be at least a hundred feet in diameter. By the weird glow, he could see men running frantically from barracks and huts.

Gunning the engine, he dived steeply. The ball of green fire was less than a thousand feet from the drome. It settled slowly, rolling and bulging like an enormous “flaming onion” hurled from some giant rocket. Strange slitted his eyes to see against the glare. He could see nothing above that green, oily fire. Yet he knew that its light meant death.

The heat forced him to rudder away as he dodged the flaming mass. Below, a scene of wildest confusion was revealed in the emerald light. Men were running in every direction, from under the huge ball of fire. A Nieuport swung out from the line, charged madly down the field. A little group of officers had dashed from the headquarters hutment. Several of them ran toward a big Staff car. Two reached it just as it started. The others whirled desperately toward the bank of the river which bordered the field.

Two more Nieuports sped across the drome as Strange pulled up at one side. The first one had zoomed up, disappeared. Strange’s eyes strained to watch it.

Above the thunder of his engine Strange caught a high-pitched howl. The next instant, a flame-wrapped ship plunged from the center of that great ball of fire. Strange gave a cry of horror. That poor devil in the first Nieuport!

“My God!” he cried hoarsely.

Through the mantling flames he could see the blackened skeleton of the pilot. In those few seconds, the green fire must have burned all the flesh—from his body.

Sick, almost nauseated, Strange was tearing his eyes away when, behind his stunned gaze, an skeleton moved. With a screech, the flame-covered ship came out of its headlong dive. Tongues of greenish fire trailed from its wings and tail as it shot up in a violent turn. Through the flame and smoke which eddied about the pit, Strange saw a blackened skull turn toward him. Fire seemed to flash from the empty, hideous sockets. Then the charred and smoking ship lanced up into the night.

Almost paralyzed, Strange stared after it. This was madness! That pilot was dead—nothing but charred bones! He couldn’t be flying that ship!

(Continued on page 48)
Proving that they had aircraft carriers during the war. In this, we have a young pilot about to drown to prove it. The Sopwith Pup, fitted with a Lewis gun through the center-section, has overshot the landing deck of the Furious. The ship dived into the waters of the North Sea.

This Fokker D-7 was shot down inside the Canadian lines by a Canuck airmen. The German pilot tried to set fire to his ship before he died, but a flock of Canadian and Australian infantrymen nailed him before he completed the job.

Above: We have had a lot of inquiries on the French Nieuport fighter known as the 29 C-1, which came out late in 1918. Here it is, with its 300-h. p. Hispano Suiza engine and the Lambin radiators under the fuselage. It was, of course, an improvement on the Nieuport 28, and considerably like the British Nieuport Night Hawk. In some records, it is listed as the Nieuport-Delage.

Right: One of the most pathetic pictures of the war. This shows Georges Guynemer, the great French ace, dressing before his last flight. While this was being taken, high officials were rushing from Paris to persuade Guynemer to give up active service flying for a long rest.

Here's one of the Gothsas that tried to bomb the Canadian base hospital at Stables. Six nurses lost their lives and many wounded men were killed, but British night-flying airmen trapped this night raider and brought her down. A number of nurses who escaped are collecting souvenirs.

A little known German bomber which came out in 1917. This is a two-engined L.V.G., fitted with two 180 Argus engines. Note the platform set in front of the open pilot's cockpit, arranged so that the gunner can fire out over the top plane. An uncomfortable and dangerous post in any man's war.
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By Lieutenant
H. Latane Lewis II
Author of "Leathernecks Aloft," "Chut-
ing the Chutes," etc.

Wings Aweigh!

There was the throb of many motors in the air
off the Virginia capes. High against the blue sky,
a long string of specks like a flock of wild geese
turned and wheeled downward.
Pounding her way through the heavy sea was the
U.S.S. Ranger, the white foam spreading back on either
side of her gray bow. Her flight deck was cleared for
action, and she was headed into the wind.

As the planes came lower, they swung into single
file. Soon the first was approaching for a landing. Standing
near the stern of the carrier was the landing officer,
with a flag in each hand to signal the incoming pilot
if he was approaching too high, too low, or too far to
the right or left.

Suddenly there appeared on deck two grotesque fig-
ures, garbed from head to foot in heavy asbestos suits
and carrying fire extinguishers. Nicknamed the "Hot
Papas," these men were ready to rescue the pilot in
event of a crash followed by fire. Enlisted men oper-
ating motion picture cameras trained lenses on the
plane. If it had appeared that there was going to be
a crack-up, they would have begun grinding out film
so that it could later be determined just what the
cause of the accident was.

Closer and closer the plane came towards the stern,
swaying slightly as it jockeyed for position. The for-

The U.S.S. Ranger, moored off Hampton Roads, Virginia. In spite of its size, this great structure can be
moved across the waters of the earth at a speed of about 40 statute miles an hour—and all the time be able
to protect itself with its own guns. A floating fortress!
ward speed of the carrier created a wind over the deck and cut down the landing speed of the plane. As soon as its wheels touched the deck, the plane engaged the arresting gear and was brought to a stop in a surprisingly short run. This arresting gear is a secret of the U.S. Navy and details concerning its construction and operation are guarded jealously. When the plane was down, it got out of the gear immediately and taxied forward out of the way, for there was another ship coming in right on its tail.

One by one, at intervals of only a few seconds, the other machines came to rest upon the Ranger’s broad deck until the entire brood was once more aboard. Thus does our Navy take its flying fields with it when it goes to sea. The Ranger is a vast floating city of some 1,400 souls, with food and lodging for all; electric light and power; with its own water supply and refrigerating plant; a complete telephone exchange and facilities for communicating by radio with the whole world; with a post office, laundry, barbers, tailors, and movie theater. Four large squadrons can operate from its deck. And in spite of its size, this great structure can be moved across the waters of the earth at a speed of about 40 statute miles an hour, and all the time able to protect itself with its own heavy guns.

One’s first and most vivid impression of the Ranger is the immense size of its flight deck. It is 727 feet long and 80 feet wide—a real landing field, rather than just a floating hangar. But when you’re up above and coming in to land, it looks about the size of a postage stamp. A huge storage space is built within the hull of the carrier, and the planes are transported from the deck to this space by means of a large elevator. Here, too, are shops where all manner of repairs can be made to planes, engines, and other equipment.

The squadrons based aboard the Ranger are VF-3B with 18 fighting planes; VB-3B and VB-5B with 18 dive bombers each; and VS-1B with 12 scouting or observation planes. In addition, there are a number of other planes which bring the total up to 70.

Some of the signals that carrier pilots use when in formation are an eye-opener to the uninstructed. It is, of course, necessary that hand signals be extremely simple for fighting plane operation, since one of the pilot’s hands is likely to be occupied with the business of flying. For the same reason, the signals should be as expressive as possible.

Illustrating the feature of expressiveness are the signals for “Forced Landing” and “Leaving Formation.” The first, meaning, “I am in trouble, having

“Anchors Aweigh!” was the old Navy cry, but today we add a new one—“Wings Aweigh!” For Uncle Sam’s seagoing forces of the present time count their airmen as one of the most important branches of the service. And working with those airmen are the huge aircraft carriers from whose broad decks the fighters, bombers and observation planes take off—and on whose broad decks they come home to roost. Thus does our Navy take its flying fields with it whenever it goes to sea.

forced landing,” is signaled by the pilot’s laying his head on his arm, as if he were going to break down and cry. This is commonly referred to as the “weeping out loud signal” and is one which it is hoped will seldom be used. For leaving the formation, the pilot indicates he is saying off by saying “Goodbye!” in an affectionate manner, fingers to the lips and a kiss tossed to the next in formation.

Another squadron has evolved a system of hand signals to use during radio silence or in event of radio failure. A code of letters is sent by dot and dash, using the open palm for dashes and the closed fist for dots. Numbers are sent by holding up fingers.

LANDING at night on a carrier deck is one of the most spectacular and dangerous of all naval aviation maneuvers. It is only fairly recently that formation flights in total darkness have been attempted. Visual signals, such as are used in daytime, are of course out of the question. The leader of a squadron gives orders by blinking a light carried on his plane. Lights of different colors are also used to designate the leaders of the various sections in the formation. The first section is led by a plane with a red light; the

(Continued on page 76)
America’s Answer to Air Threats

If it’s fighters they want, here’s a formation of Boeing V-26A’s out of March Field, doing their stuff. Let them try and break up this attack of the fastest air-cooled fighter in the world. When they can fly like this, they will take plenty of stopping.

Above: The Navy is buying lots of these new Grummans fitted with the 650 Cyclone engine. This ship does well over 200 m.p.h. and boasts a rare armament, retracting wheels and special equipment for flying deck work with the aircraft carriers.

Right: And if it’s bombers—how about these 200-m.p.h. Martin B-10 bombers in attack position? Note how they fly as close as the single-maters and carry out their maneuvers with all the skill of the lighter jobs. The fastest bombers in the world, too.

The Army has a two-seat fighter in this Berliner-Joyce P-F-3 that compares in speed, equipment and fighting ability. The position of the fuselage with reference to the top wing gives the pilot and observer a rare visibility zone. It uses the Pratt & Whitney Wasp.

This new Vought O8U-3 powered with a 600-h.p. “Wasp” is the Navy’s best bet where two-seater fighters are required. This is an improvement on the old Corsair and packs high speed and many high-caliber guns fitted under the cowling and inside the wings. Note the heavy gun in the upper center-section.

Photo from Triangle Photo Service.

Photo from Joseph Noto.

Official Photo, U. S. Army Air Corps.
Dog Flight!

PHINEAS—AND ROLLO—MAKE HISTORY

By Joe Archibald
Author of "Rice and Shine," "Prop Eyes," etc.

A FLIGHT, Ninth Pursuit Squadron, Major Rufus Garrity commanding, was taking quite a culling about by a Boche Staffel between Souilly and St. Benoit. The Spad quintuplets, led by Flight Leader Howell, seemed to be out of form, like a star actor in cauliflower alley who had spent the night before the big fight eating pickles, ice cream and fried oysters. It seemed as if they just didn't care.

Lieutenant Phineas Pinkham did not appear to be interested in the mêlée, even when a Heinie bullet ripped through the flying coat, wrapped around his torso and went on its way to smash into the dashboard. By force of habit he sidlesipped, heaved a sigh, and gingerly picked a triangular piece of glass out of his proboscis.

"Poor Rollo," the Boontown, Iowa, contribution to the U.S. Flying Corps lamented, "It's just like murder. Well, it ain't goin' to be me. I'll make the bums toss up and—haw-w-w-w, I never lose!"

Br-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r! Phineas, for the first time, showed signs of shock.

"Why, it's the Heinies! Where did they come from?" he yelped. But the Pinkham heart was heavy—too heavy to be lifted up and put to work. So it was well that a flight of British S.E.5's was abroad that day. The beeavers came tumbling down from a higher sky shelf and began to spread a very thick coat of shellac on the checkerboard Albatrosses, while the members of Garrity's outfit started toward
Bar-le-Duc and, strangely enough, wished that it were a thousand miles away.

Three sad-looking pilots climbed out of their battle wagons back on the drome and plodded toward the French farmhouse. Major Garrity heard them come in. Their boots sounded as ponderous as if they were weighted down with lead like deep-sea divers’ kicks. He came forth to greet them.

"Well, little rays of sunshine," he growled, "you might as well start figurin’ which one it’s goin’ to be."

"It’s plain murder!" Phineas Pinkham yipped. "You know how tender my heart is. You go ahead, Howell, as you haven’t finer feelings like me. —"

Suddenly a prolonged "Ow-w-w-w-w-w-w-r-r-r-r-r!" sounded outside.

"There!" exclaimed the freckle-faced pilot indignantly. "Could you go right out an’ kill him now? Why, he’s callin’ for us.

The Old Man toyed with a piece of army ordnance for a while, then laid it down on the table. "Toss up for it," he barked. "Rollo goes out today. If you want to blindfold him—"

NOW, Rollo was an aged pooh of doubtful lineage. Rollo’s dog days were about at an end. For the past month he had been mooching around the drome, having chosen it as a sanctuary in which to rest his aged bones. Rollo was short of breath, hosed quite an assortment of scars, was afflicted with various rheumatic pains and dragged one leg a bit, once having tried to outkick a mule. No mistake about it, Rollo was in the sere and yellow leaf.

Nevertheless, the pilots of the Ninth had welcomed Rollo, had even gone to the bother of building him a diminutive Nissen hut. It was Phineas Pinkham himself who had presented the canine octogenarian with a collar made out of a Brass Hat’s Sam Browne belt. Major Rufus Garrity, however, prided himself on being humane, not that his buzzards agreed with him. At one time, the Old Man had been head of the S.P.C.A. back in the States, and he told his varlets that he knew an act of mercy when he saw one.

"Listen," he had growled the night before, "Rollo is away across the field, but you can hear the mutt breathe. He’s dead, but he just won’t lie down. He’s got to go before he suffers any more."

"I wish somebody round here would git s o r t of breath, Phineas had pushed on. "Then we could shoot him. Haw-w-w!

"Don’t look at me like that, you spotted baboon!" Garrity had bellowed. "Rollo goes West tomorrow. It’s up to you three kindhearts who gathered him to your bosoms. One of you—"

And so now the zero hour had come.

"Ow-w-w-w-w-w-w-r-r-r-r-r!"

"Rollo wants his supper," opined Phineas. "My heart’s breakin’"

"Well," Captain Howell gave in, "get out a coin. We might as well get it over with."

"A coin?" repeated Phineas, trying to hide a sudden surge of exultation. "Oh, boys, come on, Bump, you nickel-nurse!"

The trio of buzzards displayed as many coins. Phineas’ bit of silver, however, had never come from the U.S. Mint. It had heads on both sides.

"I take heads!" he cried. "Haw-w-w-w-w! Well?"

"Odd man wins," yipped Howell. "All ready?"

"Wait a minute," howled Phineas, as a thought struck him. "That’s not the way I play. I—"

"I’m your superior," Howell reminded him belligerently. "Come on, slap that coin down on the back of your hand, you big ape!"

Phineas obeyed, a premonition of disaster gnawing at his core. Hands lifted.

"Tails," spoke up Bump.


"If I protest," blustered Phineas. "It ain’t fair. I—"

"That trick nickel, huh?" grinned Bump Gillis. "Me an’ Howell figgered that out. Well, Carbuncle, you know what Lincoln said. You can fool all of the people half of the time and you can fool half of the people half of the time—ha, ha! Say goodbye to Rollo for me.

Major Rufus Garrity had never felt happier. Phineas turned to him.

"Hi, uh, Rollo ain’t so old," he began. "How ‘bout givin’ him two more days? Maybe his arteries’ll loosen up an’—"

"You know my orders!" Garrity huffed, like the leader of a wolf pack.

"Awright!" snorted Phineas, picking up the gun. "Awright! When you pass a butcher’s shop again, swap your heart for one that come out of a mule. I hope Rollo comes back to haunt you."

FIVE minutes later, work on the drome came to a standstill as Phineas Pinkham trudged slowly toward open country. He was leading Rollo by a length of rope, and the pooch maneuvered in the Pinkham wake as fast as its onus of infirmities would allow.

"Rollo! You’re here," declared Sergeant Casey. "It’s good riddance."

For a mile Phineas Pinkham plodded on, not daring to turn around and look Rollo straight in the eye. Then he slanted away from the sunken road just as a U.S. staff car came lurching and clattering around a bend. In his palmy days, Rollo would have jumped, but in his present state of hale and heartiness, Rollo would only have shivered if he had sat down on a thistle. There came a yelp, and Lieutenant Pinkham spun around like a top, Rollo was still at the end of the rope, but he was quite defunct.

"Rolly—er—Rollo!"

"Why, Casey," said Phineas, "you can see it is only black thread."

"Rollol" hollered Phineas. "Why, you bums!"

The staff car stopped. Two Brass Hats climbed out. One looked at the late Rollo and muttered an elegy. The other approached Phineas. Abruptly the Pinkham scion clamped his hands to his face and sat down on a rock.

"Oh-h-h-h-h-h-h-h! Oh-h-h-h-h-h-h!" he moaned.

"Sorry," apologized the brigadier. "I’ll bust that dough who was drivin’. I’ll—"

Phineas’ shoulders shook. His big nose erupted quite an assortment of sniffs. He looked up at the colonel.

"That w-w-won’t bring back R-Rollo!" he said from the depths of apparent grief. "Y’know, a dog an’ a horse are man’s best friend. Woe is me! What’ll I do? I don’t care what happens now."

"Touching, eh, what?" the colonel said to his mate.

"Flyer—his mascot, no doubt. Well—er—the only thing we can do is—how much money you got, Boggs?"

"T-Twenty frances," came the reluctant answer.
The colonel touched Phineas on the shoulder. "Here's fifty francs, my good fellow. All we can do. Buy yourself another mascot, perhaps?"

"Money!" gulped Phineas. "For Rollo? Why—that is—why?" But the pilot extraordinary pocketed the currency in the midst of his indignant protest. The colonel and his companion got back into the A.E.F. boiler and soon were out of sight and hearing.

"Oh, boys!" grinned Phineas. "Fifty smackers! What was it Lincoln said? Well, Babette, I'm on my way, fair maid, and will be in Balder Duck anon." He looked at Rollo's remains, experienced a brief pang, then eased the old bones out of the road. He took time to build a cairn of rocks over the remains.

"Aado, ol' boy," he said, "It's a rotten wind that don't blow somethin' good my way. Fifty francs! And I was quite short, Oh, boys! The Old Man will not have a leg to stand on as I'll say I was struck by grief and had to drown sorrow in an estaminet. Phineas Pinkham, it's a caution how you arrange things. Here I have to exterminate Rollo and he's taken out of my hands and what is put in his place? Argent! I guess the Pinkhams was church-goin' folks. Haw-w-w!"

Phineas caroused as long as fifty francs would allow him that night. Babette never seemed failer. The cognac never was more potent. It was with light heart and lighter head that the joker came from Boonton arrived at the Frog farmhouse late that night. Major Garry was sitting up. Several pilots had fought off sleep to keep the Old Man company.

"H'lo, bunchs!" said Phineas in greeting. "You'd ought to've seen the look in Rollo's eyes. It was awful. Touched me to the quick." He paused to flick an imaginary tear aside. "When—I—think of it, I git a lump.

"You'll get another one," the C.O. cut in. "You big—"

"It was like murder, I says to Rollo, 'This'll hurt me worse than you,'" Phineas proceeded, undaunted. "Then you know what he did? He refused the blindfold and says, 'Bow-wow!' Then he sits right up when I pointed the gun. I turned my dome an'—"

Major Rufus Garry started to applaud. "Encore!" he said. "That Pinkham, you hybrid lemur, we had company while you were gone. Colonel John J. Butterby was here. He told us quite a sad story about how his car ran over a pooh. There was a rope tied to the mutt, and attached to the other end was a big, flap-eared liyar by all the clocks in—"

"Huu?" gulped Phineas. "Why—er—are ya sure?" he cut prostrated, and he sat down at this very table and dug into a bag of peanuts you left here. When he cracked one open, it blew up in his face. He lost half his mustache and one eyebrow. Fifty francs, huh?"

"That is pretty small pertaters for Rollo," Phineas said indignantly. "What's the difference how Rollo went West? It was me who didn't have the heart to shoot him, says I will get him run over by a truck or—well—"

"I told the colonel," Garry added his bit, "that you were taking Rollo out to shoot him, anyways. The Brass Hat—"

"Now that is a pal for you!" erupted Phineas. "You would blab out a deathbed secret. Awright, go ahead. Now I can do it myself.

"The colonel is coming after those fifty francs when he calls again," the C.O. cracked. "And, seeing that you have two months' pay docked already, well—ha, ha!"

"I will go into bankruptcy," grinned Phineas. "That'll fool him. Aadoo, bunchs! I must have my sleep."

"Brought a bottle with you, I see?" the major suddenly cried out. "Bought with your ill-gotten gains. Hand it over! You think I'm porous or what? I marvel at your generosity. Hand it over."

"Gosh, a guy can't have nothin' around here. Of all the hogs—" complained the man of the moment.

The Old Man took the bottle, yanked out the cork. Squish! Black liquid hosed out. Major Garry's physiognomy, in a trice, assumed the ebon hue of an end man in a minstrel show. The bottle fell from his limp fingers. He sputtered, then got up slowly.

"Don't forget," Phineas yipped as he paused in flight and banked around in the doorway. "You made me give it to you. I know discipline. I always obey superiors and—"

Crash! It was quick work—picking up that bottle and heaving it. But Phineas Pinkham had not moved like a snail with leg iron. He was halfway to his hut when the bottle broke up.

**BUMP GILLIS** arrived at the cubicle a couple of minutes later.

"I hope you thanked the Old Man," grinned Phineas, as he pulled off a boot. "That bottle was for you, Bump. I never forget you when I go to town, you know that. Haw-w-w-w! Well, it has been fun, huh? I miss Rollo, though, don't you? He generally barks taps at this hour."

"Some day I will kill you," gritted the Scot. "Shut up and make believe you bunk alone. I—phew-w-w-w-w! What's that smell? What're you bullin' in that kettle? If it's your socks, I move out."

"Aw, it's nothin', but a lot of black thread I'm bullin' in oil, his hutmate assured him. "There's somethin' else in it, too, but you wouldn't understand, Bump. I don't see why they didn't build schools in Scotland. Ah—er—what did the Brass Hats want, huh? I bet it was that shell dump that is dug under a cliff, huh?"

"What did you think—that they come to paint Easter eggs?" snorted Bump.

"Haw-w-w-w-w-w!" complimented Phineas. "That was almost funny, you ol' highland-finger, you!"

Bump crawled into bed and disdained to reply to this latest inuht. Phineas went over to the little oil stove he had flitched from a deserted Frog farmhouse. He stirred the contents of the kettle and then reached for a book on a near-by shelf. Turning to a page he had marked, he read the fine print under a heavier caption, HERMES' OINTMENT.

"Nope, I haven't left anythin' out," the red-headed witch doctor chuckled. "It's wonderful, the progress of science."

An hour later, Phineas turned down the wicks of the (Continued on page 69)
WAR! The word twangs a different chord in the heart of every man. To the Frenchman, it means a charge toward Paris—or Bayonet Trench outside Verdun. To the American, it means Chateau Thier-ry or the Argonne; to the Belgian, the remorse of Leige and the ravaging of a neutrality; to the Russian, the helpless swamps in front of the Masurian Lakes; to the Italian, the bloody Piave.

But to the average Englishman, whether he wore khaki or blue, war means air raids on London!

And well it might. When the news reached the trenches on that eventful day in 1915 that German airships had raided peaceful English towns on May 31st, rain- ing incendiary and high-explosive shells on peaceful and unarmed British towns, the horror of war was probably first realized, after nearly a year of bitter fighting.

The English saw their kinfolk battered and mangled, buried under massive piles of masonry. Civilian names were listed in the casualty columns. From that day on, the Englishman knew he was in a war, and in retali- ation, British airmen braved distance and bombed Karlsruhe. The French bombarded Baden. The British cap- tured Kut-el-Amara and German South-West Africa. They raced across No-Man’s-Land and completed the capture of the immense mud grin. They be- gan a new march on the Dardanelles. And war today still means air raids on London.

The moment the German plans for a gigantic army and a great air force were announced, the British re- membered the air raids of 1914-18. They set to work at once to strengthen the air defenses around London, the capital of the Empire. Forty-one new squadrons were ordered and recruiting for the R.A.F. leaped to amazing figures. Old flying men swarmed back to the colors. Youngsters hardly out of public school rallied to the call. Their England, which had once denied the charges that Germany was rearming, was threatened again, just as she was in 1914.

She would need more Warnefords, more Robinsons, more McCuddens, more Bales and more Mannocks. Some one had to face the foe which threatened again. No one ever knew the surge of air-mindedness that swept Eng- land last March. No one probably ever will. But the gauntlet, the flying glove, was taken up, and again England was ready.

But there is one difference. Germany knows today that she must never make the mistake she made in 1914 when she allowed England to get into a war. This time England must be shut out of the picture early—just as Belgium was in the last war. The quickest and surest way to do it is by air. Germany's vast-pocket Navy is no match for Britain's might on the sea. Her army could never make a landing on British soil. But her air force, with high explosive, gas bombs and all forms of chemical warfare, might be able to stop Britain in her tracks before the English ground and sea forces could go into action.

Let us imagine that overnight Germany should de- cide to put the British out of any possible play. Her best bet would be a monster air raid on the main centers—London, Birmingham, Chatham, the naval base, South- ampton, Dover and many other points of industrial strength—but mainly, of course, London. Here the raid- ers could sever the many cables of communication and the mighty seat of government—the point of power that controls the vast empire. Blotting out London with either high explosive or chemicals would have such a monstrous reaction, would be such a grim stroke at the morale of the nation, that it would take months to re- organize the intricate mechanism and put the nation back on its feet as an offensive power in a European conflict.

To do this, Germany naturally would have to employ ships capable of a wide cruising area and the carrying of great loads. These planes would require large crews to handle all the intricate duties necessary in a mission of this kind. There would be two pilots, one navigation officer, one bombardier officer in charge of the bombing details, and at least two men to act as gunners in the defense.

A close examination of the available craft suitable for such a raid discloses that the famous Dornier Super- Wal four-engined flying boat would be the most likely choice. It has a wide cruising range, and is very sea- worthy. With four 500-h.p. Jupiter VIII motors, (Brit- ish, by the way) the Super-Wal has a top speed of 136 m.p.h. and carries a disposable load of 16,540 lbs. Im- agine what a formation of twenty such ships could do, assuming they got through the London defenses!

Their equipment includes full night-flying instru- ments, the way of defense is a navigation compartment comparable to that in any Atlantic liner, and fuel tanks accommodating more than 1,000 gallons. Allowing a few hundred pounds for special armament in the way of high-caliber guns and modern air cannons, these ships could still deposit three-quarters of a ton of de- struction and make a fast get-away.

The question naturally arises: Britain has England to offer the way of defense—what is this type of raider?

The only thing worth mentioning, even with the vast improvement in all forms of anti-aircraft guns, is the modern interceptor. On this month's cover, we have shown the form of defense employed by the British fighter squadrons using the Hawker Super-Fury fighter. Squadrons of these machines have been posted around the London defense area, and Britain believes in them she has the answer to the air raid problem.

However, of all military machines, the interceptor fighter is probably the least understood, especially in countries where such a ship is not included in the air defense system. The Hawker Super-Fury, with the Rolls Royce “Goshawk” steam-cooled engine, is the most effi- cient type of interceptor in the world today. It has a top speed of 250 m.p.h. and is the fastest service ma- chine in the world. Contrary to general impression, it is not a ship that can only get upstairs fast, and be con- fined to a small radius of action. Not at all! It climbs to 20,000 feet in about seven minutes, to be sure, but it can stay in the air well over two hours. It carries two Vickers guns of the new high-speed type, and is the safest bet in the swiftly forming defense against enemy raiders.

Thus, if a war should break out, you can bet your last dollar that Britain's first line of defense would not be her Navy, but her air service. The Hawker-Fury pilots of the London defense area would have to take up the work where old No. 39 Squadron, Home De- fense, left off in 1918, in the last attempted raid on London. On that memorable occasion, they destroyed seven Gothen out of eleven that had crossed the British Coastline. What would be the record now?
Trouble and emergencies just naturally compel people to call upon the Army Air Corps for help. What kind of trouble it is, doesn’t seem to make any difference. People seem to think that Uncle Sam’s flyers can be relied upon to put to rights anything that lies outside of normalcy. Storms, floods, tornadoes, and those things called “acts of God” by the insurance companies—all of these things, most people believe, can be adjusted by the Army Air Corps. And usually they are right!

One day last winter, there came a buzz on the telephone in the Operations Shack at March Field, California.

“Say, lieutenant,” boomed a heavy voice into the ear of the officer on watch, “I’m up here at Las Vegas, Nevada, and there’s some folks about a hundred and twenty miles north in a hell of a predicament!”

“Well, what of that? What do you want us to do about it?”

“If you can’t do anything, nobody else can!”

“Okay, don’t get excited. Let’s hear the story.”

(Continued on page 74)
The Griffon’s Gamble

KERRY KEEN—SKY SLEUTH—SOLVES A NEW MYSTERY

A SLEEK-WINGERED amphibian swept out of the east with a low roar of its Avia W-44 motor and raced toward the gleaming lights that shone from Southampton to the east shore of Long Island. The pilot had left a secret hangar a few miles south of Montauk Light half an hour before. Since then, he had made a survey of the surface vessels below and then, suddenly checking the time by the wristwatch under the sleeve of his black evening cloak, he had turned toward the shore line with a nod to the man in the back seat.

Without a word, they changed seats, and the man in the evening clothes snapped the black enameled swivels of the parachute harness to the Dorsal pack fitted to the back cushion of the comfortable chair.

Then, as the black amphibian eased toward the shore, the new pilot drew back a steel handle. Suddenly the giant 1,000-h.p. Avia ceased its roar, and only the low whine of slipstream emerged from under the eighteen-cylinder power plant. The Skoda mufflers had been cut in.

The strange ship climbed gently, for the motor was still ramming out its revs. Below was visible a vast black area that meant well-trimmed lawn. In the center, at the top of a semi-circular driveway that wound its half-moon path through patches of heavy and expensive foliage, stood their goal—Rockwell Manor, the palatial mansion of the Long Island Prances.

It was the annual midsummer dinner and ball, staged annually by Hubert L. Prance, internationally known millionaire and oil operator. Already the lights of expensive cars were streaking up that driveway. At the long private dock, facing the cool, gray-blue ocean, a few palatial cruisers were warping in, with uniformed men in attendance. At a buoy, a few yards off the bathing float, bobbed a gleaming, silver-hulled flying boat that was worth a king’s ransom.

Little did they know—these acions of fortune, these butterflies of society, these kings and dictators of finance—that they were gathering for the opening tableau of a tragedy that was to shock the nation.

More cars rolled up and uniformed chauffeurs opened doors and bowed their charges out. Footmen and butlers in scarlet and braid announced the arrivals. Soft music floated through the reception room, and already members of the younger set were gliding over the polished teakwood floor of Rockwell Manor’s famed ballroom.

Overhead purred the silenced motor of a black amphibian. A man in black evening clothes had climbed out of the sheltered coupé top and stood poised on the wing-root. He nodded to the pilot and dropped.

The ship pulled away and climbed. The pilot circled easily and watched the black parachute drop silently toward the flat roof of the residence below. Several minutes passed; then he saw the reassuring beam of a signal lamp that flashed three times. He nodded and drew away from the area, checking the watch on the dashboard carefully.

"Four minutes to go," he breathed.

The man who had taken this daring leap landed on Rockwell Manor with delicacy and accuracy and worked fast, once he had cleared himself of the black parachute harness. He hurriedly rolled the black silk canopy up into a ball and darted to a ventilator that opened on the roof-top. He stuffed the bundle in quickly, and hid behind a massive old chimney.

Something popped lightly, and the man in the black evening coat stuck an opera topper on his head at a jaunty angle. Then he pulled a scarlet mask from his pocket and placed it over his eyes. A third object was drawn from below his opera cloak—a box.

He edged to the buttress of the roof, threw a long leg over and found a hidden iron pipe partially covered with vines. Carefully, with the string of the box in his teeth, he lowered himself to where he could place his toe on a wide window-sill. Moving like a cat, he felt carefully for the window.
Gleaming white yachts bobbed in the Sound in front of that gaily lighted mansion. Glittering, streamlined cars sped up the driveway, and the soft strains of music floated out into the night. Little did those kings of finance know that they were gathering—not for their dictator's annual ball—but for the opening tableau of a tragedy that would shock the world. For in a plane high above that gay scene, flew a man in a black cloak and scarlet mask. The dread Griffon was to be an uninvited guest at the festivities—and his presence could mean only one thing—death!

“The Griffon!” he said, his voice dropping to an awed whisper.


Prance sat down in his large chair, and jerked when the man in the scarlet mask took a step forward.

“Keep your hands on top of your desk, Mr. Prance. That's it. What about the leases?”

“You’re too late. Yung Shi Pai has them. I turned them over ten minutes ago. He just left this room. Why don't you go after him and get them?”

“I'm not that sort of fool,” smiled the Griffon. “No, you are the victim this time, Mr. Prance. You have double-crossed your syndicate—and your country. You must pay the penalty. You see, I know about your dealings with the Manchukuo Petroleum Corporation.”

“How the devil? How do you know, Mr.—Mr.—” blurted out Prance.

“Simple. I have found Yung Shi Pai ever since he arrived. Interesting, these Mongols who are working with the Japs in Manchuria. Interesting devils, but bad medicine, if you give them an inch. You, Mr. Prance, have given Yung Shi Pai entirely too much rope. I'm sorry it had to happen this evening, but there you are. It will mess up this splendid party of yours, won't it?”

“Are you going to murder me in cold blood?” Prance asked faintly.

“Murder you? Certainly not! The Griffon is accused of many things, but they'll never get him for murder, Mr. Prance. Besides, there are so many other, more interesting ways—in that package I brought, for instance. Open it.”

Prance opened the square, paper-wrapped package, staring at the Griffon with terrified eyes. Under the wrapping was a beautiful carved box of Oriental design. Prance's jaw dropped. He knew, then, that his end was near.

“Go on,” the Griffon taunted him. “You required a lot of nerve on the leases. This should be easy.”

Prance's fingers slipped the catch back and the lid came up. Three gleaming knives, set in carved ivory handles, with blades that glinted and flaunted their keenness, lay in three depressions. Scarlet silk formed an ominous background for the blades.

(Continued on page 56)
1—Carl Bolle began his military career in the cavalry, and later transferred to the air service. In the fall of 1916, he was flying a two-seater when he was attacked by several Allied single-seaters. They wounded him several times and finally forced his plane down, but Bolle, after dragging his observer from the plane, made his own lines.

2—In February, 1918, after a long convalescence, Bolle, although not yet an ace, was chosen as the logical leader of the Jagdstaffel Boelcke. Bolle led his men against some D.H. raiders. The formation was broken up and Bolle found himself alone among the enemy ships. However, he succeeded in making a dive to take him to safety.

3—During the Anglo-French counter-offensive, Bolle led his Staffel to drive off the quantities of Allied planes which were scouting to protect the Allied ground forces during the drive. Then Bolle turned his attention to the Allied tanks. On one occasion, he swooped down on them and kept his machine guns blazing until three of the tanks were set on fire.

4—The Staffel had kept up the traditions of their beloved leader, Boelcke, under Bolle, whose clean fighting gained him his enemies' admiration. November 1, 1918, they met a group of S.E.5’s. As usual, Bolle was foremost in an attack which downed five of the Britishers.

5—In the last fight of the squadron, three days later, their effort was valiant despite the German army's collapse. During two patrols they were credited with six enemy planes shot down. Four of these Bolle himself downed in a last desperate effort to overcome great odds and uphold the German air force's honor.

6—Carl Bolle was educated at Oxford, where his love of sports won him many friends among his later enemies. His total score was thirty-six planes destroyed, most of which were credited to him after he became Staffel leader. After the war, he continued his aviation activities in Germany in many different capacities.
Suicide Spandaus
WAR-FLYING YARN
By Orlando Rigoni
Author of "The Scarlet Scourge," "The Seven-Shot Ace," etc.

High above that gray strip of hell bounded by a trench that held grim men in khaki and a trench that held grim men in field-gray, Captain Stokes, of the 16th, led his flight—to break the great Boche blockade over Void. But the 16th never reached the skies above Void. Straight into a trap they were led—a trap where the blood-red eyes of stuttering Spandaus dripped tears of death.

Stokes flung his Spad like a catapult straight through that suddenly born hell.

The canteen was fogged with tobacco smoke. The men's faces at the wine-smeared tables showed white and tense through the drifting haze. Over in the corner nearest the smoking stove, Lieutenant "Blab" Booth raised his drawling voice in song.

"Blab" had been born with a smile on his lean, freckled face. His pale blue eyes held a bit of gleam that was humor and a bit of gleam that said, "Be careful."

The men of the 16th, stationed near the old winery at Vezalesi, had named him Blab with affectionate regard for his prolific stories. He bragged about everything. He bragged about his home town in Texas. He bragged about his horses and about his family. He bragged about everything but his personal prowess, and about his twelve victories he said nothing at all.

If pressed for details of his air fights, he'd just shrug his shoulders and grin. "I just up an' shot him," he would say.

Lieutenant "Baldy" Rivers squirmed in his seat at the center table in the room. He leaned his smooth pate close to the tight-lipped, gray face of Captain Stokes, who was the leader of the 16th.

"Blab's at it again," Baldy said in a hushed voice. Perhaps it was the words of Blab's song that made Baldy talk in such awed tones.

Captain Stokes rubbed his wide back against the broken chair. "It won't hurt a man to sing, Baldy. Let him get it out of his system."

Baldy's voice wailed across the room singing a parody on an old cowboy song:

(Continued on page 64)
The Supermarine Quadruplane

Today, collectors of war-time aviation photos have dubbed this aerial monstrosity the Wing-Walker's Nightmare, with the realization, of course, that any modern air-circus acrobat would stand a good chance of losing his way in his effort to do the rounds of the wing tips.

As far as we can make out, this ship came out late in the war under such hush-hush conditions that it was not discovered by the general public until several years later. We offer it, not as an actual fighting craft that saw service over the luser but as a representative model of what was going on in those dizzy days of 1918.

The ship was built in secret by the Supermarine Aviation Works, Ltd., of Southampton. This firm is now in the hands of Vickers, Ltd., and has mended its ways considerably. From general appearances, it appears that the company had a lot of old struts, wings, wheels and wire to use up before the war ended, and this was the result.

It was actually a quadruplane, as will be seen from a built-up turret clambering up from the top of the fuselage to the upper surface of the top wing, where a regulation Scarrf mounting was fitted. We assume that there was a platform below for the gunner to stand on, with his feet completely blocking off the view of the pilot. Another gunner was placed in the nose of the fuselage, and a bomber officer had office space somewhere in between.

The lower wing was set about three feet under the lower longerons. The second wing was fitted directly to the lower longrons, and the third bolted to the upper. The fourth—well, go ahead and figure it out for yourself. There was a complete closed-cockpit which looked suspiciously like grandpa's greenhouse. The motive power used was two Cosworth 'Mercury' engines of 120 h.p. each, fitted in streamlined nacelles that were carried on steel struts just above the upper surface of the second wing.

The tail surfaces were of the bi-plane type, with elevators on each tail-plane. We have no record of its speed or performance. Do you care?

1914 BREGUET

This unusual ship is one of three constructed by the old Louis Breguet firm for military work, in 1914. The other two included a twoseater hydroplane and the A.G. 4 armored ship, of which we can learn little. The interesting feature of this 1914 ship is that it was an all-steel job, as far as the general structure was concerned, and the manufacturers took great pains to explain that the undercarriage was equipped with "Oleopneumatic" shock absorbers and spring suspension.

At any rate, this ship was originally designed for the Military Trials of that year, but the outbreak of the war in August, 1914, brought all the actual military trial business they were looking for. Some of these ships made up France's first line of aerial defense.

The ship was a wide-winged bi-plane with a monocoque fuselage slung midway between upper and lower plane. The lower wing was in two parts, and joined the general structure at the undercarriage struts. The undercarriage carried four wheels, but no skids, and was braced back to an inverted-Yee pylon fitted under the rear cockpit, which carried the tailskid. You wonder how they landed that baby.

The tail assembly was a ghastly arrangement of stabilizers, fins and rudders that seemed to be held on by nothing but the control wires. The narrow chord fin extended above and below the fuselage, and from a close inspection, appeared to turn with the rudder—a balanced rudder arrangement.

The motor used was the 140-h.p. Canton-Unne, a water-cooled power plant of which we know little except that it was the forerunner of the line later known as the Salmsons. It was a water-cooled radial, and the radiators may be seen on each side of the fuselage under the leading edge of the upper wing.

There was no set armament on this machine, of course. In the early days, the observers carried carbines and, later, automatic rifles and even shotguns, while the pilot, if he dared take one hand off the controls, went into action with a large automatic pistol.
No, we aren’t crazy! The ships illustrated here were actually built—and flown—during the World War. Designers of every period have let themselves go occasionally, and gone in for the unusual. Here you see four aeronautical nightmares, the Supermarine Quadruplane, the 1914 Breguet, the Siemens and Halske and the Voisin Triplane.

**THE SIEMENS & HALSKE FIGHTER**

This German single-seater came out at the end of the war, and while it is not as startling in design as the Supermarine, it has features that in 1918 were far ahead of their time and must have made many a German pilot’s eyes water. Today, it looks somewhat modern.

This machine did not see service. It was freakish mainly in its power plant which, while being a rotary, also had radial characteristics. The cylinders rotated at 900 r.p.m., and the crankshaft rotated in the opposite direction at the same speed. Thus, the actual engine speed was 1,800 r.p.m., but the prop was ticking at 900 r.p.m. and they were getting 1,800 r.p.m. in power. Natty and neat, but somewhat complicated.

Owing to this feature, they could use a smaller four-bladed prop and get a shorter length to the undercarriage. These gave the ship a squat appearance. A stubby fuselage also added to this illusion. The wings were of the biplane type with a splayed Vee-type inter-plane strut. The center-section was carried on a splayed N-strut, and there was considerable stagger in the arrangement.

The Siemens & Halske ship, with its own power-plant, climbed to 7,800 feet in three minutes, if we are to believe the German figures. Its forward speed has not been recorded in the information we have. The fuselage was built of plywood, and the stabilizer and fins were integral with the body. Little outside bracing was used. The mounting of the balance rudder is interesting.

Two synchronized guns were carried, firing through the propeller, as well as all the usual war-time equipment.

To return to the climbing ability of this ship, its most unusual point, we find that it was obtained by a high-pitch prop of four blades rotating at comparative low speeds. Actually, according to figures we have checked since, it climbed to 26,000 feet in twelve minutes. Thus, without realizing it, the Siemens & Halske people built the first real interceptor plane. Of course, it could not have had a high forward speed without modern controllable-pitch props.

**VOISON**

The Voisin machines, many of which flew under the French tricolor during the war, were manufactured by the Aeroplanes Voisin, Boulevard Gambetta, Issy-les-Moulineaux, Seine, France. This is actually the oldest airplane firm in the world, having been organized by the Voisin Brothers in 1905.

The company saw the ups and downs of aviation throughout the early 1900’s, and had begun to get somewhere with their flying school and small factory by the time the war broke out in 1914. From the start of the big conflict, the company seemed to aim at large ships and develop a fine folding wing device. Their big effort came in 1918 when they brought out a startling triplane.

This machine was a veritable flying fortress. It carried no less than five distinct gun turrets. There was one in the nose; one high behind the top plane in the second-story fuselage; two to fire through the floor of the main fuselage, and one behind the main planes in the upper part of the main fuselage. Four 220-horsepower Hispano Suiza engines were mounted on the middle plane—two as tractors and two as pushers. They gave it a speed of something around 110 miles an hour.

The startling part of the ship is the extra fuselage mounted below the top plane to the top of the fin. This was a slender affair, carrying a gunner’s turret up near the wing, wired and strutted to the top of the lower fuselage.

The 1918 Voisin triplane was 23 meters long. Its span was 32 meters and the chord 2.4 meters. A remarkable undercarriage system involved a front wheel well ahead of the nose of the ship and then a 6-wheeled arrangement beneath the main portion of the body.
What of An Independent Air Force Today?

There has been much talk in the United States about unification of the various branches of the Air Service, but little has ever been done about it. Here's a new idea from Washington, which, as Arch Whitehouse points out, has a strong resemblance to the war-time Independent Air Force, that group of daredevil pilots from many nations. Let him tell you about it, and about other phases of aviation. In this department, FLYING ACES gives Mr. Whitehouse free rein to express his own personal views.

***

For years the subject of the unification of the Army and Navy Air Services has been brought up, but somehow it has never got anywhere. However, General Douglas MacArthur, Chief of Staff, who determines the moves of the Army, has hit upon an idea which at first sounded new, but which we of the old war days, upon careful consideration, recognize as a revival of the old Independent Air Force.

Some of you will probably remember that during the last year or so of the war, the British hit upon the idea of organizing the Independent Air Force, a mobile grouping of crack squadrons which could be shifted quickly from one front to another. In general, it included all pilots and observers who were cracks in their line. Some would go so far as to say "cracked," for of all the wild organizations, charged with patriotic fervor and enthusiasm, there has been never anything quite like the old I.A.F. It was composed mostly of R.F.C. squadrons and men, but a few smart American outfits or, at least, a few crack American airmen, were included when the work suited. There were a few Frenchmen and one or two Belgians in it, also.

In other words, if you were air-crazy, formation-dizzy or looking for a new form of suicide, you either applied for the I.A.F. or they sent you there to cool off. Their duties included special trench and road-stafing, long-distance—and how long!—bombing raids, spy-dropping, retrieving shows and all the odd suicide flights the Staff could think up. But what a record the I.A.F. ran up!

Today, we see the same idea in the new General Headquarters Air Force, which is being formed for the provision of "a force of great mobility and striking power, ready to meet a threat from any direction."

This new group will consist mainly of combat units of the Air Corps, together with certain observation and service units. The whole body will eventually consist of 1,000 pursuit, attack and bombing planes. The orders for new equipment will bring the numbers up within a few months. Thus, this broad organization will be in the hands of Corps commanders of the Army, and the Chief of Air Corps will be relieved of practically everything but schools, depots, training, organization and equipment problems.

While there appears no chance for unification of the two services, this initial set-up seems to be leading toward the next best thing. In an emergency, the same groups connected with the Navy might be taken over by this General Headquarters Air Force, and would double its strength. Not a bad idea, at that.

The Commercial Comet

We get new shocks every day. Only a short time ago, we were agreeing that the De Havilland Comet, which won the England-to-Australia race, was nothing but a freak ship built directly for the winning of that race. It was a flying gas-tank with no real commercial value.

Now we learn that the French "Air France" commercial organization has ordered several of them for the new South Atlantic mail runs to South America.

Jean Mermoz, chief pilot of Air France, has stated in no unmistakable terms that he thinks the new Comet is the answer to their mail-contract worries. It would be able to span the South Atlantic between dawn and dusk, he points out, whereas flying boats take a day and a night.

"I would rather take my chance on a ship of the Comet type," he stated, "which can fly well on one engine, than risk a landing in mid-ocean with the best flying boat made."

He explained that no flying boat yet made can withstand the buffetings of sea in an Atlantic storm. In contrast, the Comet is so fast that it could out-run any storm, and with its range of 3,100 miles and its rare speed, its pilot would be facing less of the elements in a short-time flight than he would if he were trying to fight it out with a heavy flying boat.

Mermoz has made several trans-Atlantic flights and should know what he is talking about. Incidentally, the Comet recently broke all speed records between London and Paris, clipping plenty of time from Frank Hawk's old mark.

Mr. Mulligan

In answer to the hundreds of letters I have been getting concerning Ben Howard's new high wing monoplane, I feel that I ought to give the information in this department, hoping that it will catch the eye of many.

In the first place, there is nothing secret, strange or unusual about the ship—except its name. Actually, it is a commercial job, but is also considered a long-distance racing machine fitted. A 500-h.p. Pratt and Whitney "Wasp" is said to give it a top speed of 312 m.p.h. A special N.A.C.A. cowling is used over this motor, which is also fitted with a 14:1 supercharger, indicating that

(Continued on page 45)
From Racer to Fighter

The Northrop Fighters.
Showing how racing ships may become basic types for high-speed fighting planes. Northrop takes a big lead in the military aviation field.

A large number of these XFT-I ships have been ordered by the U.S. Government for deck fighting work—speed about 250 at 7,000 ft. Carries two-way radio, lifeboat, two guns and arresting gear.

The Northrop 2E two-seater fighter-bomber purchased by Great Britain for the R.A.F. Experimental Station at Martlesham Heath—speed, 226 m.p.h at 7,000 ft. Carrying no outside bombs, does 165 cruising with full military load.

This drawing was made from one of a number of photographs which recently appeared in "Deutsche Flugillustrirte" a German Aero Weekly. It shows in full detail the wing gun mounting of an American two-seater fighter which is supposed to be on the Secret List. Complete details of the observer's cockpit, his guns and bomb releasing devices were also shown—no that it matters but American readers might be interested in what they are paying for in the way of aerial defense, too.

Why American Aviation Magazine Editors Go Mad—
Taxi in on this runway and pick up a plane load of laughs! In this department, we present a collection of jokes, cartoons, and humorous verse. For all original contributions which we can use here, FLYING ACES will pay $1. No contributions will be returned unless a stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed.

**Fast and Loose**
Curious onlooker (rushing up to a crack-up on the flying field): What's the matter—loose controls?
Greaseball: Nope—tight pilot.

**Saved by a Hare**
Mechanic (after forced landing): My rabbit's foot is certainly lucky, all right. Before the motor conked and we were forced down, I couldn't find it. Now that we're on terra firma, I've found it again.
Pilot: Yeah? Where did you find it?
Mechanic: Stuck in the gas feed line.

**Hope Springs Eternal**
Pilot: Did you hear about my last flight?
Bored: I hope so.

Dumb Dora thinks that aviators are the only ones who have any ups and downs in life.

**Pajama Party**
Ach emma (knocking on door of Pinkham's shack): We just found a crack-up, and we thought it was you.
Pinkham: That so? Did the guy wear a pair of pajamas under his suit?
Ach emma: Well, come to think about it, he didn't.
Pinkham: Then it wasn't me. Haw-w-w-w!

**Just a Cleaner-Upper**
Small boy (seeing his first autogiro): What's that, pop?
The old man: Why, that's a skycraper, son.

**Breaking It Gently**
Flyer (rushing into hangar after a bad crack-up): Do you do repairing here?
Mechanic (after brief look at fallen plane): Yeah, but we don't do manufacturing.

**Just Tired**
Smart: How can you say he's lazy.
Aleck: How can I say it? Listen, he's so lazy that when the pilot told him to bail out, he said, "Let it sink—I can swim."

**A Marathon Ace**
Flying fan: Where's Jimmy this afternoon?
Second ditto: If he can fly like he says he can, he's flying, but if he flies like I think he can, he's walking.
Since so many of you kids have asked about the whip-stall we mentioned in the last lesson—I'm showing you a picture of it here.

It usually happens just before the break in a loop—when you haven't enough power and speed to take you on over the arc.

Up there at position B, the ship loses flying speed and falls back tail-first, providing the rudder is neutral and wings are laterally level.

She starts flying backwards and down hill, a cute little trick all her own, because your stick is well back, the tail flies up and her nose goes down.

And at this point, her tail flies up and her nose goes down, and she changes from goin' to comin' in the twinkling of an eye. Here you swing onto the safety belt.

And before you know what happened, she's a-flyin' as normal as a perfect lady, an' if you're not nursin' a busted bill, you're wonderin' if you ain't had a bad dream.

Airplanes aren't designed to withstand the whip stall, so if you see you can't pull over the top of a loop, hang a wing down and slip out from the side. It's easier on the bridge work.
Here and There in the Air

In this department, FLYING ACES presents some of the odds and ends of aviation—interesting facts about flyers and their foibles, news picked out of the sky here and there. We hope you like it.

PILOTOPICS
By ROY HUMPHRIES

1. THE FLYING CO-ED, RUTH PRUSS, NEW YORK, FLIES TO AND FROM SCHOOL DAILY...

2. PILOT LEAVES GROUND WITHOUT PLANE! UPON FINDING A DEADLY FER-DELANCE SNAKE, IN HIS PARACHUTE

3. A SEAPLANE CAN TAKE OFF ON ROUGH WATER EASIER THAN ON CALM WATER...

4. A BULLET BEGINS TO FALL AS SOON AS IT LEAVES THE GUN ... YET IT WILL HIT A BULL'S EYE.

Stories Back of the Above Pictures

1—Miss Ruth Pruss, of Brooklyn, N. Y., flies daily from Floyd Bennett Airport in that city to Garden City, Long Island, to attend classes at Adelphi College, a distance of about twenty miles.

2—During the recent Army maneuvers in the Panama Canal Department, Captain W. J. Davies, a member of the 6th Composite group, Air Corps, was a bit nonplussed one morning to find a deadly fer-de-lance snake coiled up in his parachute. The captain went several feet off the ground without his plane, and needless to say, made a safe landing without the chute.

3—It is much easier for a seaplane to take off on a rough sea than on a calm surface because the bobbing momentum of the choppy waves gives greater lifting power to the ship.

4—The motion of a bullet traveling horizontally does not interfere with the operation of gravity. Gravity acts on such a bullet precisely the same way that it acts on a bullet dropped from the hand. A rifle or machine gun appears to shoot point-blank, or straight ahead, because the line of sight is above the bore and the center of the bore is pointed slightly upward.

It's a Bargain!

AMERICAN air fares are the lowest in the world, according to figures received by the traffic department of Eastern Air Lines. The cost per mile to fly in the slower and older equipment of Europe averages eight to ten cents a mile. In this country, on the world's finest and fastest airplanes, which streak to the coast on four routes in 16 to 20 hours, from New York to Florida and New Orleans, and from Chicago to Florida in eight hours, the per mile cost averages only five and seven-tenths cents a mile.

First Woman Air Traveler

WITH her air mileage on the world's commercial airlines "somewhere between 250,000 and 300,000 miles," making her the No. 1 woman air traveler in the world, Mrs. James R. Leisk, wife of the chairman of Barclays, outstanding British bank, recently flew to Miami on Eastern Air Lines, on the last leg of an aerial vacation in Europe and this country, which will put 17,000 more air miles under her feet before returning to her home in Johannesburg, Transvaal, South Africa.

"It's too bad they are not flying passengers southwards through the South Atlantic yet," remarked Mrs. Leisk. "Then I wouldn't have to go to London by boat to fly to Africa.

"I think American airplanes, especially the Douglas, are simply marvelous, and for the life of me I don't understand why more American women do not use the airlines and why in heaven's name they object to their husbands flying. I've been told they do, you know."

Mr. Leisk is indirectly interested in Imperial Airways, British air transport system, which explains why Mrs. Leisk has flown so extensively.

Sport Planes in Demand

THE entire first group of the new Ryan S-T low-wing monoplanes has been sold in advance of production—and that's an interesting record! Every effort is being made at the San Diego factory to meet the demand for this new type of sportsman pilot plane.

The Ryan S-T has attracted widespread interest as America's fastest sport plane for comparable horsepower. Its modern engineering includes an all-metal monocoque fuselage, air brakes or wing flaps, and Flettner tab controls replacing the conventional stabilizer. The Ryan company claims—with the 95-h.p. Menasco installation—a cruising and top speed of 120 and 140 m.p.h. respectively, and with the 125-h.p. installation, a cruising and top speed of 131 and 150 m.p.h.
With the Model Builders

Just to show you what the model planes in FLIGHTING ACES bring forth! At the left are two splendid models of the FLIGHTING ACES Biplane and the FLIGHTING ACES Sport Racer, built by Jack Herrick and Richard Herbers, of Detroit Lakes, Minn., from plans published in this magazine. And below is Benjamin Tolsky's version of the FLIGHTING ACES Cabin Plane, built from plans in last February's issue. Ben hails from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and says he gets regular flights of 100 seconds from this model.

Julius Urruth, whose name is familiar to every FLIGHTING ACES reader, built the interesting gasoline model pictured above. It's a six-footer, powered with a Lourvel Aero engine, and weighs 5 lbs. What's more, it flies 25 miles per hour, and has flown four minutes on three-sixteenths ounces of gas. Some high flyer!

Upper Right: Here's news from the first F.A.C. Squadron to be organized in Australia! This picture shows you members of the Squadron, with the Curtiss Heli Divers which they have built. The leader, H. M. Cameron, is the one marked by an X.

Lower Right: More Club members, this time from Houston, Texas. Reading left to right, Walter Thompson, with his FSC-2; Robert Mitchell, with his prize Pokker Circus; and Alton Fruitt, holding a Newport 17. Their F.A.C. clubhouse is in the background.

Right: You all know the famous Boeing F4B4 by this time — or we're ashamed of you! Here's a model of this great ship built by John Bernet and his brother, of Shaker Heights, Ohio. This fine ship has been building models for three years.

Introducing A. Dudley Roberts, of Ceres, Calif., with one of his many models. This one is of bamboo construction, and when wound wound, does better than a minute. Glide forty-five feet from a six-foot hand launch, and is a mean altitude-peter. Great work, Roberts!

Left: A neat-looking model of the well-known Curtiss Goophone, all marked up with Uncle Sam's Navy insignia. Its builder, Leslie Woods, Jr., of Little Rock, Ark., writes that he is an ardent F.A.C.fan.

Right: From far-off Honolulu, Hawaii, comes this picture of a Boeing Pit-Pop model built by Jack Yoshida, local leader of an F.A.C. Squadron. That's a mighty decorative model, Jack, and every F.A.C. in the United States is proud of you!
Build the Martin Diving Bomber

A close-up of the Martin Diving Bomber built from the plans shown here. If you want a ship that looks like this, go to it!

The Martin Diving Bomber, known in naval classification as the BM-1, is a two-seater job, powered with a 575-h.p. Pratt & Whitney Hornet. This ship was the first of its type capable of carrying a bomb weighing 1000 lbs. in a power dive to its terminal velocity, pulling out, and still remaining intact without dropping its bomb.

This bomber's armament consists of one fixed machine gun, synchronized with the engine to fire between the roots of the prop, and two flexible guns over the rear cockpit attached to a rotating mount. The rear pit, which contains an auxiliary set of controls, also provides for the installation of a wireless set. In peace time, the place of the bomb is used to carry a reserve tank, having a 90-gallon capacity, to increase the plane's cruising range.

The span of the top wing measures 41 ft. Its length is 28', 4¾" and height is 11', 6¾". Performance with 1000-lb. bomb is as follows:

- Top speed at 6000 ft., 143 m.p.h.
- Landing speed, 61 m.p.h.
- Service ceiling, 15,000 ft.
- Cruising range with extra tank, 525 miles.

A slightly modified version of this model, known as the BM-2, has a more powerful engine—the 620-h.p. Wright Cyclone—and, in addition, a ring cowl, consequently stepping up the ship's top speed to over 160 m.p.h.

The writers each built this bomber for the purpose of comparing notes on the flying characteristics of their respective models. After several tests were made, a comparison of their notes showed that practically all the items coincided. Suffice it to say that the flying scale model of the Martin Diving Bomber will climb steadily from an R.O.G. take-off, bank as gracefully as a seagull, and consistently make three-point landings. In addition, you'll have a beautiful model of one of Uncle Sam's latest ships.

By Jesse Davidson and Harry Appel

probably be sold on the idea. So let's pitch in right now.

FUSELAGE

TWO blocks of balsa, each measuring 1" x 2½" x 12¾", should be selected. The blocks should be very smooth and soft, as no other variety will do. They are then lightly cemented together, and the glue is spread only along the center lines of the blocks, both on top and bottom. The blocks should then be put under a weighted object to dry.

When they are thoroughly dry, you are ready to carve the fuselage form.

Note the arrangement of struts in this front view of the Martin Diving Bomber. These snapshots will help you in its construction.

Trace the outline of the top view of the fuselage on both top and bottom of the block and, with a sharp knife, cut to shape and finish by sanding with smooth sandpaper.

When this is done, trace the outlines of the side view of the body on both sides of the block, and repeat. Of course, you know it is first necessary to make patterns of the top and side view of the body in order to trace their outlines onto the block. A simple method is to trace the outlines direct from the drawings, transfer them onto stiff cardboard and cut out exactly on the line. Accuracy counts.

Plan No. 2 shows templates marked "A-A" to "D-D" from which other cardboard templates can be made. Each one is used to set up flush against the side of the fuselage at the positions marked as shown on the top view drawing. Hold the body up to the light, and if no light passes between the template and the outside wall of the rounded body, you have the correct shape. In other words, this method helps you to get both sides exactly alike.

After completing this, give the entire block a soaking coat of good banana oil. This will raise the grain a little. Allow time to dry thoroughly and finish by sanding the block smoothly again. Now split the block apart with a razor blade. Never use a knife.

Next, make another side view template of the inside of the fuselage which is 1/16" less all around except near the nose portion and tail end. By laying this flat against the inner sides of each half of the block and drawing its outline, you will have the area marked for the hollowing or gouging out.

Use a ¾" gouge. This should be very sharp, as the ease of the job depends, of course, on the sharpness of the tool. Having a sharpening stone handy is a good idea, for it may be necessary to sharpen the tool every now and then. The walls are cut to a 1-16" thickness all around, starting from the point marked "B-B." The nose section is left thicker for added strength and forward weight. Do the job carefully and take your time. You'll get it done soon enough. By holding each hollowed half to a bright light, you will detect the thick spots, which you can cut down. Use smooth sandpaper and clean out well. Give a coat of banana oil to each half; then sand the roughness that may result.

Cut out balsa bulkheads shown on Plan No. 2. Note the direction of the grain. Use a harder type of balsa here. Take one-half of the body shell, mark the positions for each of the bulkheads, apply cement over the edges of each and set each one in proper place. When they are dry, apply cement to the outer edge, and also to the center lines of both halves, and press together firmly. Placing tight rubber bands at intervals along the body will help to hold them together until the glue has hardened. If you do a good job in joining the shells together, the center line will hardly be visible.

(Continued on page 78)
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Bulkheads

Upper wing has 3 1/2 degrees positive angle of incidence

Dotted line indicates thickness of walls after body has been hollowed out

Lower wing has 2 degrees positive angle of incidence

Plan No. 1
This month, FLYING ACES begins a new series of interesting and very worthwhile lessons in simple aerodynamics, a subject which every aviation fan needs and wants to know. It's just such a course as you can usually get only at an aviation school, so get in on this first chapter in the series and don't miss your chance to be in on the ground floor.

By Avrum Zier

THOUGH the study of aerodynamics may appear to be an intricate study, it is quite the contrary, for it involves only the simplest form of physics and mechanics, and necessitates for a sound understanding the application of the lowest degree of mathematics.

Aerodynamics may be defined as that branch of dynamics which treats of the action of the air on bodies in motion through the atmosphere. The body in motion in our case is the airplane. Two separate terms comprise the term aerodynamics—"aero" meaning air or atmosphere, and "dynamics" the study of forces acting on bodies in motion.

The first two chapters of this series will treat of each term separately, and though no mention will be made of the airplane, its purpose it to give the reader the concrete foundation upon which aerodynamics is based.

The earth, due to its comparatively huge mass, exerts a gravitational pull on the surrounding atmosphere which prevents it from being thrown out of space by the centrifugal force set up by the rotation of the earth.

The atmosphere is composed of all the known gases, of which the following are its greatest constituents:

- Oxygen .......... 20.99%
- Nitrogen .......... 78.04%
- Carbon Dioxide .... 0.04%
- Argon ........... 0.94%

The complete combination of all the known gases forms a chemical mixture which we commonly call air.

Air, being a gas, is subject to changes in pressure and temperature which effect its standard condition. The standard condition, or "Standard Atmosphere" upon which all calculations are based, is given by the N.A.C.A. for sea level conditions as follows:

- Temperature .......... 69°F.
- Pressure .......... 29.92 inches of mercury
- Density .......... 0.063878 slug cubic ft.
- Specific Wt. ....... 0.07551 lbs. cubic ft.

Literally speaking, we are living at the bottom of a huge ocean of air that to the average layman seems void and calm. The ease in which he is able to move about makes it hard for him to realize that air, in reality, is composed of matter in an invisible state. It was estimated by Sir John Herschel that the weight of the air pressing down upon the earth is about 11½ trillions of pounds.

Though most of us are quite unaware of it, the average human body sustains a pressure of about 14 tons and, fortunately, is prevented from collapsing by an equal outward pressure.

It was discovered by Torricelli that a column of mercury about 30 inches high, if inverted into a bowl of mercury, will balance the atmospheric pressure acting on the vessel of mercury. The standard atmospheric pressure per square inch is 14.7 pounds, which means that a column of mercury one inch in cross-section and about 30 inches in height will sustain a pressure of 14.7 pounds, at sea level conditions.

As we ascend into the atmosphere, the height of the air above us becomes less, and so the pressure drops. Generally speaking, the drop in pressure is about one inch of mercury for every 900 feet of ascent. This, however, is only true for the first several thousand feet, after which the drop in pressure is less rapid. Figure 1 shows the pressure drop for altitudes up to 20,000 feet. At about 18,000 feet, the pressure is about 7½ pounds, or 15 inches of mercury.

Air is an elastic fluid which is easily compressed and expanded. In 1662, Robert Boyle, an Irishman, found that under a constant temperature, the volume of any perfect gas will vary inversely with the applied pressure. If the pressure acting on the gas was doubled, the volume would be decreased to one-half its original volume. This may be expressed as follows:

\[ \frac{V_1}{V_2} = \frac{P_2}{P_1} \]

For example, if the volume (V₁) of a certain gas, having a pressure (P₁) of two pounds, is 10 cubic inches, what would be the volume (V₂) if the pressure (P₂) is increased to five pounds? Substituting in our formula, we have:

\[ \frac{10}{5} = \frac{x}{2} \]

\[ 5x = 20 \]

\[ x = 4 \text{ cubic inches} \]

Air, just like any gas, is subject to expansion under an applied temperature. Standard air at sea level conditions is 59°F. As we ascend into the atmosphere, the temperature, just like the pressure, drops. The drop in temperature is about 1°F. for every 300 feet of ascent. This, however, is only true for the lower region of the atmosphere, which is on the average 7 miles high. At this point, where the stratosphere begins, the temperature is about -55°C. Centigrade, and remains such throughout the stratospheric region. This point is generally referred (Continued on page 80)
Flying Aces Canard Glider

Many of you are gliding fans, we know, so here’s something that should interest you. It’s the Flying Aces Canard Glider, a model that has a slow, flat glide and will give you lots of fun and many excellent flights.

OME of you readers may remember the Contest Glider described in a previous issue of FLYING ACES. This new model, which we call the FLYING ACES Canard Glider, has many new features. These are as follows:
1. Tapered and more efficient wing.
2. Lower center of gravity, due to high wing mounts.
3. More holding surface for launching.

This model, like most Canards, has a very slow, flat glide.

FUSELAGE AND WINGS

The fuselage is a piece of 3/16” x 5/16” balsa, shaped and added to the shape shown in the drawing on Sheet 2. The wing mounts should be cut from 1/16” sheet balsa, streamlined and cemented in place.

The smaller wing is cut to shape from 1/16” sheet balsa and sanded to an airfoil section. When the two halves have been sanded smooth they should be cemented together to form a dihedral of 2°. The large or rear wing is constructed in the same manner as the smaller one, except that the dihedral angle is 23°. In assembling the model, extreme care should be used to see that the front and rear wing are perfectly aligned with the fuselage. When the cement has dried, the rudder may be shaped and streamlined, then cemented in place.

FLYING THE MODEL

After giving the model two coats of dope and a sanding, it should be balanced by gliding. If the model stalls, add some modeling clay to the nose; if it dives, take away some modeling clay, or cut off some of the nose. Excellent flights can be obtained with this model if care is used in the construction.

To launch the Canard, grasp it with the thumb and middle finger under the rear wing, using the index finger at the rear of the fuselage under the rudder as a “thrust.”

Please enclose stamp when asking for information, and address letter to me, personally, in care of FLYING ACES Magazine. Write in and let us know how your models turn out.

From the Model Builder’s Workbench

GUNS ON YOUR PLANE

A GOOD machine gun can be made of a soda straw, a piece of sheet balsa, and a gun snout of one sixteenth square balsa. Cut the soda straw to any length wanted. Then look up a good diagram or drawing of a machine gun. If you have kept your old FLYING ACES, you can find excellent gun drawings in the article, “Machine Guns of the World War,” published in the March, 1934 issue. With carbon paper, trace the last half of the gun you want. The easiest guns to make are the Parabellum, Spandau, Vickers and Maxim guns. Cut from sheet balsa and paint.

Here is a good way to dope a plane with water. Use a sprayer, rather than your fingers, to dab on the water. You can get good sprayers in any Five and Ten. When spraying the model, stand at least eight inches away, fifteen inches at the most. This results in an even film of water. At first, you’ll make mistakes, and probably spray unevenly, but don’t give up. With a little practice, you can determine just how much water your model needs.

GEORGE MULLER.
Fillets.

Use cement for
of balsa.

Use a medium grade.
Build the Dewoitine D-500

Editor’s Note:

Editor’s Note: Through an error, the three-view layout of the Dewoitine D-500 was omitted from the plans printed in the July FLYING ACES. We are printing this layout, which includes the wings, on this page, so that the many of you who are building the Dewoitine will be able to complete your models. Good luck to you!

DEWOITINE D-500

⅛" Sheet Supporting Landing Gear
Note that 3 "A" ribs are used in each half of wing

Span 30"
Length 18 ¾"
Elevators 12 ⅛"

Color Key

Red
White
Blue

Scale in inch.

BY NICK LIMBER
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FLYING ACES STRATOSPHERE PURSUIT

Make 2
Make 1
Machine
Gun
Bamboo
Rear plug

1/4" sq.
Prop blade

Hard balsa
Soft balsa
Parts

1/16" sq.
Strips

Nose plug

2 Pieces
Balsa or
Bamboo Strips

Ribs made of 1/4" sheet.
Dihedral at 1/8" above top.
Angle of incidence = 1°.

PLATE - B
By NICK LIMBER

[41]
JOIN THE FLYING ACES CLUB

To advance the cause of aviation, over 40,000 men and women, boys and girls, have banded together to form the Flying Aces Club. To become a member, fill in and mail the application coupon below, along with a stamped, self-addressed envelope for return of your official membership card.

It costs nothing. There are no dues. After becoming a member, you will be all set to win your Cadet Wings, Pilot Wings, Ace’s Star, and perhaps the D.S.M. Take the first step today. Become a member of the Flying Aces Club!

It’s easy to start an F.A.C. Flight or Squadron. Tell your friends about the F.A.C. and its official magazine—FLYING ACES. Ask them to buy a copy and join the club. Counting yourself, six members are necessary to form a Flight; a minimum of 18 for a Squadron. To become a member, each applicant must fill in and mail the application below. Be sure, when writing, to enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope for your reply. This is important.

Honorary Members

President and Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
Casey Jones Rear-Admiral Byrd
Wiley Post Capt. Edward Rickenbacker
Al Williams Colonel W. A. Bishop
Col. Scranton Major G. A. Vaughan, Jr.
Gifford Pinchot Mrs. Gifford Pinchot
Major von Schliech Willy Coppens
Lient.-Col. Pinard General Balbo
C. E. Kingsford-Smith Ansel Yelchien
G. M. Bellanca Amos Earhart Putnam
Capt. Boris Sergievsky Senator David I. Walsh
Colonel Racine Tower Lawall Thomas
Charles W. Scott Tom Campbell Black
Richard C. DuPont Dick Kingsford-Smith
Ams ‘n’ Andy Walt Disney
Jackie Cooper Frankie Thomas
Lient.-Col. Theodore Roosevelt Wallace Beery

AWARDS AND HONORS

The D.S.M.

The Flying Aces Club Distinguished Service Medal is the highest award of the Club and is given to all who have made the sacrifice they would have made, if they were called on to do so. The award is “above and beyond the call of duty.” It has been awarded only to those whose service has been of such great value that it is considered a personal sacrifice.

The award is made to individuals who have rendered outstanding service in the promotion of the Club, for outstanding work in covering the secret assignments of G-2.

The winners of the D.S.M. who merit further awards will be given beautiful bronze trophy. Worn on the ribbon of the D.S.M., they may be compared to the bronze palms awarded to winners of the Cross of Guerre. The highest award of the F.A.C. is the D.S.M. with three stars.

The Ace’s Star

The Ace’s Star is awarded to regular members of the F.A.C. who have qualified for their Cadet and Pilot Wings and who have succeeded in enrolling five new members in the Flying Aces Club. Each new member must fill out the Application Coupon below. Get five of your friends to do this, send in their applications all together and win the F.A.C. Ace’s Star.

Official Charters

F.A.C. Flights and Squadrons are recognized only when they have been approved Official Charters. Flights and Squadrons are honored on the various steps of advancement in aviation, and their members are the leaders in the ideals and purposes of the Club. They are printed on a very fine grade of paper and the names of the Officers, Directors, and the flight are hand-lettered. Charter applications must always be accompanied by a complete set of addresses for their addresses. For the Flight Charter send 25c, for the Squadron Charter 60c, to cover costs.

Volunteers for G-2

G-2, the Inner Circle of the F.A.C., is open to a restricted number of members who are qualified for Secret Service activities. Those who are chosen have unusual opportunities to do the work of the Club’s Distinguished Service Medal. Those who give their addresses shall be considered to be members and identification card as well as the secret code. Assignments will be made by letter and code.

FLYING ACES CLUB — 67 W. 44th St., New York City

Citation and Awards

The Distinguished Service Medal of the Flying Aces Club has been awarded to the following members for exceptional services to the club:

Charles Green Leonard Tarver
John Murphy Walter Woeker
Ellsworth Nelson Robert Lowe
Bob Roberts Thomas Janda
James O’Malley James Foster
Leslie Wood Lewis Nelson

The following winners of the Distinguished Service Medal of the Flying Aces Club have been given the bronze prop for additional services to the club:

Dinny Waterman Carl Ullmanovich
Jack Staff Henry Hermanovich
R. D. Hatcher R. G. Cooper
Wayne Grant Edward Woznik
Cassim Kedzior LeRoy Wilderman
Earl Bass Joseph Gordon
Edward Stark Joseph Von Walden
Ted Jacobs Edward Nasis
Allan Lumber Lee Reeser
Julian Sullivan Warren Hufman
Joseph Keefe Wm. L. Hett
Norman Wrightson Donald Leiter
Edmund Scarchilli Dave Horowitz
Raymond Dowsett S. Schulman
Leslie Papier

The following winners of the first award of the bronze prop have been given the second award of the bronze prop for additional services to the club:

Edward Sandgren David Score
Donald Smith John Bore
Gaston Auger Bob Rousseau
Fred L. Voorhees George Forman
Christian D. Berger Robert Thompson
Leonard Capstick
Charles Leet

The following winners of the second award of the bronze prop have been given the third award of the bronze prop for additional services to the club:

John Trotta Charles Pelant
George Marvin David Jamison
Albert Rumpf Raymond Wagner
Adolph Betterini Russell Moore
Douglas Fadden Arthur Freeman
Eugene Mulcahy William Tymeson

The following members of G-2 of the Flying Aces Club have been awarded the silver F.A.C. ring for exceptional service to the Club:

Alexander Taylor William Clay
Eugene Bosley C. W. Conklin
Donald Hopkins Walter Smith
W. L. Stewart Leo La Riviere
Anthony Keneovage Paul R. Guerrero
Albert Kirschner Charles Helder
Helen Greene Martin Schazer

The following members of G-2 have been cited by the Flying Aces Club for exceptional services to the club and are being considered for the Distinguished Service Medal:

Lester Schwander Dante De Angelis
Frank Dyer Mary Thompson
Warren Reinsmith Wallace Cook
Joel Bell Earl Case
Francis Holmes Oliver Nelson
James Flaherty

ATTENTION, F.A.C.’s!

WE now have a new supply of the handsome F.A.C. Club Ring, but now offer you the beautiful Identification Bracelet also. Both are finished in antique silver — the ring being self-adjustable to insure a perfect fit. Each bracelet is also sent free — and the inlaid ring or bracelet will be sent postpaid anywhere in the U.S.A. for only 60c each.

COUPON No. 33

Save This Coupon for the NEW CADET WINGS of the Flying Aces Club

All members with Official Membership Cards are eligible for Cadet Wings. This coupon, with two others and 10c, entitles members to Cadet Wings. Do not send this coupon alone. Save it until you have three. Then send them in all together with a self-addressed envelope and 10c to cover cost of wrapping and mailing. Only one pair of Wings to a member. If you lose yours, send 25c for new ones.

Canadians and International Reply Coupon for 15c, British send one shilling in cash or International Reply Coupon for one shilling.

COUPON No. 30

Save This Coupon for the NEW PILOT’S WINGS of the Flying Aces Club

All enrolled members who have won their Cadet Wings are eligible for Pilot’s Wings. This coupon, with four others and 10c, entitles Cadets to Pilot’s Wings. Do not send this coupon alone. Save it until you have five. Then send them in all together with a self-addressed envelope and 10c to cover cost of wrapping and mailing. Only one pair of Wings to a member. If you lose yours, send 25c for new ones.

Canadians and International Reply Coupon for 15c, British send one shilling in cash or International Reply Coupon for one shilling.

August Membership Coupon

I, the undersigned, hereby make application for membership in the Flying Aces Club and agree to live up to its rules and regulations; to foster the growth and development of aviation and to support all other members in the work of spreading aviation information, building up confidence in flying for national defense and transportation. I am willing to build up the Club and its membership, and do so in return to the honors that the Flying Aces Club offers.

My name is

Street

City State

Mail this application, enclosing a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Canadians send International Reply Coupon worth 5c. British send a similar coupon worth 5c.

FLYING ACES CLUB — 67 W. 44th St., New York City [42]
GET ready for a fast take-off, F.A.C.'s! We've got a lot of air-ways to cover this month, so check your engines, pull on your goggles and we're off! Let's start with three cheers and a tiger for our new honorary members. We're glad to welcome Jimmy Allen, that well-known ace of radio who broadcasts those hair-raising "Air Adventures of Jimmy Allen" and heads the "Jimmy Allen Flying Club." When asked if he'd like to become an F.A.C., Jimmy wrote: "Would I like it? It would make me mighty proud. Just notify me when I'm elected."

You're notified right here and now, Jimmy, and it makes us mighty proud to do it. Gene Shaffer, of Oakland, Cal., and John Hoover, of Philadelphia, Pa., got us this new star for our honor roll. Keep up the good work. Captain W. R. May is another honorary F.A.C. who has just landed on our honor roll. From the Bois, Russell, of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. Captain May is now at the Fort McMurray squadron of the Canadian Airways. Limited. F.A.C.'s of the fair sex will be especially happy to welcome Betsey Barton, of the Air-ways magazine, and John Brennan introduced this new member.

And still they come! Edward A. Kaib, of Long Island, New York, has recruited Major J. Nelson Kelly, manager of the Floyd Bennett Airport, who is also connected with the Lear Radio Development Corporation, of New York City. Thanks, Edward, that's what we'd call making a perfect landing. We hope Major Kelly will have as good a time on the F.A.C. tarmac as he does at Floyd Bennett Field.

SPEAKING of tarmac, here's an invitation from Mr. G. D. "Jerry" Meek, manager of the Derby Flying School, of the Bay Airdrome, Alameda, Cal., to drop in on his runway. This cordial member of our honor roll would like to see you on your way often at the airport, and hope that you will make our club room your headquarters whenever you're in the area. That rates a salute from all of us, and while you're at it, let's give one to Dallas Burke, of Alameda, Cal., who brought Mr. Meek's offer to our attention.

And here's a good note (!) for all musical F.A.C.'s. We're dusting off the trumpets in honor of Kay Kayser, well-known orchestra leader, of Philadelphia, Pa., who has accepted an invitation from the Ramona Invitations of Robert Neeley, of Chicago, Ill. And that reminds us—how about a good club song for the F.A.C.? We'd use some ideas on that.

Squadrons are humming these days. Let's look in on a couple of them. Major J. H. Tunmulty and his Cleveland, Ohio, group report a hot and heavy competition in the squadron, but they're making some good ideas for raising your rating in your squadron, the way Craig Smith, of Chicago, Ill., is doing it. He suggests getting up tests for ranking heroes from second lieutenant to colonel. One test, for example, is a mental test on navigation, which will come in handy in flying, flying technique, etc. It's a good way to keep up on your flying dope, as well as to get ahead in your squadron. That's using your head, Craig!

While we're on the subject of hard thinking, let's not forget that the Flying Aces Club has a strong cause to advance—the increasing of aviation's top-notch material. We've all got to do our bit in this work, and Allen Reasoner, of Petersham, Mass., has figured out a clever and practical way to do his. He's conducting a fine campaign to get every one he knows to take a plane lesson, better to train on air. And Allen believes in starting at home. He's got his own six-year-old brother to go up twice. Happy days, Allen! You certainly deserve them.

We wonder how many of our F.A.C.'s are autograph hounds. Ralph Short, of Reston, Va., has met six autograph hunters and he's got one, and he ought to be. He has over fifty autographs of famous flyers, including such to all Philadelphia, Illinois, and Jimmy Doolittle, Amelia Earhart, Captain Frank Hawks, etc. Four of these pilots took Ralph up for a free flight when he asked for their autographs. That's enough to make autograph fans out of all of us. How about you, F.A.C.?

Let's step across the sea a minute, and three-point down on the tarmac of a loyal English F.A.C. Al C. Such, of Handsworth, England, writes us: I have rested and basking in the Navy to keep in the Flying Aces Club, and have had official permission in writing from the British Air Ministry to wear the F.A.C.'s official uniform of the F.A.C. This means that they recognize our club, as it is illegal to wear military or naval uniforms here unless authorized." Glad you feel that way about the club, Al, and we hope you'll have many happy take-offs in your F.A.C. uniform.

Taxi in on this special request from "Ace" Miller, 2750 E. 79th St., Chicago, Illinois. "I wonder if F.A.C. leaders would give me eight Squadrons leaders to get in touch with him as soon as possible. He has something of a mystery on his hands. Sounds mysterious, but the secret will probably come out on our F.A.C. bulletin board in time. We'll be watching for it, Ace! And now, in case any of you lone-wolf F.A.C.'s are wandering around without a home tarmac, here's a chance to get into a new F.A.C. A club is trying to get started in the Buckeye state, and the club will be named after the late Bernard Posner, 420 Hudson Avenue, West New York, N. J., would like to hear from all F.A.C. interested in a newly forming club contact. He says applicants will be tested. There's a challenge, all you Jersey F.A.C.'s! Let us know how you come out.

Way up north in Canada, Leonard Robinson, of 77 Lansdowne Avenue, Toronto, Ont., is sending out an S.O.S. for Toronto Squadroon leaders. In the States, again, we hear from Col. Charles E. Riley, 5926 Loretto Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. offering a helping hand to all leaders of the F.A.C.'s. Sounds friendly, and he will assign you to the flight nearest to you. That's Service, Colonel. Early know you'll get a big response to your appeal.

No, we haven't forgotten our Limey friends. Peter K. Walley, 240 Whitehouse Lane, South Norwood, Croydon, England, writes us: I have been contacting near and far to get in touch with him. And just taxying across the line as we go to press comes a call from sunny California, where Stewart Booth, of 3719 Villa Terrace, San Diego, is organizing a West Coast squadron.

That winds up this month's patrol. But the F.A.C. armada is still going strong, and we've had to leave a lot of interesting news for next month's flight. Until then—keep your club props reviving!

All Questions Answered

This section of FLYING ACES is at your service, F.A.C.'s. Send in your questions and requests for air information, and we will be glad to answer them here in the order received.

R. W. Jaggard, London, England.—Thanks for the newspaper clipping on the argument concerning the war's greatest airman. So Mannon was an Englishman, born in Canterbury, eh? And they had been telling us he was an Irishman.

Joseph Muller, New York.—The list of British ships used for bombing would comprise the greater part of the British list, for practically all types were used in bombing, on one front or another. The list of regular bombers, of course, includes the Hanley Page, D.H.4, D.H.9, D.H.9s,Fee, and the Short seaplanes. America had no bombers of her own, but used British and French ships, particularly Salmons, and D.H.4's.

Charles Sussman, Jersey City.—Aspect ratio is the ratio of the chord of the wing to its length.

Jack Kaczanowicz, Jr., Northampton, Mass.—If you had limited commercial license, you would still have to pass the entrance exams to get into the Army Air Service, but of course any training would be a big help.

Bert Dalmer, Chicago.—The ship you referred to with the lower wing under the body, is no doubt the Berliner-Joyce. What the other ship is, I can't tell from your description, as I didn't see the movie you mentioned.

Bill Williams, Farnville, N. C.—A few enlisted men are selected every year for flight training in the Navy, but they are unusual figures, and far above the average enlistment.

Dwain Kuhn, Miles Center.—There is no radical difference between the Albatros D.3, and the D-5, except for the increased power plant.

Jack Logan, Orange, N. J.—I do not know whether you have to make a voluntary jump with a parachute if you join the Air Service, or not. One used to, I believe. Personally, I think everyone should make at least one jump, to gain confidence in the device.

Lester Hellenberg, New York City.—I served with No. 22 Squadron, R.F.C. I know of no American ace with 40 victories. Linke Crawford was an Austrian.
Airmail Pals

In order not to keep you waiting so long for Airmail Pals, we are printing here a list of those who want to hear from other F.A.C.'s. We are sorry that we do not have space to print the entire letters, but the right-hand column will give you an idea of the writers' interests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALONZO C. BREWER</td>
<td>Sta. Hospital, Ft. Benjamin, Harrison, Tenn.</td>
<td>Handy with his fists. Has fought in the ring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRED VOORHEES</td>
<td>Box 125, Miller Place, N. Y.</td>
<td>15. Collects airplane and railroad snaps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACK DOWDY</td>
<td>P.O. Box 3, Eastoner, S. C.</td>
<td>Knows planes from A to Z.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT ROCHEFORT</td>
<td>60 Centennial Ave., Lane Cove, Sydney</td>
<td>Aussie beginner with lots of hobbies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUGENE LEVITT</td>
<td>New S. Wales, Austral.</td>
<td>13. Has plane plans to trade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILL LAPER</td>
<td>2362 Flora St., Cincinnati, O.</td>
<td>12. Wants to form squadron.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHARD STEINKO</td>
<td>563 South Sandusky Ave., Bucyrus, Ohio.</td>
<td>Model builder—as who isn't?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCILLE GRIMM</td>
<td>2208 Hillgen Ave., Detroit, Michigan.</td>
<td>Wants to know how to get pen pals. Tell him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATTHEW KLUTER</td>
<td>41 Wall St., Newark, N. J.</td>
<td>The lady likes long letters. No postcards, please.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. L. SCOTT</td>
<td>241-02 Memphis Ave., Rosedale, L. I.</td>
<td>Has built 20 models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO. SCHLUETER, JR.</td>
<td>Owings, Md.</td>
<td>Wants girls to write. See above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TED LONDREGAN</td>
<td>Canistota, S. Dakota.</td>
<td>Interested in aeronautical engineering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILLY GILLET</td>
<td>464 W. 28th St., Erie, Pa.</td>
<td>Swims like a fish, he says.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MELVIN LIVERS</td>
<td>7642 Beckett St., Tujunga, Calif.</td>
<td>16. Wants correspondents from England and Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOUIS TERRONE</td>
<td>175 E. 79th St., N. Y. C.</td>
<td>S.O.S. for F.A.C.'s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDWARD DESJOURD</td>
<td>76-06 Woodside Ave., Elmhurst, L. I.</td>
<td>Veteran model builder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIRLEY WILLIAMS</td>
<td>West River St., Uxbridge, Mass.</td>
<td>Our stories his hobby, Easy to get along with.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILLE SCHWEM</td>
<td>Leaburg, Oregon.</td>
<td>Likes all kinds of pen pals, from anywhere.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 East Stewart Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lawrence Osborne, Santa Barbara:—Your machine-gun question has been answered a dozen times. The Vickers was the best fixed gun and the Lewis most suitable for a movable weapon. Thaw did not have a special insignia of his own that I know of. They still make Spads and Nieuports, yes. I still like the Army Air Service, but the Navy is probably better equipped.

George Brown, Meriden:—The speed of the Morane-Saulnier shown in the drawing of our January edition was originally drawn as 232.8 and somehow in the reproduction the period was lost, but it should be pretty evident to everyone that no ship could do 2,328 m. p. h.

Herman Lindblad, Oyster Bay:—The New York University course would be preferable to the other you mention. I do not have figures on the tuition charges, but would advise you to get in touch with the school and get all the information there, for there are several angles to it, depending on just what courses you take. We are considering an article on this important subject.

By Arch Whitehouse
Happy Landings
(Continued from page 22)

Mr. Howard expects to do his racing at high altitude.

The most interesting feature of the ship is that it carries three special fuel tanks, all bearing different octane values. The 100 gallons in the fuselage are of 80 octane value. The 50-gallon tank in the center-section carries 87 octane value fuel, and the wing tanks hold 100 octane value fuel. The idea is that the higher octane fuel is used for take-off, climbing and in emergencies, while the cheaper grades are used for straight cruising.

We hope this settles all this mystery about a ship that really has no mystery to it at all.

Scourge of the Spectre
(Continued from page 6)

A terrific wave of heat drove his dazed mind from its stupor. Where the burning plane had dropped out of the ball of fire was a hole through which air was being sucked upward. Flattened out like a colossal doughnut, the green mass was now swiftly dropping to earth. Strange was five hundred feet away, but he seemed almost on fire. Crouching low, he hurled the Spad away.

When he sat up, almost a mile away from the drome, he could still feel that fearful heat. He gulped in breaths of parched air, zoomed up to a cooler level. Shading his eyes, he gazed toward the stricken base. That great ring of green fire had settled on the ground, spreading its dreadful ruin to the main group of hangars and barracks.

He climbed to four thousand feet, spiraling to keep near the scene of the holocaust. Suddenly, from the clouds just above his ship, came the fierce rattle of machine guns.

Tracers were streaking the sky from two directions. A Nieuport slashed between Strange and the moon, Vickers spitting red. In a moment he saw another Nieuport charging from the other side, guns blasting toward a blurred shape which had settled into the clouds. Abruptly, the flitting shape lifted.

Strange's hand turned cold on the stick. In the half-light, a blackened skull showed from the pit of that zooming ship. His incredulous eyes raced over the charred wings of the plane. It was impossible that the green fire had not burned that able aviator in a twinkling.

He jumped. Tracers from both Nieuports were ripping into the back of that skeleton figure. But the skeleton did not fall!

The message on Lorton's map flashed before his eyes: "Can't be killed..." What unholy power did that green fire have to change men to deathless skeletons?

The fire-scorched ship had swiftly zoomed, both Nieuports following.
Strange thumbed his trips, chandeliered tightly. Hardly had he begun his climb when the mystery ship pitched down in a headlong dive. He sheered out, but the gruesome figure at the stick apparently had not seen him. The charred wings flashed past, vanished in the clouds. Engines roaring, the Nieuports plunged after the ship. Strange was whipping around to join them when a lightning premonition stabbed at his brain.

He rolled hastily. Green flame spread through the cloud directly below him as the Spad whirled over. The ship rolled again. The next moment a stream of emerald fire shot up in the space where he had been about to dive. It spread out in an oily pool, became a rounded mass and sank to earth.

CHAPTER II

THE SKELETON VANISHES!

With fervent thanks to a kind Providence, Strange turned and dived in the other direction. He came out of the clouds with fingers taut on his trips, ready to fire. Blazing like green meteors, the two Nieuports were falling, a thousand feet beneath and circling above them, not two hundred feet from the Spad, was the fire-scorched mystery ship.

Strange's pulses hammered. With a lightning turn, he drove in at the side. The Vickers pounded as his fist clamped the trips. The chattering guns raked over the skeleton figure, on toward the nose of the ship.

There was a muffled roar, and the nose of the mystery plane dropped abruptly. Strange stood on his rudder, skidded with all his might. For a second he thought he would clear. Then with a crash, the wings collided and locked.

The shock threw Strange forward. His head grazed one of the Vickers butts. He pulled himself up in the pit. The two ships were careening downward at increasing speed.

With a violent wrench, the two ships pulled apart. Strange jammed the stick to one side as the black ship slid into a spin. The Hisso was dead. He had cut it off at the moment of the collision. The Spad fell off, started to spin. He dropped the other wing in a hasty slip. The plane moaned down, the crippled wing trembling and jerking. A thousand feet below, the mystery ship was plowing toward the river edge of the cloud. It seemed to be partly under control.

The greenish fire was already diminishing. Smoke began to veil the burned part of the drome. Strange saw that all the hangars and barracks on the main side had been destroyed. Only a shop and a small Bessonneau hangar, across the field and close to the river, remained untouched. The black ship was lurching down in that direction. Strange carefully tucked the rudder to slip after it. Suddenly, wings screeched above him. He threw back his head, saw two Fokker tripe hurting down at him.

Spandau eyes winked evilly as he stared upward. Tracers crackled into the right wing, raked over the cowl.

He hit the switch. It probably meant a quicker finish, but anything was better than sitting there and letting that devil pick him off.

The prop was still turning over under the force of his plunge. The Hisso caught, roared to life. Strange jammed the throttle open, banked on the good wing. Spandau slugs were crashing into the Spad from two directions. As the Spad banked, Strange hurriedly crossed controls. With a vicious snap, the ship went onto its back.

A gray shadow flashed past as the first tripe overshot. Strange bucked hard as the second ship drilled in. The Spad skidded wildly. The second Boche zoomed in frantic haste as the Spad plunged toward him. Strange snapped the trips against the stick. Vickers lead spurred up at the climbing tripe. He could see the tracer stick a fiery line under the German ship's belly.

The tripe stood on its tail, whipped. Missing the Spad by less than five feet, it plummeted for the ground. Fire spouted up as it struck.

Strange battled the Spad into a shuddering turn. He saw the tracer stick a bottle across the sky. Guns still pounding, Strange boosted the rudder. The Vickers thrashed out a murderous blast, their tracers tangling the death-tipped streams from the clattering Spad. The half-wrecked wing pulled to one side and the Spad slid off drunkenly. Nose-down, the Fokker screamed after it. Bullets hammered into the roaring Hispano. Something cracked loudly. Strange cut the switch as black smoke gushed from under the canopy.

The lone canvas hangar loomed up before him. He tried to swerve, but the Spad was out of control. The right wing tip struck the canvas side. Like a pin-wheel, the ship whirled around. Strange hurled his goggles away, threw his fiery face with a grating roar, the already crumpled left wing hit the earth. The ship went over and onto its nose. Strange had a flashing glimpse of the river close by. Then came the crash.

The next thing he knew, he was sliding head-first down the mountain. He caught at a clump of brush. It tore from his hand, but slowed his fall. He stopped, hands outstretched, his face almost in the water. He caught his breath, and started to clamber up the bank.

Spandau rattled from the second tripe. Strange flattened against the bank. The Fokker howled down, guns blazing, but the sparkling tracers did not stab toward the spot where he lay. He raised his head cautiously as the German zoomed. The wrecked Spad was twenty yards away, one broken wing sticking up, sihouetted against the waning green fire across the drome. The tripe snarled again, raked the wreckage with a long, furious burst. Hidden in the brush at the edge of the bank, Strange grimly watched.

This time the Boche seemed satisfied. He pulled up, circled away from the river. From somewhere beyond Strange's range of vision a blue rocket flared skyward. Instantly the tripe nosed down; Mercedesissing. Strange hauled himself up to firm ground, gazed toward the southern edge of the field. The Fokker was gliding in that direction, as though to land.

From somewhere midway there showed a brief flash of light, as though a small torch had been lit. It whirled through an arc, ending by a shapeless hulk on the ground. Three seconds later, there was a puff of fire, normal in color. It was lost at once in the
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when something moved in the gloom. Streaks of greenish fire showed through a clump of tangled brush. Then a black and bony arm shot out toward Strange's gun.

He jumped backward, squeezed the trigger. A curiously muffled snarl came from the charred jaws of the skeleton. Hideous arms outstretched, it charged through the brush. Strange pumped two more shots. The skeleton's left hand jerked up toward its blackened ribs.

Then the grisly figure lurched forward again. Strange slipped, and went down in the mud. The skeleton lunged down after him. With all his might, Strange swung the .45. The heavy automatic crashed against the figure's black skull. There was a sudden, hissing sound. The skeleton jumped back.

As Strange sprang to his feet, he heard the rumble of the searchlight truck. He gave a shout. The skeleton whirled, and a bony first cracked on Strange's jaw. Caught off balance, he tumbled backward and slid down the bank. As he lay there, half-stunned, he heard the squall of feet in the mud. The roar of the truck motor grew louder, then it dropped abruptly in volume. Strange got to his knees, shook his head to clear away his daze. The skeleton had vanished!

SEVERAL doughboys appeared along the river bank as he stared around. A stocky, fantant lifted his pistol.

"Come on out of there, Fritzky!"

Strange climbed up the slope, peeled off his flying-coat and revealed his captain's bars. The sergeant started to lower his gun, then paused suspiciously.

"How do I know ya ain't a Kraut spy?" he demanded.

"I can identify myself at Pierrefite," snapped Strange. "But first, get that truck over here so the light will spot the bank."

"What's th' idea?" growled the non-con.

"Move!" grunted Strange. His green eyes bored into the man with suddenly hypnotic power. The sergeant stiffened. Like a man in a dream, he mumbled an order. The staring doughboys hurriedly brought the truck to the edge of the bank, tilted the searchlight down.

Strange shot a glance along the slope. The huge footprints of the skeleton showed plainly in the mud.

The searchlight pivoted. A startled look came into Strange's face. The tracks led down to the river and disappeared. He gazed out over the muddy swales.

"Must have slipped and fallen in," muttered Strange.

The sergeant's face, ash-white in the glare, twitched toward him. "Ya mean ya saw the thing that made them tracks?" he whispered.

The spitter of a rapid fireapproaching motorcycle prevented Strange from answering. He turned as the machine braked to a stop, a few yards away. A thick-set man in the uniform of a colonel jumped from the side-car. As the glow of the searchlight fell on his scowling, bulldog features, Strange saw that it was Jordan, the chief of G-2. Jordan strode toward the non-com, not at first recognizing Strange.

"So you got that Boche pilot?"

"Yes, sir," rumbled the sergeant, saluting. "I got a man guarding him back at the place where we found him."

"Then who's this—" Jordan broke off as he saw Strange's mud-spattered face.

"It's all right. I know him. Jordan hastily drew Strange aside. "What do you know about this hellish business?"

He lied in a low tone.

Strange silently pointed down the bank. Jordan went rigid as he saw the skeleton footprints.

"Good God!" he whispered. "Another one?"

"Then you've seen others?"

"Only the one that dived at the drone, but they've already been reported from two other places tonight. A whole flight of the 81st was burned out of the sky an hour ago, and a supply dump near Course was blasted out just like this one."

"I have a third report," Strange said grimly. He told Jordan what he had discovered at the Forêt des Rognes station. Jordan's bulldog face lost its hardness for a moment.

"Poor Lorton," he said huskily.

Strange was staring down at the river. "A tough job first hear about the skeletons?" he asked.

"Three nights ago," said Jordan. "There was a wild story from one of the French outfits. Three of their pilots were on bat patrol. One came back, raving about a black skeleton in a blazing ship. Said the skeleton had downed the other two ships in flames. Nobody thought he was mad. Then tonight we heard these other reports, and I myself saw that devil drop out of the green ball of fire."

"So did I," Strange muttered. "I thought at first it was the third Niepert.

"No," said Jordan. "That first ship got away. I saw it glide toward the courier field on the other side of the village."

"How long will it take to get boats and gear to drag the river?" Strange
asked abruptly. His face was tense.

"An hour, maybe less."

"Let's get to a phone, then. When we find that skeleton, we'll know the answer to the whole thing."

JORDAN gave orders for the search-light to be kept trained on the river. Strange went over to the Fokker. The German pilot was still unconscious.

"Bandage that wound a little better," he told the doughboy on guard. He went back to where he had dropped his flying-coat; then he and Jordan took the motorcycle and hurried to the highway. Army cars from Pierrefitte were beginning to arrive at the scene of the holocaust. First-aid squads started to search for survivors who might have been overcome by the heat and smoke. Strange halted an ambulance.

"There's a wounded German over by that Fokker," he told the driver. "Get him to the dressing-station in the village and then call Corps G-2 and report."

The ambulance swung across the dump. Strange looked down at Jordan in the side-car. "By the way, what mission was Lorton on?" he asked.

"We'd heard rumors of a concentration somewhere across from this sector. Lorton was trying to spot it so we could pull an attack with the new 'Strafe Wing'."

"He sent you a message asking for help?"

"Yes, and he specifically asked for you. Said he was on the trail of something, but couldn't make it alone."

The road led around the village, through a group of trees, and Strange knew the place perfectly. He turned off toward the meadow which served as a courier field for the G-2 station.

"What's the matter with the main entrance?" grunted Jordan.

"I want to ask that Nieuport pilot if he saw anything about that green fire when he zoomed up," Strange explained.

The Nieuport was there, drawn up near the trees at the foot of a ridge, but the pilot had gone.

"We can question him later," said Strange. He followed Jordan to the camouflaged passage exit. A sentry stepped from the gloom, saluted as he recognized the colonel. Strange and Jordan entered a concrete-lined tunnel.

The dugout was a large chamber divided into several rooms. Three or four officers were talking excitedly in the narrow which led to the main entrance. A portly major gave an explanation at sight of the G-2 chief.

"Colonel Jordan! We heard you'd been killed in that fire at the 53rd!"

"Just missed me, Bissel," Jordan grunted. He motioned the major to follow him and Strange into one of the offices. "Anything else happened since I decided to go over to the Fokker?"

"Chaumont's been trying to get you. They sounded as though they actually believe this crazy story about flying skeletons."

"It's true!" exploded Jordan. Then an angry color came into his belligerent face. "And yet, by God, it can't be! It's some Boche trick—but how they're doing it beyond me."

Bissel looked at him, bewildered. Jordan made an impatient gesture.

"Never mind. I've a rush job I want done. He gave instructions for having the river cleared to the Fokker. Bissel was hurrying out when Strange stopped him.

"Just a second, major. I want a wireless transmitter and receiver put in a captured Fokker out there by the river. Can you push it through by midnight?"

Bissel looked dubious. "That's only another two hours." Jordan objected.

"How important is this?" Jordan rapped at Strange. Strange took the charted map from his muddy flying-coat.

"If I'm right, the base for those skeletons is somewhere on the extension of that course-line. Lorton had it marked definitely, but that part was burned. With a wireless set in that Fokker, I can fly that course and signal back when I spot the place."

Jordan's bulldog face lit up. "Hell, we can send the whole 'Strafe Wing' and wipe out those devils!"

"They're picked up by sound-rangers as soon as they crossed the lines," said Strange. "No, I'll go alone."

Jordan gestured toward Bissel.

"Have the wireless set put in that Fokker, pronto," he ordered.

BISSEL lumbered out. Jordan closed the door, sat down heavily at his desk.

"Strange, this thing's got me stumped. Damned if I'll believe a skeleton can fly a plane, but no human being could live through that fire."

"I'm not joking," snapped one list onto the desk. "A robot! That's the answer—those skeletons must be machines!"

Strange smiled grimly. "And I suppose somebody over in Germany pressed a button to make that one chase me down the river bank," he commented.

"No, colonel," Strange said soberly. "The thing that jumped me was alive, very much so."

"Alive! Could a man breathe inside that ball of fire, let alone keep from burning?"

Strange stared at him, then suddenly snapped his fingers.

"You've hit it!"

"So you admit—"

A rap at the door interrupted him. "Come in," he barked.

Bissel came in hastily. "Colonel, there's an ambulance driver outside who's seen one of the skeletons!"

Jordan jumped to his feet. "Where was it?"

"A mile to the river road. They were bringing that Fokker pilot in by the short-cut—"

Without waiting to hear the rest, Strange hurried to the main entrance. Under the camouflage netting which screened the approach to the dugout, an ambulance was standing. Several G-2 officers were gathered around a wild-eyed driver and a big, red-haired Air Service captain.

"I tell yuh it wouldn't have killed me, if it hadn't been for th' captain here," the driver was saying tensely.

Strange pushed through the little group. "Where did this happen?" he asked crisply.

"Right where th' old road turns away from th' river," the driver told him.

Strange turned to one of the Intelligence lieutenants. "Get a searching party with torches and automatic rifles," he ordered. "Cover every inch of that ground."

The lieutenant hurried away. Strange beckoned to the driver and the Air Service captain.

"Come below, I want to ask you some questions."

"What about that Heinie pilot inside?" The driver jerked his thumb toward the ambulance. "He's hurt bad."

Strange went to the rear of the machine.

"If he's conscious, I—" He stopped, slowly turned. "This man's dead. He's been shot through the heart."

The driver's jaw dropped. He then followed Strange's eyes toward a bulge in the side of the ambulance.

"One o' Jake's bullets must've gone wild," he said dazedly.

"Jake was your stretcher-man?"

Strange demanded.

"Yes, sir." The driver swallowed hard. "Th—th' skeleton got him, but he fired five shots at it, and this must've been one of 'em."

Strange motioned him toward the dugout entrance. The red-haired captain limped after them. Colonel Jordan and Bissel were just coming up the steps. They turned back, and the five men went down to Jordan's temporary office. The Air Service captain started as he saw Strange's bruised face.

"You encountered one of those things, too?" he exclaimed.

"Yes—the same one," Strange answered.

"But you said that skeleton was at the bottom of the river," objected Jordan.

"He didn't stay there," Strange returned sourly. He took a pad from Jordan's desk, gestured to the red-haired captain. "I'll take your story first—but sit down. You look rather shaky."

"I am," muttered the other. "If you came as close to death as that thing's..."
A STUNNED look came into the other man’s face; then he sprang to his feet.

“What’s the meaning of this?” he roared. “I’m an officer in the Air Service.” He whipped his right arm downward, and a small Mauser pistol dropped into sight from his sleeve. The .38 cracked savagely against his wrist. The German gave a yell, and the pistol clattered upon the concrete. Strange shoved the weapon aside with the toe of his boot, not taking his eyes from the captive. Murderous fury flamed into the other man’s eyes.

“You Teufel!” he snarled. “They told me you were dead!”

“Sorry to disappoint you, Herr Rittermeister,” said Strange pleasantly. Jordan and the others were staring open-mouthed.

You mean this is Heinrich von Wolfe, the Bavarian ace?” exclaimed the G-2 colonel.

“Minus his beard and mustache,” nodded Strange. He smiled ironically at the big German. “You should have dyed your hair more carefully, von Wolfe. I wasn’t quite sure until you shut down under the light.”

The veins stood out in the spy’s powerful neck, but he forced back his rage with a visible effort.

“I admit my identity,” he said coldly to Jordan. “But I do not have to submit to insults from this swine.”

“You can’t hang my shirt on,” growled Jordan. “I’ll tell you what you have to submit to around here.” He looked at Strange. “How does he fit into this skeleton business?”

“Very smoothly, I think,” Strange took a step forward, prodded the muzzle of the .38 just under Wolfe’s heart. The German winced, stifled a grunt of pain. “So you felt those shots of mine! I wonder where you left your bony friend hidden.”

Von Wolfe glowered at him silently. Strange jerked his head toward the ambulance door. “Search the prisoner while I cover him.”

“Hold on,” interposed Jordan. “How do you know this man isn’t working with von Wolfe?”

“Thinking of the dead Boche pilot? No, von Wolfe killed him after he’d murdered the stretcher-man and dazed the driver.”

“But it was th’ skeleton that knocked me out,” blurted the driver. “Th’ cap-
The tired G-2 men were fleeing toward the ridge, gargling between the settling walls of fire. Suddenly a fire-blackened plane hurtled out of the night. A blazing emerald stream shot back from its tail. The black ship zoomed, and another fiery mass rushed down toward the ground. Five men vanished in the furious blaze. Strange saw three more will to the ground as the terrific heat overcame them. He whirled and ran back toward the dug-out.

The ambulance was careening toward the only gap now left in the flaming green curtain. One man fell from the run-up board and ran after the car, screaming. A hand closed convulsively on Strange’s arm.

“They’ll never make it!” came Jordon’s hoarse cry.

Even as he spoke, a mass of fire came roaring down to fill the breech. The ambulance crashed, and Strange crashed into a tree. The next second, it was lost in the blinding green blaze. The fearful heat drove Strange and Jordon back, gasping for breath. Strange clutched at the G-2 chief.

“Back into the dugout! It’s the only chance!”

He fell over a body sprawled on the ground near the nettins. As he lurched to his feet, he saw blood welling from a hole in the man’s left side.

“It’s one of von Wolfe’s guards,” Jordon rasped.

Strange grabbed a finger toward a bury figure running, doubled over, down the wooded slope.

“He’s making for the meadow! They’ll land and pick him up!”

The screech of wings drowned the last few words. He flung his head back, stared upward. One of the flame-ships was pitching straight down at them. By the glimmering glare from all sides, he could see the blackened skull of a skeleton leering over the cowl.

“Into the dugout!” he shouted.

Jordon dashed down the steps. As Strange ran under the netting, he had a lightning glimpse of the flame-ship zooming steeply. Just as he reached the steps, a green hell seemed to explode above him. Blistering heat swept down at him. He plunged down the concrete steps. The lights had gone out as the power line burned through, but the fierce glare above showed the passage clearly.

“The other tunnel!” he gasped at Jordon. Panting for breath, he staggered after the colonel. His lungs seemed to burst. The heat was like the blast from an open furnace door. He reached the turn, stumbled over Jordon. The colonel was crawling toward the door to the rear passage. Strange tugged at the door-handle, sucked in cool air as the door swung open. He staggered through, and drag Jordon into the passage. He sagged against the door, jammed it shut.

For a moment he hung there, till the increasing heat brought him back to their peril. He reached down, gripped Jordon’s shoulder.

“We’ve got to make the other end,” he said thickly. “That stuff may burn through the door.”

The next half-minute seemed an eternity. Stumbling, sometimes crawling on hands and knees through the blackness, they went down the winding tunnel. Gradually, the heat from in back of them lessened. A few seconds later, they came to the exit near the exit.

Greenish light showed through the camouflaged tarpaulin which covered the hole. The sentry had fled. Strange cautiously pulled the cloth aside. Against the ring of fire which ran around the center of the mound, he saw flame-ships landing. Von Wolfe’s powerful figure was silhouetted where he stood under a tree. The first flame-ship taxied in toward the spot. Von Wolfe raised his right arm, moved it in a circle above his head. The skeleton figure in the pit of the flame-ship sent a rocket flaring skyward. In a few moments, a Halberstadt two-seater slipped down in the fire-circled area, carefully keeping away from the ring of green fire.

The leading flame-ship came to a stop as von Wolfe strode out from the trees. Jordan peered over Strange’s shoulder at the seemingly fire-charred plane.

“How the devil do those burned crates stay in the air?” he muttered.

“Those damned rummies,” said Strange from prop to rudder—and fireproofed, like those rats that fly them.”

Jordon stared at the weird skeleton pilot who had stepped to the ground.

“Good Lord, he’s on fire right now!”

“Look again. Those black bones are painted over in the glowing background that looks like flame.”

“By Heaven, you’re right! But that skull—”

“Moulded out of metal, and probably hooked onto the suit like a diver’s helmet. It would almost have to be, in order to hold the oxygen.”

“Oxygen?” said Jordan.

“Yes. You’re the one that made me think of it, with that remark about a man’s not being able to breathe inside that green fire. That’s why von Wolfe walked into the river. He knew he could turn the oxygen and walk along the bottom till he was far enough away to walk out again.”

Jordon swore under his breath. “It’s a clever stunt—but I still can’t see why they don’t catch fire.”

“The suits must be asbestos, and sprayed with ammonium phosphate or some other smoke-proof compound used each time. I’ve a hunch the ships are sprayed, too. With that, and their speed, they can dive through one of those fire-clouds without any damage but getting smoked up. Also, the helmets and suits must be bullet-proof, acid-proof, smoke-proof. They’re practically invulnerable, unless you hit a prop by a lucky shot as I did.”

“Then how will we ever wipe them out?” grunted Jordan.

“Do what Lorton said,” Strange replied grimly. He tensed as he saw von Wolfe look back toward the slope. The skeleton pilot beside him pointed to the top of the ridge, and the big German nodded.

“He thinks we’ve all been wiped out,” Jordan whispered. “Thank God he didn’t know about this other exit.”

Von Wolfe turned and hurried toward the Halberstadt. The green fire was spreading through the underbrush, fading to ordinary color as grass and bush flared up. Strange lifted the tarpaulin and stepped outside, under the trees.

“What are you going to do?” Jordan asked.

“Take that Nieuport before the fire gets to it. I’m going to follow those butchers.”

“You’re mad, Strange! They’ll burn you down.”

“Not if they don’t see me. I know the course to their base—about 96 degrees—and I can hang back and still not lose them.”

The Halberstadt roared across the meadow, banked sharply away from the fire and soared into the night. The flame-ships which had landed raced up above the edge of the field. Strange ran toward the Nieuport, close to which the flames were rapidly creeping. Jordan panted after him.

“There’s no wireless in that ship,” he said, breathlessly. “You can’t send back your message.”

“I’ll bring it back!” snapped Strange. He set the switch, ran to the prop. The Hispano caught at his second throw. He wheeled to the G-2 chief. “That ring of fire is dying, there at the south. When you can get through, have word flashed for me. Strange will be standing by for a bombing raid. I’ll bring you the location of that base—or I won’t be back!”

CHAPTER IV

DEATH UNDERGROUND

Locking the stick between his knees, Strange beat his cold hands together. Without flying-gear, it was bitterly cold at ten thousand feet. He slitted his eyes against the prop blast, stared ahead into the night. He had lost sight of the German ships after crossing the Front, but ten minutes of trailing them had proved that his course was correct.

A minute passed; then he caught the faint flare of exhaust stacks well on his right. He eased the throttle back and tightened his grip on the plane. Abruptly, the red and yellow tongues of fire ceased to spit from the other ship’s motor. Strange cut his own switch, thinking he had been sighted.

Blurred wings showed for a second below him, then were swallowed up in the dark and fog. Strange flew on close to stalling speed, listening intently. He could hear no drone of motors. Spiral ing slowly, he began to descend. Either he had lost the Boche ships or they were landing in the darkness.

The Nieuport moaned earthward.
through the blackness. After a minute it slipped into the dank mist of a cloud. Strange swore to himself. The flame-ships could have glided under the clouds and landed by this time. That would mean that their flares at the secret base would be extinguished unless he moved quickly.

The observer looked into clear air, he swiftly surveyed the area below. The lights of a tiny village were visible a few miles to the north. Farther east, the headlights of an automobile illuminated the road along which it was speeding. All else was a black expanse, broken by the occasional gleam of a streetlight. Strange switched on the motor, still berating himself for losing the Germans. Suddenly, a red pinpoint of light winked from the darkness beneath. Instinctively, he jerked the throttle to idling. Then, gliding as silently as possible, he turned toward the blinding light. The wind and cold air brought tears to his unprotected eyes. He brushed them aside, trying to catch the rapid flickering of the red light.

It was obviously a message, perhaps a signal guiding von Wolfe's raiders back to their secret lair.

For the second time that night, a sudden feeling of danger swept over Strange. His fingers tensed about the gun-trips. Above the drone of the Hispano came a static roar; then a parachutist flare blossomed directly overhead.

Strange shouldered, engine at full gun. Two warming bursts flamed from the cold Vickers. Diving headlong, three Fokker tripes plunged for the zooming ship. Strange was almost from under the dazzling brilliance of the flare. One of the tripes flashed down in its path, with Spandaus fierce and blinding light. Strange hurled the Nieuport onto its tips. The tripes roared by, pulled up in a furious climb. Strange's cold hand snapped the trips together.

Red streaks lanced from the snarling Vickers. The Boche kicked madly, spitting straight back toward his cowl. Crouched back of his guns, Strange rocked the Nieuport's rudder. Greasy smoke puffed from the Fokker's nose. Too late, the other tripes charged to the first man's aid.

As Strange rolled out of a murderous burst, the smoking tripie burst into flame. Strange shouldered it wildly. Slugs gouged the tarpaulin, a foot from Strange's head. Spandaul lead. His tripes followed him, crept forward. He kicked out swiftly, and sent the Nieuport roaring up as though for a loop.

Strange, who had been above the flame-ships, whipped the twirl, Strange rolled and changed direction. The first of the two remaining tripes shot up in a following loop. Blinded by the sudden emergence in darkness, he curved on through. Strange rammed the stick forward, dropped on the Boche like a thunderbolt. The pilot jerked around frenziedly as tracers smoked past his head. Then the Vickers tore him down in the pit. The Fokker nosed over and screamed down into the night.

The last German plunged insanely at Strange. A stream of Spandaul lead tore through the lower right wing. By the light of the flare, now above the two ships, Strange saw the leading edge crumble. As he hastily sheered off, fabric tore from the panel, whipped back in the wind. Another wing ripped loose, barring the slender rudder. Strange flashed a glance at the ground. The Nieuport was finished; even now it was shedding more fabric. He would be lucky if the wing held long enough for a landing. The flight had taken him down to a thousand feet. But the other Boche—still whistling along—had stretched away beneath. He had a glimpse of a clearing at the side of which stood a lonely château. It offered the only landing spot in range.

THE Fokker had zoomed for another plunge at him. He saw it coming for him, and signal-light had hinted. With a grim disregard for the half-striped wing, Strange snapped the Nieuport around. Defiantly, the Vickers blazed toward the hurling triplane. The Boche kicked sidewise in his dive, corkscrewed around with Spandaus pelting him. Their tracers crossed, drilled through the eddying smoke.

The Nieuport lurched, fell off to the right. Fiercely, the German pounced. A line of black dots raced over Strange's cowl. Shattered glass fell from the instrument dials.

Strange pulled out of the cranking tracers' path. The Boche was closing triumphantly for the kill. Strange's cold hand tightened on the stick. The Nieuport's nose came up, whipped around in a snap to the left. Only a second—barely a six-round burst from the panting guns—but that burst was like a sword, gashing the German's throat.

Blood spurted out, and the pilot's head lolled on his slumping shoulders. The tripes roared on, with a dead man in its pit.

A tree-top flashed under the Nieuport's guns. Strange jammed the left wing down, slipped toward the clearing. Twenty feet from the ground, he jerked the dropping wing upward. The right wing tip raked the earth. Strange cut the switch, hauled the stick to his belt. There was a crackling of ribs and blood, and the man screamed as he fell wildly. For a second it seemed that the plane would go over. Then the landing gear collapsed, and the ship jolted to a stop.

Strange was out of the pit in a split second. He had cracked up within a hundred yards of the château. If this was how it was when we had appeared, there would probably be men waiting there for him at once. He ran for the nearest trees, tugging from his belt the .38 he had retrieved from von Wolfe.

The third tripes was still in the air, thundering somewhere up in the night. The flare was almost burned out, and he could not see the pilotless Fokker. He looked around anxiously. There was no sign of the flame-ships. The château was dark. Perhaps this place was deserted, after all.

Even so, he was in a tight spot. There would be a searching party looking for him. Without a ship, he was helpless to get word back to Jordan, even if he had known more than the approximate location of von Wolfe's hiding-place.

Then he remembered the road on which the Boche had been seen. There would be other cars passing along that highway. If he could hold up a German officer and take his uniform, he might get to the nearest Boche Jagdstaffel and escape with a ship. He started along the edge of the woods, pushing in deeper. Stopping in front of an ancient, crumbling château, within a hundred feet of the building when the roar of the unmanned Fokker became louder.

He stared up between the trees. It sounded as though the ship were in a power spin or a dive. There was something gruesome about the thought of that plane flying with a dead man in the cockpit. It seemed to be headed down at the clearing.

The roar of the Mercedes roared to a frightful bellow. Then with a mighty crash the Fokker struck, back in the woods, Flammenwerfer blazing and vaguely lighting the place where Strange stood.

A movement at one of the upper windows of the château made him step back hurriedly into the shadow. Something glistened from the window. Peering intently around a trunk of an oak tree, Strange saw a man in field-gray, with a pair of binoculars raised to his eyes.

The German was looking toward the spot where the Fokker had crashed. In a moment he turned, picked up a telephone.

"Ja, Herr Rittmeister," Strange heard him say. "I was about—" The next few words were indistinguishable, "Yes, Herr Rittmeister, I am sure the Yankee burned with the plane. It burst into flames the instant it struck."

Strange tensed. The observer had mistaken the Fokker for his Nieuport. Evidently the man had not seen the Nieuport land in the darkened clearing.

"No other planes, mein Herr," the German was reporting. "That swine downed two of our triplanes, and I am afraid the other was forced down in the same long dingy.

He put down the phone, and turned again to the window. He focussed the glasses on the lessening flames from the tripes, then disappeared within the room.

Strange gazed at the château. A door at the rear was sagging from its hinges. Glass was gone from two lower windows. The whole place had an air of desolation. He wandered several minutes, but the observer did not reappear, nor was there any sign of other Germans.

A GLEAM came into Strange's eyes.

This deserted château was obviously a lookout post for the secret base. That meant that the base itself could not be far away. It was probably hidden under camouflage nets, somewhere in the woods. If he could capture this lone observer . . .
Gripping the .38, he stole under the trees until he was opposite the sagging door. The glow from the burning Fokker had almost died out. With a quick look at the upper window, he ran across the grass. He reached the château without being discovered. Stooping under a window, he cautiously looked inside.

A frown cut vertical lines between his eyebrows. The château was a veritable shell. There were no rooms. Up-rights and cross-bracing, apparently of new lumber, supported an X-shaped platform where the second floor should have been. Nobody could dimly see a flight of steps leading up to it.

His discovery brought an uneasiness he could not entirely analyze. He should have been relieved at finding evidence that there was but one man in the building. But there was something peculiar about the erection of this dummy château. From the outside, or from the air, it would appear to be an old, abandoned house. But why had the Germans gone to such trouble?

The scuffling of feet on the platform drove the thought from his mind. He tiptoed to the door, and with infinite care, moved it an inch or two. The hinges did not squeak. Then he saw that they were new, though they had been treated to make them appear old. He shot a careful look downhill. He was almost at the top when a board creaked loudly. Instantly, heavy boots clamped on the platform.

"Wer ist es?" came a guttural query.

"Fokker pilot," mumbled Strange, in German. He reached the last step. "I was forced down, and here I am." A flashligh shone suddenly, and the observer snarled out an oath. Strange leaped with the .38 lifted. The Boche sprang back with a yell. The pistol struck his arm, and the flashlighet dropped to the platform. Boards clattered as the man dashed toward the platform.

The glare from the flashlight had for the moment blinded Strange. As he ran after the German, his toe hooked a clefted board. He went to his knees, almost tumbling from the narrow platform. A gun spatred flame, and the bullet whizzed past his ear. He picked up the other hand and jabbed it. He fired toward the window as the Boche was briefly outlined. The man came down with a thud. The clatter of the phone striking the boards followed a second later.

Strange could see now. The German was forced to his knees at the command, his other hand fumbling for the gun he had dropped. A buzzer sounded harshly. As Strange snatched the German's gun from the platform, the man clawed the phone into his fingers.

"Hilfe!" he shouted frantically.

The butt of the .38 cracked against his head before he could say another word. The man was unconscious, then seized the flashlight and turned it on the phone. The wires ran down one of the uprights. He hurried down the steps, after thrusting the German's Lugher into his hip pocket.

The fire was in the fire now, he thought bitterly. He might have been able to force the truth out of that observer, but after that warning cry, there was no time. Von Wolfe would be rushing help from the base. The only chance was to see where the wires led.

He went rigid. The wires led through a hole in the floor—and not ten feet away, a trap-door was lifting upward! A shaggy head appeared; then a hand flicked up with a pistol. Strange jumped back of the trap, the .38 raised.

The other man half-turned as he saw the gun. Strange said.

"Drop that gun!" Strange rasped. "Spyer!" the German cried. He fired wildly.

The .38 stabbed a thick pencil of flame toward the trap. An ugly black hole appeared in the German's forehead. He plunged out of sight.

SOMWHERE below, a bell jangled amid an uproar of voices. The floor of the dummy château trembled, seemed to slant. Strange dashed toward the front entry. The floor must be hinged to drop into some kind of excavation. It was toward the rear of the room.

Faster!" came a furious voice from somewhere beneath. The whirr of electric motors rose swiftly.

The floor was now tilted to almost thirty degrees. Strange threw himself down as he felt his feet slip. He was almost at the front doorway. The flash and the .38 had rolled down the sloping surface. He caught desperately at the door-jamb, haulied himself to the opening. Then in stunned amazement he looked downward.

Not the floor, but the whole building had tilted upward. It was at least twenty feet to the ground. Light was streaming from underneath, revealing a gradually inclined ramp which led back under the structure.

The truth hit Strange with sickening force. The dummy structure had been a trap-door. The trap-door. That ramp was for planes. Von Wolfe's base was a subterranean drone!

Three skeleton figures ran up the ramp, followed by a dozen men in dungearel. Suddenly von Wolfe's voice bellowed above the clamor.

"Switch off the lights, you fools! There may be Allied planes above here."

One of the men in skeleton suits gave a yell as he saw Strange clinging to the door frame. Von Wolfe charged up the incline, an automatic in his hand. He fired just as the lights went out. Strange jumped backward, the charge was too strong. Two inches from his head. Splinters dug into his hands as he slid down the tilted floor. He brought up with a jolt against the opened trap-door.

Faint luminance from a hooded lantern showed through the square hole. He saw a rope ladder dangling into the gloom. He was about to jump up and run for the rear doorway when he heard shouts from that direction. Men had run up to the pivoted end of the great cantilever door. In a few seconds they would have him!

He gripped the edge of the trap and lowered himself into the aperture. The rope ladder swayed and twisted as he went down. He came to the last rung, stared around desperately. Normally, the rope ladder would have touched the ramp. Now it hung high in the air. One of the blackened flame-ships stood on the bottom of the ramp, at the head of a line of planes. Strange started the ladder to swinging, then let himself down till he held the bottom rope.

The nose of the flame-ship was almost beneath him. He was swinging back, ready to let go on the return, when a figure sprang from the shadows. The man had a howl of surprise. Strange let go his hold. Down he plunged. One flailing boot struck into the German's face. The man went over backward, his cry choked off in his throat. Strange hurtled down on top of him. Knocked senseless, the Boche lay in a twisted heap.

The impact had almost taken Strange's breath. He snatched the German pistol from his hip-pocket, expecting instant attack. Then he realized that his drop from the ladder had gone unseen by the rest. He crouched for a second, half under the wing of the first flame-ship as it took off.

To the rear of the ramp, everything was dark. He shot a glance up the slope. He could make out vague figures at the top of the ramp. Escape that way was impossible.

The men were busy back under the wing of the second plane in the column. Suddenly voices sounded from the left. Five or six men ran toward the incline, one of them with a bluish lantern. Strange waited till they had passed, then crept around to the other side of the ship. There seemed to be less activity along the right side of the base. He felt his way along as fast as he could. A heavy Diesel engine rumbled somewhere ahead, muffling all other sounds.

The pistol, which Strange held poised for action, hit sharply against a verticle surface. He was about to try feeling his way to one side when a voice boomed from the front of the underground drone.

"Stand by to lower the ramp cover!" "Clear the ramp!" bawled another German.

Strange hastily edged around the three men to the bay where his passage. He had to find a hiding-place before the lights came on. His free hand slipped over what seemed to be a metal wall. He ended, and he stepped into the space beyond. Electric motors began to whir, and he heard the harsh grind of gears. The huge cantilever span which covered the ramp was hushing into place. He was being shut in with von Wolfe's murderous crew!

HOODED lanterns bobbed in the gloom. He pressed still farther back in the darkness at the right. The voices faded below, the Diesel, rumbling, which would continue until he could get his bearings.

"Lights!" came a shouted command.

Strange wheeled, crouched close to the metal wall. A string of light bulbs near the foot of the ramp flashed up first. The glow revealed the metal wall
to be the side of a small, square room. A large pipe, covered with asbestos, ran from the top of the room into one of several large storage bins along the side of the base. The bins were in reality small rooms. The first was padlocked, but the second was not. Strange flicked a glance about him and backed toward the door.

He reached it just as the main lights went on. A quick jerk, and he was inside. There had been no one close by. Apparently he had not been seen. He waited tensely for several moments, then opened the door a fraction of an inch and listened.

Two pilots in skeleton suits and a Leutnant in ordinary Feldgrau were coming from the direction of the ramp. The pilots had removed the skull helmets and were carrying them under their arms. One of them, a thin, sallow man, turned nervously to the others as they neared Strange's hiding-place.

“What if the spy gets away? We'll be trapped in this hell-hole!”

“Quatsch!” said the other pilot scornfully. “He hasn't a chance to escape. Von Wolfe will have a battalion ofsearching the woods inside of thirty minutes.”

“I wouldn't care to be in the Yankee's shoes when the Rittmeister gets him,” muttered the thin German.

“You had better be busy thinking of an excuse for pulling out tonight,” growled the other pilot.

“My tank release was stuck,” the thin Boche mumbled. The Leutnant, a red-faced man with a bull neck, eyed the pilot suspiciously.

“I'll see what was wrong with it,” he grunted, and swung toward the group of ships.

The two pilots went on toward a row of cubicles which had been partitioned off at the rear of the excavation. Strange opened the door a little farther. The old metal room cut off part of his view, but he could see there were two lines of the flame-ships. Mechanics were removing a brass cylinder three feet long from a side of the nearest plane. They handled it gingerly, and he knew it must be a tank for the chemicals which created the green fire.

Another plane had been hauled back under a large shower. The engine and cockpit had been carefully covered. At a signal from an Unteroffizier, a man spun a valve. Grayish liquid poured from the shower, drenching the ship.

STRAANGE nodded to himself. They were renewing the fireproof coating. A few yards away he saw a round tank, about eight feet high, with a glass panel in one side and steps leading up to the top and covered over. Through the glass that same grayish solution was visible. Obviously, this was the means by which the pilots fireproofed their skeleton suits, descending into the tank after turning on the oxygen in their helmets.

Across on the left side of the under-ground dome were other partitioned rooms, apparently quarters for the enlisted men. Nearer the rear he could see a Diesel power-unit which furnished electricity for the motors and ventilator fans. The excitement which had followed the alarm had now died down. The mechanics were at work inspecting the flame-ships, removing the discharged tanks, opening the containers which sealed the Spandau belts from fire.

Strange's eyes hardened as they passed over the details of the hidden base. Von Wolfe had overlooked nothing. The place must have been weeks, perhaps months, in the making. He would kill ruthlessly to keep the secret from leaking out. Strange fought back the despair which started to sweep over him. There was still some way out—some other exit beside that ponderous span which was camouflaged by the dummy château built on it.

His gaze fastened suddenly on a figure in brown. One of the pilots had taken off his skeleton suit, revealing a khaki uniform with U.S. Air Service insignia and wings. He joined another Boche attired in the same manner. The second man wore captain's bars. The two men went toward the officers' quarters. Strange saw that the mechanics paid no attention to them. Evidently, all American Americans can uniforms so that they could discard the skeleton suits and masquerade as Yankees if they were forced down in France.

Strange looked down at his own uniform. It was rumpled and spattered with the stink of black gunpowder on his dirty, smoothed his blouse. Watching his chance, he opened the door when no one was looking.

The blood poured through his veins as he started across the base. It was a gamble, with odds stacked against him. He was shot—or in the next two minutes . . .

A grimy sergeant stepped from in back of the fireproofing tank. Strange walked on, fighting the urge to look back. He could feel the man's eyes on him, but there was no shout of alarm. Apparently, the Boche had taken him for a new pilot.

He was nearing the Diesel unit. An engine stood with his back turned, reading his instrument dials. Strange passed. In a moment, his heart gave a leap. To the left of the officers' cubicles flew the sight of steel leading up to a balanced trap-door. Here was the emergency exit. It probably opened into the woods. There would, undoubtedly, be a sentry or two on guard, but with the Luger and a little quick action, he ought to knock them out before they could give the alarm.

He stole a look over his shoulder. To his dismay, the sergeant was still watching him. As he glanced back, the Boche turned quickly to another mechanic. The second man looked at Strange, then shook his head. Strange wheeled and swiftly climbed the steps.

A shout rose above the rumble of the Diesel. Strange seized the lever which operated the trap. Before he could haul it down, the trap swung upward. A startled voice rasped a German oath. Strange froze.

The man above him was von Wolfe!
glanced at the clock on von Wolfe's table. "Twenty-thirty! Strasbourg will be clamoring for a report on your work tonight. And what of that Spion who escaped?"

The big German smiled mirthlessly. "I finished him with my own hands. Don't worry. They have no idea where our base is." He gave the agent a brief account of the destruction which had been accomplished, and what had happened after Strange had brought him down. "There must have been another entrance to that dugout, but there was only one plane on that field, so no one else could have followed us. Tell Strasbourg that the final tests were perfect."

Heimer went out. Von Wolfe summoned the red-faced Leutnant whom Strange had seen before. "Have the prisoner securely tied and put in one of the storage rooms," he ordered. "Keep a sentry on guard at the door."

The lieutenant took Strange outside, sent a man for ropes. One of the supply rooms was unlocked, and Strange was put inside, tightly bound. The Leutnant had switched on a light during the operation and turned it off to leave when one of the men who had tied Strange pointed excitedly toward the cemented wall at the back of the room. "Look, mein Herr! The thermite pipe is leaking!"

"Gott! Himmel!" exclaimed the officer. Get wrenches and tighten it quickly. Tell the engineer officer to come here."

FROM where he lay on the floor, Strange could see the big pipe. It was covered with asbestos, and it was held up from the floor by thick brass tripods. Greenish crystals had formed a thin deposit at a bulge he guessed to be a joint. Faint green vapor trickled out now and then, turned into smoke.

Half a dozen men hurried into the room, following an officer in dungarees. They all gazed at Strange. The Leutnant said, "Never mind the Yankee!" he spattered. "Get to work here."

The engineer officer beckoned to one of his men.

"Phone to the engineer on duty in the woods. Tell him to close the main switch, and we'll have to clear the line to see if there is one."

"The pipe is clear, sir," the mechanic reported.

The engineer gave an order, and men with heavy gloves set to work on the joint. As the asbestos covering was pulled away, some of the greenish deposit fell out. One of the mechanics gave a cry and dropped his wrench.

"Ach, Gott!" he moaned. "It is burning my face!"

"Take him to First-Aid," the engineer officer rapped at another man. As the groaning Boche stumbled away, he growled to the Leutnant, "Clumsy fool! He ought to know by this time what the stuff will do."

The joint was soon tightened and called. The mechanics fastened new asbestos in place and left the room, eying Strange curiously as they went. The red-faced lieutenant bent over and watched, his finger scratching at his chin. The rest of the others. Through the closed door, Strange could hear his muffled voice giving orders to the sentry.

Gradually the sounds of activity diminished, until only the rumble of the Diesel engine was audible. Strange was writing, printing his teeth as the rough strands tore into his flesh. The Germans had left the fight on, and he could see the ropes which bound his legs and ankles. They had been tied by a master. His hands were tied behind his back, and every few moments little red-hot pains stabbing up his arms.

He relaxed after a few minutes, and looked around the room. There were several boxes piled up in a corner. Oil-drums filled most of the space. No sharp edges presented themselves. He rolled over on his back, turned the head, face down, and watched the work of the excavation. A hopeful look came into his eyes. The burned mechanic had left his wrench on the ground. There was a vague possibility that its metal jaws would be sharp enough.

It took him almost ten minutes to turn over his wrist, to lift his right arm to reach the spot. He worked himself up into a sitting position, turned his head to see the position of the wrench behind him.

He started. Some of the greenish deposit had fallen to the floor, close to the wrench. He wriggled backward, followed his thoughts, toward the spot. Half a minute passed. Something suddenly burned against his left wrist. A second later, he felt the strands begin to part. As the rope loosened, he jerked his hands in front of him and hastily wiped the spreading green material off his sleeve. There was a red patch on the back of his hand which pained fiercely. He wiped off the acidic scum, then quickly untied the knots at his ankles.

Grim determination came into his eyes as he got to his feet. He picked up the wrench, tipped toward the door. He heard the padlock replaced. Evidently the Germans considered it unnecessary with him so tightly bound and the door guarded. If he could jerk it open and strike before the sentry yelled.

He turned abruptly and stared at the pipe behind him. For fully a minute he stood there, gazing into space. Suddenly a hot search would be pressed as soon as his escape was discovered, and without a plane, it would be a miracle if he got back to warn Chaumont about this place.

But there was one way to be sure of its ruin. A way that would mean a horrible death for him if he did not escape. . . .

LITTLE beads of perspiration dotted his brow. Then he thought of Lorton, of the men at the 63rd. Into his mind came a picture of the unfortunate Q-2 men enveloped in the fire.

His jaw tightened. He turned, swiftly began to unfasten the asbestos covering at the joint of the pipe. The engineer officer had ordered the chemical stream shut off until morning. The pipe obviously ran to a concealed tank in the woods, and that the main supply could not accidentally be loose at the base. That metal room outside—it must be a vacuum chamber in which the small plate tanks could be safely filled, for it was evident that mixture with the air at once turned the thermite into incandescent fire.

The asbestos sleeve was loosened now. Strange worked it to one side, placed the wrench on the pipe. Setting it tightly, so that a scare would not alarm the sentry, he backed it off till one side of the joint was clear. Ten minutes later, the joint had been removed from the other side. He hit back of a drum, and was turning to replace the asbestos sleeve when there was a commotion out in the base.

He hastily shoved the asbestos over the gap in the piping. Taking the wrench, he put it on his belt. Some one ran past the sentry, and Strange heard his guard flinging a question after him.

The jangle of a bell echoed through the base. The strident voice of von Wolfe cut through the air. "Emergency flight! Prepare to take off at once!"

Other commands added to the uproar. Strange could hear men dashing about the base. He turned cold as he thought of the break in the thermite pipe.

"Cut in the center blowers!" bawled a husky voice.

There was a scraping sound just outside the door where Strange crouched. Then he heard Heimer's anxious accents.

"But are you sure they do not know our exact location?"

"They have only the course, but that's bad enough," snarled von Wolfe.

"I still don't understand how—"

"This verwirrter Brain-Devil must have had a wireless in his plane, irritated the Bavarian ace. "He followed us back a mile and somehow got the course. Then they ordered out this accrued Strafe-Wing."

Strange groaned silently. Jordan had remembered the course, had given the order after he failed to come back. Now von Wolfe's flame-ships would burn the American's wings out of sight.

"Wait," exclaimed Heimer, from outside the door. "Are you sure you can trust this agent who sent the warning?"

"He is one of my former pilots," snapped von Wolfe. "If he says they will be here in thirty minutes, it will be thirty minutes. We've got to get
above those ships. Send word to the searchlight batteries to be ready to spot them for us. It won't be light enough yet.

There was a pause. Strange had a swift inkling of what was coming. He threw himself down where he had been bound, dragged the ropes about his ankles and thrust his hands under his arms, clinging to the trench. The door opened, and von Wolfe stepped inside. He carried a skeleton suit over his shoulder, holding the metal skull in one hand. As he came toward Strange, one of the skeleton pilots hurled in after him.

"Herr Rittmeister, there are tanks for only four planes—and the sergeant in the vacuum room says nothing comes through the main line."

"What?" roared von Wolfe. He wheeled toward the entrance. "That Eisel of an engineer must have been cut off, yes, that's the only explanation." He jerked his head, pointed a huge finger at Strange. "Bring that Yankee pig down into the vacuum room. I have something to tell him before I take off."

"Ja, mein Herr—" The bang of the door cut off the rest as von Wolfe strode out furiously.

The pilot put down his skull helmet and advanced toward Strange. The toe of his boot smashed against Strange's ribs.

"Get up, Schwein! If you think I am going to give you back your Highness."

Strange's leap upward and the swing of the wrench were all one lightning motion. The startled look on the German's face turned into horror as the wrench crashed into his head. His face turned the color of putty. Strange caught him as he fell. He had the Boche into the skeleton suit in ten seconds. As he put the suit on, his eyes went with a morbid fascination to the asbestos sleeve which hid the break in the pipe.

There was a baffle plate in the front, which he saw was opened. He jammed the Boche over his head, not stopping to fasten it to the suit. The sentry turned as he emerged.

"Come in here," Strange said gruffly through the opened baffle. "I can't lift this pig."

The man followed him. Strange stepped aside, clenching his fist. The sentry, not seeing any of his comrades, threw himself on the dead Boche on the floor. Strange swung from the waist. The sentry recoiled back against a pile of boxes, and slid to the floor, unconscious. The sooty marks of bony knuckles showed on his jaw. Strange flashed a look at the glove which covered the hand of his skeleton-suit sleeve. Hard-rubber strips, shaped like skeleton fingers, were fastened on both sides of the heavy gloves.

He scooped up the sentry's Mauser pistol and raced to the door. Shutting it hastily, he dashed toward the front of the base. Three planes had been started, and mechanics were working on the fourth. Several pilots were grouped around von Wolfe. All wore their skeleton suits, but they still held their skull helmets in their hands. The Bavarian and a rasp something at the thin, sallow pilot whom Strange had glimpsed earlier.

"This is your last chance!" Strange heard von Wolfe snarl as he came nearer. "I've showed you that there's no danger in diving through the stuff if you move fast enough. Ballistics don't hurt you or your ship—unless they get your prop by a miracle," he added surlily. "Follow the attack scheme as usual when I signal. Is that clear?"

The thin pilot nodded apprehensively. Von Wolfe scowled, glanced back toward the metal flak tank.

"Why don't they get those tanks filled?" he thundered at the engineer officer.

"They let down the pressure at the main station," growled the other man. "It's almost up to normal, and they'll start the stuff through."

"And what do you think of going toward a non-com at the motor switches for the cantilever door. Open him, he commanded. "We'll get those first three ships into the air."

Strange had just come past the corner of the vacuum room in the see-through. Von Wolfe strode toward him.

"Rorschach?" he demanded. "Where's the prisoner?"

"The sentry is bringing him," Strange mumbled through the skull helmet. "I thought I might be late—Main lights going off—shouted the non-com on the switchboard.

Strange shot a hasty glance toward the line of planes, to be sure of their position. Von Wolfe started past him as the bright lights dimmed. Suddenly a baldheaded figure came running toward the planes.

"Von Wolfe!" Heimer shrieked frenziedly. "The prisoner has escaped!"

The Bavarian spun about with a furious snarl. Strange leaped sidewise for the protection of the metal wall, for the instant forgetting his bullets. One shot flashed above the head of the huge door's gears.

"Stop him! The one with the helmet!"

The startled pilots ran toward the metal room. Strange ducked around the corner, dashed for the first plane in line. One of the Germans dropped his helmet and leaped.

Strange fired at his head, and the Boche sprawled forward onto his face.

"The ramp! Block him off!" bellowed von Wolfe.

Men raced to the incline. Strange cast a desperate look toward the slope. The huge span had stopped half-lifted. There would be only inches to spare...

With a roar, a stream of green fire shot from the room where Strange had been imprisoned. In a second, the blazing thermite was spouting emerald flame cleaving the metal.

Screams of stark terror burst from a score of throats. Strange saw the enlisted men's quarters blaze up in a green inferno. Running figures dropped like melted candles.

An awful heat surged out toward the ramp. Strange clutched the side of the first flame-ship, hauled himself up to the pit. A terrific face showed, livid green, at the wing tip. It was the thin pilot who had betrayed his fear.

Strange opened the throttle, and the ship lurched up in the incline. Green smoke poured from the engine, clear and clean. Strange banked swiftly. He threw his head over the opened baffle, crouched over the stick. The tip of the half-lifted span seemed to rush down on his ship. He held his breath. With hardly five inches to spare, the plane roared into the clearings.

Close at his tall thundered the second flame-ship. In the weird glow from within, Strange saw the face of von Wolfe. The ace had beaten the thin pilot to the ship. One more of the blackened flame-ships plunged from that green, blazing maw. As Strange slowed in, he saw a skeleton figure totter up the ramp. Back of the pilot, a staggering form showed for a second. Then a blast of emerald fire shot out and hid the man from view.

On blackened wings, von Wolfe zipped out of the ship, Strange had banked sharply away from the rising smoke. He saw the big German stare about him. Von Wolfe had fastened his skull helmet in place. It's hideous black showed against the glare beneath.

Strange reached for his gun trips, then remembered. Bullets would not bring von Wolfe down, and it was too much to hope for two miracles in one night, in trying for the prop. He sheered out farther, saw that the sky was beginning to turn gray. Von Wolfe plunged through the cloud of green smoke which rose from the flaming base. Strange turned to parallel his course. A moment later, he saw the other flame-ship which had escaped. The pilot was bare-headed—had evidently lost his helmet in his rush from the base.

Von Wolfe kicked in toward the ramp, then gestured vigorously. Strange peered through the lenses of his helmet. The Bavarian ace was ordering the other man to follow him. The pilot was twisting away.

Abruptly, green tracers stabbed from von Wolfe's guns. As the emerald lines shot above his unprotected head, the pilot turned and dived toward his base. Von Wolfe jabbed his skeletonlike glove into the sky. The two ships zoomed steeply.

Strange swore. He had expected the loss of his base and men to crush von Wolfe. Instead, the man was going to make a last mad effort to win. A sick feeling came over Strange as he thought of Strafe-Winz which would soon come roaring out of the gloom. One flame-ship alone might destroy most of the Yankee ships. Two of them...

Strange banked swiftly, and gazed westward. Ten miles away, searchlight beams were weaving across the heavens. Still more flared up as he watched. He could make out flitting specks, as the Allied pilots rudder away from the lights.
Ten miles—not more than seven minutes! And those two flame-ships were climbing above the Wing!

Strange stood the black plane on its tail. Leveling out from that fierce zoom, he hurriedly scanned the sky. He glimpsed a darting shape ahead, as one of the Germans climbed against the shifting beams beyond. In a reckless climb, Strange followed. His hand ached from its tight grip on the stick. Would he never close the gap?

He was gaining! He could see one plane clearly now. It was starting to spiral upward, getting altitude for the deadly plunge. He wiped the smeared lenses of his helmet. As he moved his arm sidewise, his sleeve hooked something on his helmet. Oxygen began to flow from a compression-flask built in the back of the head-piece. He started to shut the valve, then locked his helmet in place and reached for the baffle-plate snap. It shut tight, muffling the roar of the engine.

A probing searchlight lanced up from below. It passed over the two Germans' ships before angling westward to hunt for the American planes. Suddenly Strange glimpsed that the pilot of the left was the pilot who had no helmet. Grimly, he let his hand slip down to the metal trip.

He waited. Precious seconds passed. Then another searchlight flashed skyward. Strange centered his sights, squared his shoulders.

Green ribbons shot from the Spaniards, swerved from the back of the plane ahead. Strange twitched the stick. The pilot's head jerked under the blast. His ship nosed over and hurtled for the earth.

Von Wolfe had dived around in his pit as the first tracers appeared. Strange kicked to the right, praying for a lucky shot. Those lenses might not be proof against a direct hit.

The German nosed down swiftly. Strange plunged after him, engine belching flames. The searchlights withered, sweeping the sky, a mile away. He could see the Strafe-Wing now—D.H. bombers and Spads. The Bavarian ace was pitching down toward them.

And suddenly Strange knew the only way he would ever stop von Wolfe. He shoved the stick farther forward. Like a meteor, the metal plane screamed on the tail of the Boche.

The searchlights were waning madly now. Strange made a wild dive. His wings dipped toward von Wolfe's ship. He saw the ace fling a look backward. In the glow, the skull-lenses seemed to be eyes of fire. The tail of the German's plane was now within fifty feet of Strange's flashing prop. A grim smile came over his face. Von Wolfe dared not pull out. Their ships would crash headlong. And if he stayed in his dive...

Without the slightest warning, a green inferno burst from von Wolfe's tail. In a flash, Strange was surrounded by a roaring mass of fire.

FEAR and panic struck at his heart in that first terrible moment. The cloud of green flame rushed over his cowl, billowed about his pit. Through the heavy suit he could feel the pressure. One last clutching smile. Von Wolfe dared not pull out. Their ships would crash headlong. And if he stayed in his dive...

Crash!

Strange jerked the throttle, cut off the engine, climbed as his metal prop burst into fragments. The fading green fire from von Wolfe's tank showed the Boche ship for an instant. The tail had been sheered off as though by a giant scissors.

Von Wolfe whirled in his pit. Stark horror showed in the eyes behind the lenses. In that second, as the ship began to fall, the hideous black skull seemed alive with an awful fear. Then the doomed man's ship pulled away, shrieked down the graying sky. Strange slowly lifted the battered nose of his plane to a normal glide. As he turned toward the ruined base, the white brilliance of a parachute flare shone out below. He saw the first D.H. squadron starting down toward the clearing, where flame and smoke still rolled from the underground drome.

As his ship dropped under the swaying flare, the leading D.H. zoomed. A chunky figure in the rear pilot whirled the twin-mount Lewises. Strange locked the stick with his knees, quickly raised both hands. The gunner kept his twin-guns trained as the pilot edged in warily.

Strange took one look at the bulldog face glaring over the Lewises. Hastily, he unfastened the skull helmet and tossed it aside. The two saw me, the result came into Colonel Jordan's face. Then he dropped the Lewis Spade-grip and gestured wildly. Strange grinned, and signaled for the D.H. pilot to follow him down. The two-seater dived after him, while the rest of the Strafe-Wing disappeared.

Jordan was out of the D.H. before it had stopped rolling. Strange met him halfway between the ships.

"How in Hades—" the G-2 chief burst out.

"It's a long story," Strange said. "And we'd better get out of here—if you think two of us can squeeze into that rear pit."

As he took off the fireproof suit, he saw for the first time the bony ridges moulded into the iron boot-soles. Jordan's eyes met his. Strange grimly shook his head.

"Don't worry," he said, "the skeletons will never walk again."

The Griffon's Gamble
(Continued from page 17)

A low scream left Prance's mouth. He dropped the box, snatched out a knife and ripped the razor-sharp blade across his throat.

The Griffon moved like a flash. With gloved hands he picked up the bloody knife, wiped the handle quickly and removed Prance's fingerprints. Then, taking up the small card inscribed "The Griffon," he pierced it with the knife, stuck it upright into the top of the desk, and left silently by the window.

With the box taken from Prance's desk snugly stowed away inside his coat, he edged along the window-sill and found the metal pipe. He climbed to the flat roof and flashed his torch three times skyward. Then he darted into the shadow of a chimney.

BELOW could be heard the honk of limousine horns and the low purr of marine engines down by the dock, but the Griffon had no ears for the normal sounds of the night. He was wearing a long steel cable. He knew the amphibian was still circling away silently above.

He huddled close into the shadows, his opera cloak drawn closely about him to cover the gleaming white of his shirt bosom. Gradually he caught the sound he was waiting for, a low whine.

The whine came more clearly to his ears. He darted out, snatched at something in the darkness and clicked his flash twice. There was a jerk, and something lifted the Griffon clear of the roof. His cloak spread wide, giving
the eerie impression of some monster bat.
A man who had been staring out of a window of the west wing, which reached above the main roof, saw this strange apparition, and gasped. But the Griffon was being dragged skyward by a long, steel cable that was being wound up by a small drum in the back cockpit of the tightly circling amphibian.*

In three minutes, the Griffon was hauled in through an aperture cut into the bottom of the amphibian’s fuselage. “Grand work, Barney,” he said. “We’ll do it perfectly. Back to Graylands—fast.”
The amphibian raced out to sea for a short distance, with the mufflers cut out.

“Wait!” the Griffon called. “Change over, Barney.”

They changed seats. The Griffon had flattened his opera hat and slipped on a rakish black-and-white paisley cap. He took over the controls and shot the ship over in a fast, climbing turn. Below, and heading out to sea, was a broad-winged Dornier 18 that carried normal-sized people making an amphibian flight.
The Griffon nosed down and slammed over the two great B.W.M. engines that were housed in long, square-sided nacelles above the wing.

“What’s the game?” inquired Barney.

“That’s the Chink’s ship. I wonder where he’s going.”

“Too far for us, I’ll bet a buck.”

“Make it two. We’ve been sub-sided.”

“You mean you nailed the dough?” asked Barney.

“Well, the deposit. Five hundred grand, as the boys say. Not a bad night,” the Griffon laughed.

“Look out!” yelled Barney. “They’ve spotted us. They’re firing!”

The amphibian nosed down and darted to one side. Her front Darn guns opened up, pounding heavy-caliber slugs into the great flying-boat. The sky was traced with a freakish design as the light and shadow mingled and mingled. From a deck hatch came two spumes of fire which zipped all around the darting amphibian. The Griffon flew like a hawk, his brain in supreme command of his controls. Now and again, as Barney was able to get in a few short bursts from his Colt-Browings.

But this was not to last. From below came the sound of a Coast Guard anti-aircraft gun mounted on the forward deck of a cutter which was cutting its way through the water.

“No place for us,” the Griffon grunted. “Those lads down there do not get this game. Let him go.”

They whipped away while the Coast Guard men continued to bang at the speeding amphibian. Shell splinters whined and gun-cotton crashed out heavy detonations all around them. The Griffon headed north, climbed into the air, and then shut off the motor by applying the Skoda lever which he had lifted during the flight to get the most out of the Avia.

“There’s nothing like knowing when to pull out of a fight,” the Griffon commented, as he headed back to his original destination. “We might have gotten into trouble up there, Barney.”

“Trouble?” squawked the man in the back seat. “What the hell have we been in for months, since you got so restless?”

“Never worry, Barney. This is the life. Five hundred grand to play around with.”

“Ought to be enough.”

“What! Quit now, when it’s just getting interesting?”

The fast amphibian was nosed down for the water. The Griffon handled her like a mountain goat. He wound up on the rollers and eased down on the step. The great Avia purred like a Cadillac as he edged her into her secret hangar.

Barney leaped out, fumbled for the levers that made the wings fold back and then pressed the button that opened the huge hangar doors. The rock garden seemed to rise slightly, and then two sections spread outward, leaving a wide doorway. The Griffon handled the throttle again, and the strange craft rolled inside and the doors closed behind it. This was the hidden hangar at Graylands.

They climbed out, opened a door at the back of the hangar and edged through into a narrow passageway that led into the cellar. Barney snatched a light on and together they reached for bottles and dusty shelves.

The Griffon selected a pint of Bollinger ’09 and snapped the cork. The bubbly liquid flowed into a long, hollow-legged glass. Barney tugged at a cork of his favorite O’Doul’s Dew and poured himself a real hooker. Under the dimpling light of the wine cellar, they clinked their glasses and drank.

“And now, Barney,” smiled the Griffon, “upstairs, a quick brush-over and off again.”

“Again?”

“Again. The Dusenberg in five minutes, then on to Hubert L. Prance’s dinner party at Rockland Manor.”

It was about twenty-five miles from Graylands to Southampton. The Dusenberg made it in exactly nineteen minutes.

A long line of cars was still pulling up the curving drive of Rockland Manor when the long black Dusenberg eased through the massive gateway. The lights still gleamed as they had an hour before.

But inside, there was a new feeling of anxiety and excitement. The music had stopped, and the guests were standing about in small groups, talking quietly, in hushed, anxious voices.

Some one opened the door of the Dusenberg and stared inside.

“Mr. Right? Mr. Kerry Keen?” the voice inquired huskily.

“Right. You are the park porter?”

“No—No, sir. Your car is to be left handy, just over there, sir. Complications,” Scott and Mr. Drury Lang, sir, and will you go at once to the library?”

“Pull over there, Barney, and wait for me. Something’s up. Righto, my man, and where is the library?”

“Never mind, Jenkins, a voice cracked behind them. ’T’ll show you up, Keen. Been waiting for you, myself.”

A man in evening clothes stepped out of the car and grinned at Drury Lang.

“Hello, Lang,” he said. “What are you doing here—guarding the treasures?”

“That’s what we came up for. Some Chink bozo has been waltzing about with half a million dollars’ worth of family plate and sunbursts on. Lucky, too—in a way. You knew that Mr. Prance was murdered, didn’t you?”

“Murdered? Mr. Prance? With all you flatfeet around?” Keen answered.

“How did that happen?”

“That’s why we were waiting for you, Keen,” Lang said. “We thought perhaps you could tell us.”

The law, leaning against a glass partitioned Keen,

“can’t I go anywhere without having you bob up with a murder mystery? How was he shot?”

“He wasn’t shot—but it was the Griffon again.”

“The Griffon?” Keen stopped in his tracks. “Oh, I say, Lang, this is too much. A little while ago you were half accusing me of being the Griffon. This ought to clear me.”

“I’m not sure, even now, Keen, even though I saw you drive up. But come on up this way. They’re all talking about bats up here.”

“Ask Keen, as they went up past several shattering groups on the wide stairs.

“Bats—that’s the latest. Byron, Mr. Prance’s secretary, claims he saw something like a bat fly off the roof a few minutes before the body was found. Now they’re all believing it.”

Lang led the way across a wide hall and up a wide stair to the main Rockland Manor library. Here Keen spotted John Scott, the Department of Justice man from New York, in conference with several men in tail coats. A few members of the servant staff were there, too. Another man was talking anxiously to the R.C. man.

“But I tell you, Mr. Scott,” he was explaining, “I was in my room in the west wing. The window on one side opens out on the roof of the Manor building properly. The light was fair, although the moon was partially clouded over. I saw this thing, just like a monster bat. It was black, and seemed to run across the roof, then spread its wings and dart into the sky.”

“Did you hear any sound?” persisted Scott.

“No special sound. There was so
much motor noise down below. The guests' cars were beginning to arrive, you know. There was a boat down at the landing, too. But I'll swear I saw this thing fly off the roof. It was as big as a man."

Scott looked up and spotted Keen. He beamed.

"I'll say there is," Lang said, jumping up. "This Yung Shi Pai chap whom we came to guard. He arrived with his own plane. He's a big-shot international banker of some sort. He's downstairs. Keen, you got the tie-up. Chinese knives, parachutes, airplanes and all that."


"Oh! Well, no matter. These Chinks are all alike. They carve up people for an afternoon's entertainment. I bet that's the guy."

"Take him upstairs into the library, Lang," ordered Scott. "At night, see what he's up to on clothes." When Lang had gone. "Leave this parachute here and see that everything is tight outside. Take over the guarding of the doors."

When the big bluecoat had left, Scott turned back to Keen. "What do you make out of this?" he asked quietly.

"The yung shi pai doesn't know what he's up to," Keen said. "The rest is easy. Some one slipped in here, probably through the window, and left the knives. Byron, the secretary, might know something about it."

"You mean you think he really saw a black bat?"

"Can't tell. There are other angles, you know."

"What?"

"Prance has been mixed up in several deals with Oriental syndicates. He may have been using someone to get him and well, here you are. But I wonder where that third knife is."

Scott studied Keen for several minutes. "How do you know there was a third knife? And how do you know Prance was mixed up in anything like this?"

"I read the papers, Scott. And this Yung Shi Pai wouldn't be here unless his financial tie-up was in the background somewhere. He's a big man abroad, and Americans don't go in for entertaining expensive Orientals unless there is something more than the usual prestige in the Prance brand, anyway. I'm afraid that other knife will turn up in a manner we won't like."

Lang came in and reported that Yung Shi Pai was outside in the library. They went out and faced a line-up composed of the big Oriental and four others. Keen noticed that Byron stood in the background, his face drawn and white.

Yung Shi Pai was tall and broad, indicating a Mongol strain. He had a large, fierce face that even the delicate silks and embroideries of his official costume could not soften. His head was crowned with a small, flat turban from which plumed a black sable brush. His military tunic was of gold cloth and belted in with a broad leather band, fastened with a massive gold buckle. A ceremonial sword was stuffed into the belt in a fine leather scabbard that was watched and traced with silver filigree.

But the face, rather than the costume, interested Keen. It was cruel, with a hawlike nose, and eyes that seemed to flash fire and die out like a hot coal placed under a bellows. The high cheek bones gave the face a strange length, and the unwrinkled skin that covered it seemed to be made of tanned leather.

In the background, ranged in a formal semicircle, stood the Chinese's retinue of servants, bodyguards and minor officials.

Scott tried to explain what had happened, but all his questions made no change in the Oriental's impassive countenance. Finally Keen came forward and shoved the ebony knife case containing the single weapon before the big Oriental.

"Is this the one you wanted?" he snapped.

Scott stared, amazed. The tall man cackled something to one of his attendants and received a note-pad and a stylus pen. He thought for a moment, then scrawled out a series of Chinese characters and handed the paper to Keen.

Keen looked up from it and asked for Byron. "You understand Chinese, don't you, Byron?" he asked. "Can you interpret this?"

Byron turned white. He looked at Yung Shi Pai, then stared at the message, and swayed slightly.

Finally he translated the message. "The Honorable Yung Shi Pai says, I consider this interrogation an insult. I demand diplomatic immunity from all such official investigations."

Scared, Lang overheard. Yung Shi Pai remained impassive, and still. It was a critical moment. Keen slammed shut the lid of the box, and stowed it under his arm. He took the sheet from Byron's trembling fingers.

"That's what he said, word for word?" he demanded.

"Word for word," replied Byron.

"That's strange," answered Keen, smiling. "He has not spoken a word, and yet you translate his writing, word for word?"

Byron went even whiter.

"Isn't it true," prodded Keen, "that the Chinese language cannot be literally translated into English? Isn't it true that Chinese grammar has no sense of inflections and Concord, and that unless you hear the words actually spoken, you cannot interpret a written message exactly into English?"

"You are right, of course, Mr. Keen," Byron blundered. "I have interpreted it by bold metaphors. But that is what the Honorable Yung Shi Pai has stated here.

"This is the Pekinese form of Chinese, isn't it?" Keen went on.

Byron flamed up. "If you know so much about it, why don't you interpret it yourself?"

"Don't worry—I have," smiled Keen. "That's all, Mr. Byron."

Scott and Lang still stood perplexed, staring at the big Chinnaman.

"There's nothing you can do, Scott," Keen told him. "You can't trust him, so you might as well let him go. We'll work on Byron. He's the key to it all."

As though he had understood every word, Yung Shi Pai bowed gracefully, clacked an order to his retinue. The
half moon of gilt and trappings opened up in the center. Yung Shi Pai turned on his heel and started to move off. Then he stopped, let out a low hiss and stared at the floor.

Between him and the door lay Byron, flat on his back, his throat cut from ear to ear with a long knife.

"Ko-Dechi!" snapped Khan.

"What?" Lang gasped.

"Ko-Dechi!" hissed Yung Shi Pai.

"The third knife," added Keen. Scott was beside the prostrate figure in an instant, but it was too late. "Allow the Honorable Yung Shi Pai to leave us," Keen ordered. "With-in half an hour, anyway."

"Half an hour?" Scott asked, fumbling with something in the man's hand. "Keep him here half an hour? Okay."

"What's that?" snapped Lang. "That thing you just took out of his hand?"

It was a small white card. On it was printed neatly, "The Griffin.

Lang snatched at it, and turned to Keen.

"Where are you going Keen, within the next half-hour?"

"Back to my New York apartment. I want to look up something," Keen replied.

"Oh, yeah? Well, you'd better look up something that will explain this. You were the last man to—well, you handed that message sheet back to this poor devil. I still think you're the Griffin!"

At these words, Yung Shi Pai let out a gasp that distracted both Lang's and Scott's attention. The big Chinese man was glaring at Keen with eyes that shot bolts of hatred.

Scott tried to laugh, but his effort seemed feeble. He looked down at the knife that lay on the floor near the man's open hand. "Go ahead, Keen, but look me up in the morning," he said.

"You can't detain Yung Shi Pai for half an hour."

"I'll stay," Lang growled, "but I'll be at your place first thing in the morning, Keen. You'd better have something good."

"Buzz in about, let's say, eight o'clock. I'll have something for you. I'll say good-bye to the Honorable Yung Shi Pai, too. You had all better do that. He won't be back."

Kerry Keen beamed on all present. Scott stood still, not knowing just what to make of it. Yung Shi Pai seemed rooted to one spot since Lang had said, "Still I think you're the Griffin."

His half-circle of moon-faced Orientals fingered nervously with their belts, sashes and trappings.

"Do you speak their language, Keen," Deco! ordered, "Tell this man that he will be detained for half an hour. You may go."

"Don't worry," Kerry said. "He knows every word you've said. He's been talking English for years."

As the slipped out, he whispered into Scott's ear, "Deco! Remember, keep him here at least half an hour. I'll get something for you."

Kerry hurried across the massive hall through the colorful knots of people and headed for the main entrance. A few tried to stop him with eager questions, but Kerry had no time for them. Going past the officer on the door, he sent out a low whistle to Barney.

Keen climbed into the rear seat of the Dusenberg and in a loud voice ordered, "To New York, Barney."

The car moved down the crunching driveway. At the gate, Keen suddenly countermanded his former order. "Back to Greylands, Barney," he said crisply. "And step on it!"

THE big black car swung to the right and they raced back to Keen's Long Island home. In twenty minutes, they were back in the house. Barney shot for the cellar at once. Keen went upstairs and tore into neat Byrd cloth flying kit. After selecting special weapons from a wide chosen set in a secret drawer of his highboy, he darted down the wide stairs to his hallway, through to the hidden door into his underground hangar.

Barney was there, screwing back the caps of the tanks. Keen swung the shaw and climbed in. His clock showed that it had been exactly half an hour since they left Rockland Manor.

Keen touched the starter that opened the Avia motor. He let her run for a minute or so, and then cut in the Skodas. He pressed the switch that started the door-raising mechanism and Keen ran the ship out into the open. The rest was fast work.

The Avia, silences by the Skodas, took the black ship off like a winged ghost. Keen headed her back toward Southampton, climbing like mad.

"Well, what happened?" asked Barney, speaking for the first time since they had left Rockland Manor.

"Everything," snapped Keen. "They put one over on me. They got the leases."

"Darn my eyes!" snorted Barney. "You're Secretary of State."

"We'll get them," Keen assured. "Byron, France's secretary, is dead. Throat cut—just before I left."

"Lovely!" Barney commented. "That will take some explaining."

"Oh, it was the Griffin again. Nice chap, that Griffin."

"What next?"

"Next? Oh, those four charities were considering, Barney."

"Charity, eh? You'll be winding up with a tin cup yourself, one of these days," sneered the Irishman in the back seat.

"Have you forgotten the little black box already, Barney?" chided Keen.

"Hello, here's our gang!"

"Yeah, and they'll get away. Look out there," O'Dare retorted.

The grim, sword-like beams of Montauk Light were cutting into a bank of mist sweeping in from the Atlantic. Below them, a great Dornier was heading out to sea from the landing below Rockland Manor. Aboard were Yung Shi Pai and the all-important leases that were to betray America in the Pacific.

"Break out that infra-red light beam," Keen snapped. Barney drew out a strange instrument that looked something like an old-fashioned magic lantern. The long lens tube was inserted in an aperture set in one side of the front cockpit, and the whole thing was fastened to a small shelf and held secure by butterfly bolts. He jammed the connecting cable down into a jack socket of a conduit that ran to the storage battery. Keen watched, keeping after the Dornier, and then snapped the switch. Out of the open aperture slashed a pinkish light that seemed to pierce everything. He nodded, satisfied, and shut it off again.

But the Dornier was already heading into the mist, and the black amphibian went down after it. A few desultory shots came up from the rear turret, but Keen danced the amphibian through them and nosed down.

"What are you waiting for?" O'Dare roared.

"I don't know. I'm in a quandary," Keen admitted.

"Ye'll be in a shroud if ye don't do something quick."

Keen was in a quandary, now. The fire was growing amid the clouds. If he had waited for Dornier down, there would be no assurance that he could get the leases and be certain they had not been passed through another group of Yung Shi Pai's mob.

However, he tore down and raked them with the heavy Darn guns. The returning clouds of smoke, the leaping pink light fanged through the cloud and reflected strangely off the ship's dural sides.

Keen dived again and poured another burst from the Darns and Hotchkiss 13.2's. He went so close once that Barney let out a yell. The black plane zoomed up and streaks of tracer burried themselves in the muffling pall of gray mist.

It was insane to keep up such a dangerous game, but Keen had decided to gamble. He nosed down again and skipped in and out, trying to find the Dornier with his beam. The Avia was a green, sword-like beam of the fog on silent wings. Once they almost slammed into a monster wing tip that seemed to be knitting its way through the fog.

They could hear intermittent roars from the Dornier's two big B.W.M.'s as they seeped back and forth through the clouds. There would be a strange silence, broken only by the purring of the Skoda ports.

Back and forth, back and forth, the pinkish light stabbed. Now and then they would catch a gleam of the dural
boat, and Keen would charge down to hold it, but the gunners aboard the Dornier were blasted away at the strange light and Keen would have to dart away again and lose his trail.

For what seemed hours this went on, and all the time they were heading farther out to sea. But finally a break came. While slipping through the harbor bank with his altimeter needle dangerously near the zero mark, Keen caught a new sound.

"Hear that?" he asked anxiously.


"That's their game. They're boarding a vessel somewhere out here. Listen hard again. I'll throttle back some more."

The Skoda purred, and the black amphibian dropped into a gentle glide. Barney listened out of his open window.

"Got it?" he came back. "A vessel below. The Dornier's down on the water near by. Must have ridden in on a radio direction beam. There it is—a big cruiser."

"We're going down, too. Get set, Barney."

Barney acted fast. He snatched at two kapok jackets and slipped one on. The other he held ready for Keen. They cut off the infra-red beam and dropped gently to the water. Leaving the Avia ticking over, Keen slipped out of his Dornier, rolled up and pulled on his jacket. Then with a few words to Barney, he crept out on the wing, listened carefully for a minute and let himself into the water.

"One hour, remember," he said quietly. "After that, beat it back to Graylands. You'll hear from me eventually—if it's from Hong Kong. Don't worry."

And with that, Kerry Keen struck out for the marked position. He came from an indistinct shadow about two hundred yards away. The Skodas purred; the black amphibian eased away, and Barney dropped a sea-anchor and settled himself for a long, uneasy wait.

**Keen** could hear the activity on the other side of the two-tunnelled cruiser, where the Dornier was being eased up. He settled down to an easy, silent stroke and worked his way toward the sharp racing prow of the ship. When he reached the hull, he dropped the chains, he hung there while he peered around the side and watched the Dornier edge in closer.

Voices were raised in anxious orders and commands. A low light beamed out and showed men standing on the deck of the hull, steadying themselves with posts to which the board was stopped. Yung Shi Pai was standing on the co-pilot's seat in the control cabin, barking orders. Several men came out of the rear hatchway and climbed to the upper deck. Getting them off before they take the Dornier aboard somewhere aft, Keen thought to himself. Up the chain he clambered, and worked his way to the deck and huddled behind a winch. A folding gangway was being raised amidships and set for lowering to the Dornier's deck. Keen crept into the clear and darted for the shadow of the bridge deck. The planking was sleek and newly varnished. A misstep threw him down, and he rolled over toward the scuppers. He had been seen, however, and voices were raised as men raced toward him.

Keen fought to get out his gun, but they were on him. Before he could make a move to get to the rail and leap overboard, they had pinned his arms back and were rushing him along the deck toward the landing stage.

Yung Shi Pai stood under the low gleam of the portable light as Keen was brought forward. One of the men made a move to rip the scarlet mask from Keen's eyes, but Yung Shi Pai stopped him.

"It is well that this gentleman should remain, just as he is— the notorious Grifon," the Chinese remarked. "It is an apt title. In my studies at Heidelberg, the Grifon was a figure in Teutonic fables, combining the outstanding features and physical attributes of the lion and the eagle. Truly a rare combination—loyalty, courage, and—my unfortunate friend, combine the courage of the lion and the flying ability of the king of birds."

"Thank you for your courtesy," nodded Keen. "I appreciate your allowing me to retain my disguise. I'm sorry I've given you a fright. They say I'm still trembling, even though I am carefully bound."

"Reasonable to understand, is it not?" Yung Shi Pai replied, stepping down to the deck. "They have heard much of you in the last few weeks and have every reason to respect you. You will come this way to the main salon. We must talk for a few minutes—before you depart."

The Oriental snapped a few orders in Chinese to the men who held Keen. Three men, three beaked brows and fanglike teeth. They shoved him through the companionway and led him up to a large mahogany table. Then they withdrew to the background.

"My men have taken your weapons," he said. "There is no reason why you should not be allowed some freedom. Release his arms!" Yung Shi Pai barked.

"Thanks," Keen smiled under his mask as they removed the cords. "That's much better. Now to business."

"Business?" The Chinese raised his eyebrows. "What do you mean?"

"You didn't suppose for one minute that I went swimming like this for pleasure!"

Yung Shi Pai frowned.

"I mean that I want the leases turned over to you by Hubert Prance!" snapped Keen. "The leases to the oil wells in Manchukuo which rightfully belong to the Columbia Pacific Syndicate!"

For a moment, Yung Shi Pai stiffened in his chair. "So that's what all your efforts have been toward?" he finally managed to say.

"Oh, come," Keen, retorted, "let's be frank. You are in a bad spot. Your knives killed Hubert Prance and his secretary, Arthur Byron. It is only a matter of hours before you will be stopped by a United States destroyer and taken back. You can save yourself a lot of trouble by turning those leases over to the man known as the Grifon, who will see that they are returned to the vaults of the United States government."

"So you are the man who stole that case of knives from my apartment? Remarkably clever, that. But your offer is, of course, impossible. The leases now belong to the Manchuko Petroleum Corporation."

"Rot! There is no such organization," Keen snapped. "We know that your moves are directed by an Oriental power, but you are not going to get those leases out of this country. It would be so much easier to turn them quietly over to me, and go on your little cruise. The deaths of Prance and Byron can be hushed up—as suicides—but those leases must go back to Washington. I really haven't time to wait any longer."

"You have forgotten the indisputable law of Ko-Dachki!" demanded Yung Shi Pai. "It was you who unseathed those blades!"

"Ah, yes," replied the man in the scarlet mask, quietly. "I had forgotten that. Prance knew it, and Byron was ordered to technology. They authorized us well in your strange Oriental philosophy, son of the Great Khan."

Yung Shi Pai peered intently at Keen. "Then you know who I really am?" he asked.

"Of course. Once I learned that the mysterious descendant of the renowned Mongol was now working for Nippon, and was negotiating with Prance, I realized what was in the wind. Unfortunately, I was too late, this evening at Rockland Manor. Prance had already turned the leases over to you."

"There is no way out, Mr. Grifon," Yung Shi Pai growled. "Here is the third knife. You know the law."

Keen took the weapon which the tall Chinaman had placed on the table. Fingering the steel blade, he watched his captor draw a heavy Luger from a drawer. The man reached the carved cigarette box. He barked an order in Chinese to one of the guards in the background. Keen interpreted it to mean that the Dornier was to be placed back in the water, refuelled and made ready for another flight.

The man saluted and went out. Keen turned a cold glare to that tall Chinaman. Then he fumbled in his breast pocket and came out with a small silver lighter.

"Here," he offered, "a light from a man who respects your Mongol traditions. This little flame may assist me..."
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in my future gropings toward the land of our fathers."

"You are a brave man, my friend," Yung Shi Pai remarked with a patronizing smile. "I shall be sorry to see you go."

He placed the gold-tipped cigarette between his lips and leaned forward for a little conversation. Keen raised the small silver lighter, clicked the igniter-lever. He shoved it closer to Yung Shi Pai's nose, but no light flamed.

"Ah!" began the Chinaman. "The novelties of the modern age do not work amid us here. Then he let out a long drawn-out groan and fell back over the chair. His head hit the floor behind with a leaden thud.

"QUICK!" Keen turned and snapped at the crisp Chinese to the guards behind him.

"Your master has had a stroke. Get water, bran—anything!"

He darted around the table and kneeled beside the prostrate Yung Shi Pai, puffing the treacherous gas-discharge lighter back in his pocket. Then, while the four guards amazed looked on, Keen raised up to the top of the tunics, opened the throat of his neck-piece and released other tight clothing. He carried on a rapid jargon of explanation to the puzzled guards while he removed a large leather folder from under his belt. Slipping it inside his own shirt, he suddenly rose with the Luger, which had fallen to the floor.

The guards came out of their stupor. One leaped at Keen, but a short left hook put him flat on his back. Keen smacked at the man's long knife and backed toward the door. Something sounded behind him, and the guard who had gone out to issue the order about the flying-boat leaped at the back of Keen.

The man in the scarlet mask let him strike at his shoulders, and then brought the knife up in a backward movement. The big Mongol guard let out a low moan. Keen jerked his shoulders and threw him clear over his head. Then, with a quick snap, he tossed the knife back into the salon. It clattered across the polished table, gory and dripping.

"There you are, my Mongol friend. Your Ko-Dochi law has been fulfilled. The unsheathed blade has tasted blood, as your dictates demand. Good-night. I'll see you where the lotus never blossoms." And Kerrey Keen disappeared into the darkness.

As he ran around the deck and plunged overboard, shots rang out, lights blazed and hoarse voices arose. But the waters and the fog hid his high-speed stroke perfectly. The deck searchlights tried to penetrate the mist, but the yellow pall stilled the glare.

For fifteen minutes, Keen plunged on through the muffled waters toward the spot where he had left Barney. He cupped his hands as he floated, and let out a cry. It was a signal that resembled something between the lilting strain of a whistling buoy and the harsh, discordant cry of a gull. In response came the gleam of the.
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pinkish light, sent out by the infra-red beam. Keen caught it, heard the thunderous clangor of the B.W.M.'s back near the cruiser and slashed away again until he found the sleek pontoons of his own amphibian.

"Got them?" gasped Barney.

"Oh, of course. What did you think I was doing?"

"Well, we’d better be nudgin’ off. Here they come."

While Keen crawled up into the cockpit, Barney started the Avia and slipped back to the rear seat. Keen cut out the Skodas and ripped the black ship up off the water. Ahead, the big Dornier slammed toward them. Keen knew that by now Yung Shi Pai had recovered from his sniff of gas and was in command again.

The guns of the Dornier ripped out and threw slugs all around them and, as if in response to the uproar, the wind shifted and the mist began to thin. Keen went to work. He slammed for height first, and torrented through a powerful barrage of anti-aircraft that came up from the decks of the luxurious cruiser. Silver bullets glanced off the Dornier’s gun slots for a charging dive on the Dornier. Barney was already at it with the Colt-Brownings. The rear guns chattered and flamed, but the pilot of the Dornier was risking everything now and trying to stun with the speed of the ship. Keen took on the challenge and threw all caution to the winds. They exchanged broadsides at close range, but the speed of the amphibian and the indistinct lighting made it almost impossible to draw a clear bead.

Keen dived his black aerial charger for the Dornier and opened every gun. In return, the gunners aboard the flying-boat battered back and filled the sky with flame, tracer and lead. The concussion of the heavy-caliber guns was deafening. The black-winged ship staggered through the fire and fought for its life. Keen took up the challenge and threw his dual tubes, and watched the ship below stagger under the flaying.

"Get it into ‘em!" roared Keen. "What are you trying to tickle ‘em for? Pour it to ‘em! They’ll have us like a soup-strainer soon."

"Have a smack yourself," roared Barney. "I can’t seem to touch ‘em. They must be armored."

"The right idea," Keen agreed. "Try something else."

He nosed around, looked down at the big flying boat and made a quick decision. Going down with every gun flming, he gave up trying for the cabin, but directed his full fire on the broad tail of the Dornier. He continued the roaring charge until it seemed as if the stub pontoon noses must fork into the control surfaces. Then he pulled out.

Below, the Dornier staggered, twisted like a speared coiled and threw away its tail. It fluttered off, swinging struts and a rudder that seemed to be hanging by one hinge-pin. Then, for a second, it seemed to fly on straight, but a cruel gust caught it and it swerved, nosed down and went headlong into the water with a crash that sounded high above the roar of the Avia and the thunder of the cruiser’s illegal guns.

"Home, James," Keen said, grinning. "I hope we have enough float left to drop on."

THE bell in Kerry Keen’s 55th Street penthouse jangled on the dot of eight o’clock the next morning. Keen, in silk pajamas, bathtub and slippers, answered.

Drury Lang wearing a dusty derby, thick-soled shoes and a scowl, wandered in. He glared at Keen, who appeared to have been aroused from a good night’s sleep.

"Top o’ the morning, Lang," greeted Kerry. "You look seedy. What—no sleep? You must have breakfast. O’Dare, the world’s contribution to care and comfort, is just about to serve."

"Where the hell have you been all night?" demanded Lang.

"Oh, I went to bed fairly early. I cut off the phone and the bell, just to make sure I wasn’t disturbed. Rather wearing, that mess out a Rockwell Manor, wasn’t it?"

Lang continued to study Keen. "Go on," he said finally. "Let’s have it."

"Have what?" demanded Kerry.

"That mess out there. What’s it all about—that killing and cutting-up gag?"

"You mean old Prance and his man—what’s-his-name?"

"What the hell do you think I’m here for?"


"I’m not going to bed until you do some explaining," Lang snapped.

"Explaining?" taunted Keen. "Oh, you must mean that black bus business."

"Yeah. You don’t happen to do any flying yourself, do you, Keen?" Lang asked, casually. "I was wondering where you went."

It was later, and the fact that Yung Shi Pai’s flying-boat was shot down somewhere off Southampton soon after he left Prance’s place last night. We got a line from the Coast Guard. They’re all dead."

"Me fly?" Keen retorted, with a look of horror. "I can’t walk over the Brooklyn Bridge without getting dizzy."

"No? Well, that’s what happened to them, and it leaves us out on a limb. You’d better do some explaining yourself about the man that finished off Prance and Byron."

"I’m in with a breakfast tray, nodded genially to Lang and set out two places.

"Go on," Lang ordered between gulps of food.

"Here’s what I think happened," said Keen.

"What you know happened, you mean," Lang said.

"Let it go. Yung Shi Pai was really a secret member of the great Ghengis Khan. Up to last night, he was a secret member of a Japanese organization that’s behind the Jap thrust in Manchukuo. Good he’s out of the way, too."

"Go on. This is gettin’ good."

"Yung Shi Pai was delegated by some one in Japan to recover certain oil leases from an American syndicate headed by Prance. Those leases covered fields in Manchuku and distilleries at Fushun, Dairen and lesser plants in Manchuria."

"But," Lang protested, "those leases ought to belong to the U.S. government, in case we have trouble in the Pacific."

"Right! But Yung Shi Pai trapped Prance somehow—probably on some Oriental gag—and got him to turn them over to the so-called Manchukuo Petroleum Company for a sum of five million dollars. Which wasn’t to be touched, and once the transaction was completed, Prance was to pull out and skip to Europe."

"Who has the five million now?" snapped Lang.

"Only five hundred thousand was paid over so far. The rest was to be paid to Prance through some European bank. He got the five hundred thousand last night when he turned the leases over to Yung Shi Pai."

"What happened to it?"

"I’m afraid your friend, the Grifon, got it."

"Um! Then he did kill Prance?"

"Of course not. Prance committed suicide, probably because he realized the Grifon knew what he had done. He followed the tradition of Ko-Dachi. Yung Shi Pai must not have him the knives, and the idea is that if you uncover one of these knives, they must be fed with human blood. That was the tip-off for Prance. He knew he was licked—so he cut his own throat."

"Yeah? Very interesting. Is it all in that?"

"Oh, yes, all of it," explained Kerry. "You spill a good line, Keen. Now tell me how Byron got his. What did he have to do with it?"

"I’m not quite sure," Keen explained. "But he certainly acted queer about it. He got back a message. I feel now that he was in on the lease steal in some way, and he realized that if Prance had been killed, there was a chance that he was going, too. Some one in that mob with Yung Shi Pai must have slipped him the knife, and he knew the answer."

"Then he committed suicide, too, eh?" growled Lang. "Ain’t there a decent murder in the mob anywhere? But one thing more—how did the Grifon guy, whoever he is, get that card into Byron’s hand?"

"You accused me of that last night," Keen reminded. "I’m not wondering about it, too. Hadn’t it occurred to you that John Scott might have put it there, for some reason?"

Lang’s eyebrows went up, and he blinked. "Look here," he finally sputtered, "you got me all bawled up now. Lay off those parables or whatever they call ’em. Where does this leave me? I’ve just been summoned to a cabinet. Here are the leases Prance had signed over to Yung Shi Pai. They ought to be enough evidence for you. I’ll give you those for a present, but don’t ask too many questions."

"Where did you get them?" Lang
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Suicide Spandaus
(Continued from page 19)

"Oh, bury me not where the big shells snap."

"Where my bones will rot in Flanders' dust."

But take me back where the shells don't scream;
Where the flowers are red, and the grass is green.

A hush fell over the room at Blab's doleful wail. Even after the song was finished, the silence lingered. Baldy put a smooth, rather fat hand on the captain's long arm.

"The hell of it is," he complained in that hushed voice, "that he means it. Baldy shifted his chewing gum nervously.

The captain shook the hand off. He had other things to worry about. He said shortly, "Let him sing it, if it'll do him any good. The trouble with the rest of us is that we haven't got the guts to go. And the Germans slamming up that wall of ships against us every time we take to the air."

"Don't you savvy? It's a dying request," Baldy insisted, wrinkling the skin of his smooth cranium. "Suppose he gets dropped in Germany or in Normandy?"

"Suppose he does," the captain said petulanty.

"Who's going to pick him up and cart him home, eh?" Baldy asked grimly.

"Nobody," Stokes barked. "The dead have no claim upon the living. If it gives them pleasure to make requests, let 'em make them. We're not bound to carry them out."

Baldy's eyes opened wide. There was a hint of fear in them. "Maybe they have no claim," he agreed, "but just the same, Stokes, you can't ignore a man's dying request. It's bad luck."

"Rats!" Stokes exclaimed with finality.

BLAB BOOTH ambled across the room and stopped at the captain's table. He ground out his cigarette stub against the table top and faced the two men, with a grin. Stokes liked Booth. Anybody that could grin under the present circumstances was worth liking.

Booth sat down and spread his bony hands out upon the table top. "Where's the funeral?" he asked. "You guys look like mourners."

"Been discussing final requests of the dying," Baldy explained.

For an instant, the grin left Blab's thin lips. "Had any?" he asked laconically.

Baldy shrugged. "Not directly."

Stokes rounded the table with his fisted hand. "The corpse here were discussing isn't dead yet. And if he were, would we be bound to risk our lives to carry out his dying desires?"

Blab rubbed his long neck thoughtfully. It was red, that neck, and coarse from much sunshine. "It's a serious question, gents. In life, a man can help himself. He doesn't have to depend upon his friends. After he's dead, he can't help himself. If his friends won't help him then . . . ."

Baldy cut in. "I figure the same way. It's bad luck to turn down a dying man."

"Rats!" the captain snorted again. At the same instant, an orderly called Stokes to the door.

"Major wants to see you, sir," the orderly explained.

With a shrugging, Stokes legged it to the doghouse. Hot thoughts were boiling in his head. He pushed into the little office and stood stiffly before the battered desk without saluting.

The major lifted a grave face that boasted a graying mustache. Fingering the mustache, he walked to the map on the wall without a word. He picked up a stick, and pointed out a salient in the front lines extending from Normandy almost to Verdun.

"See that bulge, Stokes?"

The captain nodded silently. The major went on. "G.H.Q. wants to flatten that out, and they're looking for us to help them."

"We need somebody to help us," Stokes retorted grimly.

The major glared. "G.H.Q. doesn't take excuses. You've been in the Army long enough to know that, Stokes."

"I've been in long enough to know strategy from suicide, sir," Stokes said hotly. "There are only three old men in my flight—myself and Booth and Baldy. The rest of them never lived long enough to get any experience."

Maybe three of us have been a little afraid of our own carelessness. Maybe we've used our heads—and maybe we've been lucky. We've lasted long enough to cut our second teeth. Maybe we've lasted too long—we're getting the jitters.

The major's thin mouth drew like a line below his clipped mustache. "I don't like to hear such talk from you, captain," he said stiffly.

Stokes was standing up straight, his big chest thrown out so far that the buttons on his blouse threatened to give way. "It's the truth, sir," he groaned not far from his heart, "I could see any better sense than to run into a fight where they're outnumbered two to one. We older heads have seen it happen too many times. We've got a little respect for the Krauts."

"I don't care what you've got for them. You'd better have a few packages of death, for that salient has got to be cleared of planes. Go at it any way you want, but bust up that German blockade over Void!"

A silence followed the major's orders. Stokes' face was like a chiseled thing. Almost without moving his lips, he clipped out, "All right, sir."

It was barely light enough to see the huddle of planes on the apron when Stokes legged to the line the next morning. Grimly he moved along the line of ships, giving them a last personal inspection that had saved his own life many times, and which he hoped would do the same for the green replacements.

After the inspection, he called the pilots to him. "Men, we've been ordered to break that blockade over Void. It's a tough order. We're going to go at it in a different way than usual. We're not going directly to Void. We'll go to the Front near Nancy, and then head north to Normandy. From there, we can go into Kraut territory and head west, parallel to the north flank of the salient, keeping not far from our side of the lines. That way, we'll strike the Germans from the back and drive the fighting into our own territory. It's a big advantage to know you're over home ground."
The men went to their ships. Blab Booth passed close to Stokes. "We'll bust that blockade like a keg of Plisner," he grinned.

"Take the left cover, Booth," Stokes told him. Turning to Baldy, he said, "You take the right, Baldy."

Then Stokes logged into his own ship, and wriggled down in the pit of the Spad. That Spad had almost become a part of him. It was old and patched, and cracked and smeared with grease, but he had spent so much time in it that it had become part of him, like his arms, or legs. Grimly he adjusted his goggles and thumbed the throttle up the quadrant. The Hisso blasted its wild trumpet call against the shuttles.

Stokes jerked a look up the line. They were ready—all of them were ready to do the war lords' business. He stared at the spine of bullets fed into the Vickers in front of him. It was bristling with steel-jacketed fingers of death. He throttled down and signaled the chocks out. The Spad leaped forward as he jabbed the throttle wide once more. Swift—swift! Tail up! Now stick back, steady! The wheels strummed from the clinging earth, whirling in the air as though loath to leave the ground. Then he was circling up.

Like a statue of ebony with face of ivory, Stokes sat behind the stick of the Spad. His flying coat was clean, his helmet closingfit and smooth. He was careful about everything, was Stokes. He growled deeply. You couldn't be careful enough about some things.

He passed Pont St. Vincent, where the railroad stopped at the side of the river. Then he was across and roaring over the ground from which all life had been drawn out by blerspective. He could see the ruins of Nancy and the broken concrete walls of the Marne Canal. He circled north, following the gray strip of hell bounded by a trench that held dirty, grim men in khaki, and a trench that held dirty, grim men in field-gray. Then he struck the salient, crossed the lines and headed back west toward Void on the German side of the lines.

But A Flight of the 16th never reached the sky above Void. Over Domenevre, a black cloud suddenly spawned eggs—eggs with wings and tracks breaking out from the nose like wisps of lace Stokes stiffened and flapped his ailerons. He broke formation. The new men scattered like grass before a wind. They were preparing to blast the flight of Fokkers, preparing to send the purple Boche ships squirming into hell.

Stokes cursed. He wasn't concerned with the first flight of Fokkers. His eyes were lifted. He could see the second V coming down to pick off the stragglers of A Flight. He held the stick grimly and timed his movements. He kicked the bar, leaped the stick, and tore through the second flight of Jerry ships just as they struck.

Stokes could see his lead eating a line of holes in a purple belly. That belly seemed to split open. A dark object, with limbs flailing like the blades of a windmill, hurtled from that belly. Stokes
whipped back. He could see his racks baring in to do battle, and his heart warmed at the sight. They had a chance this time. This time, the odds were even.

Like a catapaulted thing, Stokes flung his Spad through that suddenly born hail. He found the way to slip from a Spandau trap. He straightened out and jerked a look back. A cold hand seemed to pat his shoulder. Bony fingers seemed to pluck at his sleeve, pulling shreds of leather from his coat. He was glaring right through the sheen of the screaming Mercedes into the beared eyes of the staggering Spandaus. Red eyes they were—red eyes that dripped tears of death!

STOKES hunches down. There was a veteran on his tail. All right, let the veteran have it. Stokes would pull your nose up. You flipped over on your back. Then you spun down! Top rudder! You triggered your lead swiftly at the thing that had been on your tail.

Stokes felt an empty feeling. The sky before his rings was empty and blue. He had no way to tell the way he was falling. And was circling slowly waiting for Stokes to get in line. Stokes was in line. Again the Spandaus lead hammered and slashed and tore.

Gulp!ing back his curazes, Stokes shoved the stick under the panel. There two thousand feet, with your eyes blind and the blood stopped in your pulses. Three thousand feet, with the wings jumping on the hinges and the fabric peeling from the ribs!

Now was the time—now! Even a Spad had its limits. You pulled the stick back slowly. You felt a great force snatching at your face like an ice pack. You could outdiving with anything with wings. You set your tail pointing at the sun, and went down with a mad speed beyond will or mind to measure. The wind shoved you back against the pad like a huge hand. You could feel the air slap against your face like an ice pack. You could feel your goggle chafe at the bony sockets of your eyes—and you could feel the flesh press back against the skeleton of your face.

One thousand feet, with your ears popping and wires strumming. Two thousand feet, with your eyes blind and the blood stopped in your pulses. Three thousand feet, with the wings jumping on the hinges and the fabric peeling from the ribs!

BALDY was half-standing in his pit, shouting. Stokes prayed silently that Bald would get control. Swiftly, crazily, the Spad was dropping. The rear wheel of smoke grow into a long snout. Stokes and Bald were following Blab down to protect his tail. A thousand feet down they went. Two thousand!

Blab's face was white, but he was grinning—grinning right into the toothless face of death. He was fighting with the plane. The Spad stopped its spinning and Baldy, intent upon Blab's fight with the ship, failed to hear the dull throb of the thumping Mercedes. They had no warning of the Fokker until the purple ship was streaming low across Blab's cowl, foaming lead to the smoking engine.

Fire flared out, then. It licked back in greasy tongues from the spuming Blad. It looked after a sash that leaped to his throat. Still Blab didn't give up. He was sliding back out of the pit, arod the turtleneck. He was toiling the cran with a hand reaching into the pit.

Sometimes even courage is useless. So it was with Blab. He held that Spad even within a hundred feet of the ground, slipping the fire away from the pit. Then the gas tank blasted suddenly, and the Spad broke into a snarl of wreckage. Blab was hurled into the air like something stuffed with straw. Stokes felt his heart stop. He closed his eyes against the sight of that falling body. Then he opened them.

He could see the burning Spad falling into some bushes on a lonely field. That other black spot beyond the row of trees.

Baldy screamed close alongside Stokes. He was motioning that he was going down to pick up Blab's body. Stokes ordered him back, crying uselessly, "Stop—stop! You can't chance that!" Baldy obeyed the motion of Stokes' arm. They screamed back up to the fight. But it was no longer a fight. It was suicide—murder! A gray flight of Albatrosses came out of the mists across the salient. They circled the swirling Yanks with a ring of steel death. Two Spads were down—two!

Stokes bit his lip. He ordered the flight back home. He tore a hole through the circling ships and led his tattered flight out of the salient and across the lines just west of Prouard. The Albatrosses chased them for a way, and stroke. No uso; Baldy was grinning, Stokes led the battered flight homeward.

He set his own ship down so hard that a shock yoke gave way, whirling the Spad as the carriage strung dug into the earth. He sat for a minute, stunned and staring. Then he legged out of his ship, the dirt under his feet. He took to the ways, to the canteen. He couldn't chance a tiff with the major then. He had to have something under his belt besides blood and bone.

Groping, almost, he flung the door back and strode up to the zinc-topped bar. He ordered brandy, and before he could gulp the liquor, the rest of the flight stamped in. They were haggard and white. Baldy was the last of them. He moved up close to Stokes and downed two drinks from the sloppy bottle before he spoke. Then he faced Stokes squarely.

His fleshy face was almost haggard. He held his helmet in his fat hand. Stocked out in a film upon his bald head. "You did it, captain!" he said hotly. "It was your fault, our getting blasted. I wanted to pick that body up, but you made me leave it."

Stokes growled, the words sounding almost like a snarl in his lean throat. "Sure I made you leave it. What about it?"

Baldy's lips trembled as he licked the liquor from them. "Don't you see? We had good luck until Blab washed out. We were getting the best of that Boche down there. But we left Blab. And he was lying where he fell, our luck changed. We were practically shot out."

"Rats!" Stokes cried hotly, setting his glass down with such force that it was shattered by the blow. "You know what got the best of us? Those rookies were rattled by what happened to Blab. They forgot their fighting, and then those gray Albatrosses came over."
here until we get him back." "We'll be dogged by bad luck for a damned long time, then," Stokes predicted, and downed another brandy. Then he turned and legged over to the major's office. The major greeted him coldly. "Your flight blew up, as usual, didn't they, Stokes?"

"Blab blew all the way to hell," Stokes said grimly. "All right. It was his time, maybe. That's no reason why the rest of you have to run home like chickens. Be ready to go out again this afternoon. You've got enough men left for a patrol, and you can combine with B Flight."

A dark cloud of anger crossed Stokes' face. He fought back the words that leaped to his lips. "You're the boss, sir," was all he said, and turned on his heel, his long legs pumping mechanically as he passed through the door.

He went to the mess hall and joined in a silent breakfast. When it was over, he addressed them. "Well, buzzards, the day has only begun. We're going up again this afternoon. I know it's tough. It's none of my doing. All I can do is take orders. I just work here, like the rest of you. We'll combine with B Flight. Be on the line at three o'clock."

In the afternoon, Stokes walked swiftly toward the line of ships before the cratheshack. Baldy swung into step beside him. They were glaring at the ten ships throbbing on the line. They were getting short of ships. They were getting short of men.

"We've got to be careful," Baldy said. "It takes luck to beat this game, and we haven't got luck with us."

"Can the chatter," Stokes growled. He was about to say more when an incredible thing happened. There was a mighty blast from one of the ships on the line. The gasoline tank exploded, which dropped it with a concussion. There was a wild scream as the mechs who had been working on the ship were hurled through the air. Fire swept out. A ship next to the wrecked one caught the flames. Men cursed. Orders were shouted hoarsely.

Stokes regained his senses, and leaped for the swarm of confused men. Some of the ground men were picking up a pilot and two mechs who had been killed by the blast. Stokes cried at the rest of the surging men: "Drag the planes out of the way. Pull them back from the flames."

He himself grasped a wing tip and swung a Spad around from the hinging flame. There was sweat, and pain, and dust and smoke, and then the blaze died down. Cursing, the major struggled out of the crowd of men.

"No wonder we're a snap for the Boche," he cried. "We'll kill ourselves off if they give us enough time."

"Don't put me through the rest of these men up?"

Baldy interrupted. "No, no. We can't go up there now. The rooks are all jitter. I'm jittery myself. We have a curse on us. I told you how it would be."

"Shut up!" Stokes told him.

"I won't shut up!" Baldy screamed.

Stokes hunched his body. His fist hand swung up from his side. The weight of his slim body was in that blow. He could feel the bone crack as his fist landed on the button. Baldy dropped, like something stuffed and lifeless.

"Hold these men down," the major said swiftly, "I'll hop over to Epinal myself. I'll get some help. I'll get planes, and men. Be ready to go up within an hour." He ordered out an S.E.5 that had been sent up for experimental purposes. He climbed to the pit and warned the Hisso briefly. Then he thumbed the throttle wide and cut down the field.

The blast of the engine brought Baldy to. He staggered up, staring at the major with glazed eyes. "He can't take off in that wagon. He'll turn a ground loop. The trucks are too far back."

Stokes paid no attention to him.

He's lifting too soon," Baldy cried. "He's pounding down! There he goes!"

The S.E. had bounded up, struck back and keeled over in a wild splatter of wreckage. The men ran toward the tangle of wire and rags and wood, in a body. Stokes and Baldy were there first.

Almost sobbing, Baldy said fiercely: "Bad luck—bad luck! I told you we'd have nothing but bad luck."

"Help pull him out of here," Stokes
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attention. He squirmed and sent the Spad in a roll. Again the lead hammered at him. He could feel it lash into his controls. He tensed, pulled the stick back, and kicked the rudder. He was heading back, but the Fokker had turned, too. Spandau lead laced a neat row of holes through his pit. He could feel a burn across his leg, as though a hot iron had touched him.

Grimly he threw the stick forward and started down. He could always dive. There was always that chance. Down—down! Swifter. Once, as he had done so often, he belled the stick, and the Spad slid across the air. The spars cracked and groaned. Stokes screamed with pent-up emotion as the fabric tore off in wide panels.

Once more the trick had failed him. His left wing was sagging, and through the struts of that left wing, he could see the Fokker lashing for him with blazing guns. This was the end, then. He could not lift the left wing for a bank. To turn meant to strike the Fokker. All right, he'd strike it!

He kicked the rudder cautiously—but that maneuver was never completed. At that instant, Stokes saw a ship riding up from the ground haze. It was the Bristol. He let the Spad go down to meet it. The Fokker followed. As he neared the Bristol, he stiffened. There was a man in the rear pit of the Bristol—a man drapped grotesquely over the mounted Lewis guns.

The Fokker was still busy, lashing lead into the pouting Hisso of Stokes Spad. Then that Fokker whirled away. The Spandau became silent. Stokes laughed mirthlessly. The Boche was afraid of the rear guns of the Bristol. He was afraid of the man in the rear pit—and that man was a dead man. It was the body of Blab Booth!

With a sight, the Bristol, the Fokker forgot Stokes. Stokes slid the Spad around, and thumbed the Vickers. He couldn't miss. The Fokker whirled down like a falling leaf. Stokes waved at Baldy. Together they rose up to that hell above the clouds.

Stokes had a curious feeling that Blab was bringing them luck. He had saved Stokes, hadn't he? But up here in the dogfight, things looked hopeless. Another Spad had fallen, and the Fokkers were swirling in to finish off the Bristol. Stokes lashed across with both guns spitting death.

At that instant, a mighty cry leaped from his lips. Through a cloud bank came a line of brown ships—familiar ships, with whirling motors dragging them to the rescue. The flight from St. Die had arrived. Luck was with the 16th!

With the help of the brown Nieuports, the fight was soon over. There was one violent burst of insanity. The air spewed Fokkers. The ones lucky enough to escape the Vickers led ran home gladly. Stokes could feel the sweat around the padding of his goggles. With a grim smile, he signaled the planes home.

Blab's body was laid out in state in the recreation hall. The men all went over to the canteen and lined up at the bar to drink him a farewell salute.

Baldy lifted his glass high. "I told you mugs it was bad luck to leave a buddy lying where he didn't want to lie."

Stokes gulped his drink and wiped his lips on his sleeve. "Rats!" he growled. "Luck is a matter of brains and guns and—"

Baldy ignored him. "There's a nice green spot over beyond Charmes where we can bury Blab. He wanted the grass to be green."

Stokes drew his slim hand from his trousers pocket. He slapped a wad of francs on the bar. "Buy him some roses with this—red roses!"

The men stared at Stokes curiously. Somebody in the back of the room began to walk:

"Oh, bury me not... ."

---

**Dog Flight**

*(Continued from page 13)*

small oil stove and went to bed. Morning found him hanging something up on the branches of an old apple tree in the rear of B Flight's hangar. Sergeant Casey looked at it and scratched his head.

"Why, it's only thread," the flight non-com exclaimed. "Lootenant, if it ain't belin' too forward, could I ast you—"

"Casey," Phineas said severely, "you can see it's black thread, can't ya? I wash it at times. I hate dirty thread."

Casey blinked, squinted closely at his superior, then turned and went about his business.

"Nuttier than a squirrel's commissary," he muttered. "They ought to put that guy away."

G.H.Q. and Wing Headquarters made life miserable for flying units up and down the convulsed front line all that day. The Jerrys were moving up truck and flatcar loads of shells to a salient on a sore thumb to the Allies for two years. In the shadow of Mont Sec, they had dug into a rocky hillside and had made a storeroom. All the Allied eggs in the world could not bethem loose. Squadrons had tried it, had come back wishing that the warriers of old had been more successful against the flaxen-haired Huns who had swept down from the north. The Krauts laughed gutturally and slipped Schnapps as they crouched in dugouts, watching the bombs chip away at solid rock.

Major Rufus Garrity was getting pretty sick of the arguments with Chau- mont. It was like battling an octopus with all its tentacles. The buck was...
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being passed with a vengeance. The phone at the Ninth Pursuit buzzed continually. The smell of burning insulation pervaded the orderly room as Major Rufus swapped verbal punches with the Wing.

"All right," he stormed. "Get men a plane that'll land straight down, stop in mid-air, and have a rock drill at its snout. Then we'll bore holes and lower dynamite into the holes. I'm sure all that could be done before the Boche ships stopped us. What? . . . Fresh, and rugged as a bird's nest in exactly the state of dry rot. . . ."

"My job? Take it and welcome. Ha, ha! How's all your folks?"

"That is all we stand, major," the voice came back over the wire. "We want action! We want that place blown up, and, by Gosh, every man of the service of that ship can do it. . . . I'm a what? Garrity, don't you call me that? I'll have you a corporal by next week. I'll— I'll— you heard my orders!

"If I was in the Sahara Desert without a phone," Garrity retorted, "I couldn't help but hear. So are you! I know the rules. You can't call me names, either. Good-bye! And don't forget to raise your blood pressure."

OVER on the Jerry side, Heinie Brass Hats were in better harmony.

"Don't an overrated Red, Harry Oberst chuckle as he watched a load of shells snake toward Mont Sec. "The Yangkee ships should coom of, yed. We knock id them down, hein? Efen beside der doomp id gifts safe. Also idd iss der trap for Spads und Curtiss mit bombers. What that call der ruv we gedt the Dunktops on, ja?"

"You hear me say idt, nein?" glouted another Boche. "Ach, maybe das Pingham he vil made der trick vunce now. Ho, ho! Vun der Idt I giff laughs by der ooppater. Und if he com of, Hauptmann von Bountz gets him mit all the Albatroses. Schnapp, Herr Strongkeltz, giff here, ja?"

The Kraut was tapping a glass to his lips when props roared overhead. He and the Ober Obers ran out to see a familiar-looking bunch of ships escorting two bompers to a layer of ether high above their ships. Wham! A bomb washed out a truck loaded with shells. The Heimies ducked. "Dass ist Pingman's Staffel," a squarehead ripped out. "Und giff een look oop, mein Freund! Here comes idt der Albatross of Hauptmann von Bountz."

Upstairs in his Spad, Phineas saw them, too, yes, a new Yon, he yelped. "I'll get him one more, but not today. Ow-w-w-w!"

Checkerboard ships fell out of the skies until Phineas thought the whole universe was dooped up in a checkered suit. He had spots before his eyes when he landed back to see his best friend, to his hut, he was staggering a bit.

"Boys," he exclaimed. "It's your move, Fritz! Ha, ha, I jumped you, an' I'm in the King row. Checkers is my meat. The Phineas—"

"I told you he was nuts," Casey said to an auck emma. "It ain't safe around here. He ought to be in an asylum."

Mess in the Ninth Squadron was doeful in the extreme. The Old Man announced that his days were at an end, the same as Rollo's had been.

"While you buzzards were out wasting eggs, they came in here and said I'd get a promotion," he growled. "You bloomin' Idiots for insulting my superiors. Well, I always wanted to get back home. Generally I put in my dahla bulbs about this time."

"Why, we won't stand for it!" hollored Phineas. "Oh, by what business would I have? Huh—maybe I'll get a C.O. without a sense of humor like yours, major. Cripes, just think of that!"

Garrity growled. His growl was cut short as his eyes fell on something that Phineas was toying with. It was a long, bleached bone, one end of which had been gnawed to a frazzle. At the moment, the miracle man was using it as a drum stick.

"What is that?" yelped Garrity. "Won't you leave even the garbage alone?"

"Wh-Why, there is sentiment attached to this," explained Phineas elaborately. "I 'see, Rollo left it in his hut. Funny how he gnawed it at this end. It looks like—what does it look like? Lemme see, it looks like some-thin'. Haw-w-w-w-w! Rollo's teeth wasn't so hot. He had two upstairs and one down, and that is why he gnawed the bone this way. I guess I'll keep it with me always, as it is a memory of Rollo. He has his file in the squadron, too. Nobody—"

"Start chewing on it," barred Garrity. "You would look natural like an airdale."

"Major, I'm s'prised," sniffed the dog-fancier. "No sentiment, huh? Oh, well, I guess it's some bone. It is long enough to come off a camel, but of course there ain't no camels in France. Anyways, it ain't big enough around to—"

"Shut up!" the major shouted. "Anybody'd think I was made a general instead of getting a promotion. Anyways, at least I'll be rid of you, Lieutenant Pinkham."

"I bet if somebody got that shell nest, they would change their minds about puttin' you in the benzine," chuckled Phineas complacently. "Somebody in the squadron—I'm thinkin'—"

"Oh, you have?" grated the Old Man. "Then I hope I'm bustied fast. When you have a relapse and start thinking —say, Casey was in here a while ago. He wants a transfer. Says he doesn't feel good around a guy who washes out his bread and boots in my presence. He wants permission to carry an extra gun."

"Haw-w-w-w-w!" guffawed Phineas. "Don't that sound funny? Well, I have had plenty, and will bid you bums—or—and you, major—bong sore.

LIEUTENANT PINKHAM went to his hut and dug up some writing paper. So the old turtle is headed for the benzine board, huh?" he muttered to himself. "First Rollo, then the Old Man. I don't know which one I'll miss the most. Well, I got to get this letter off." He wrote:
"Hauptmann von Bountz:

"So you are the bum who is taking von Snout's place, are you? Haw! When bigger Vons are brought down, a Pinkham will shell 'em. If you have no more sense than to do it, meet me over the Mouses at six p.m. tonight. tomorrow night. It will be amateur night for Kratt hams. Hoping the Kaiser and his family are down to their last pot of shoe butter coffee."

Most respectfully,
LIEUTENANT PHINEAS PINKHAM."

"That is where we meet," grinned the letter writer. "But he won't force me down until I get over the shell nest."

He yawned, put the letter in a tin can, dropped a stone in after it. Then he went to work rigging up a small parachute, the cloth for which he cut out of Bump Gillis' blanket. Having completed the job, Phineas picked up a book on Greek mythology and turned to a story about a man who found his way out of a labyrinth after slaying a dragon called the Minotaur.

"We must've drunk strong van rogo," Phineas, the krant-slayer, observed. "Seen' things like that! But they weren't so dumb, just the same. Well—oh—ho—hm!" He turned over and went to sleep.

Phineas was up at dawn. He handed the tin can and parachute attachment to Wilson, leader of C Flight.

"Just drop it down over a reliable Heinie infantry outfit," he said, "so von Bountz will get a phone call. You'd think they'd open up the mails more with the Kaiser around. But the Germans must have the names to make 'em mad. Haw-w-w-w!"

"How do I know it won't blow up on me?" Wilson wanted to know eagerly.

"Aw, I'll open it and show ya," Phineas snapped. "I wish somebody'd stop gettin' suspicious of me. Gosh, if I should drop a hint where you was two nights ago! That Frog colonel's been tryin' to find who took his wife out an'—oh, well—"

"You blackmail—give it here!" yipped Wilson.

C Flight took off and hopped into space. Phineas, whistling like that renowned barefoot boy, walked jauntily to the Frog farmhouse to get coffee. Only the mess attendant was in the place when he barged in.

"Ah—er—lootenant," Glad Tidings Cronemer began. "Do you think the Old Man is leavin'? Ah—er—y'know, we enlisted guys git scraps of news from hither and yon. We heard they're goin' to send that Major Crabsby over from Issoudun."

Phineas immediately lost his zest for java. He had never forgotten Major Cronemer's remark.

"Goomer," he snorted as he left the mess room, "if you ever have good news, it'll kill ya. You would sure laugh if you bumped into a good truck murder. Adoo!"

"That is that!" Phineas muttered to himself as he tramped across the field. "It's either a gopher or that Adoo! Horace Greeley wins!"

Contrary to his chief pain in the neck, the Old Man was late for breakfast that morning. He asked somebody for an old leather strap. His trunk had become a tripe senile, and needed additional means of support.

"Packin'!" inquired Phineas Pinkham. "Why—er—while there is life, there is hope. I wouldn't be hasty, hasty. All the guys'll sign a petition an'—"

"I'll resign," cracked Garrity. "If those fatheads think they can benzinize me, well—it's somethin' to have been here."

Wilson came in with his flight five minutes later and reported quite a pasting. He also said that he had seen a D.H. knocked off north of Mont Sec. There had been a pretty semi-circle of Kratt anti-aircraft about the spot where the shell dump was located, and they had not been shooting iron filings.

"Who wants a petition?" growled the Old Man. "Ha, ha! Well, I'll send you all a postcard or two."

A load of Chaumont's itinerant Brass Hats blew in toward mid-afternoon. Phineas watched them arrive as the One stood in the door of his hut. Scratching up his homely face, he turned and began to make ready for his date with von Bountz. He picked up a big spool of black thread, tied a white object to a loose end. It was about the shape of a galloping domino and about two inches square. He put the spool into the pocket of his leather flying coat just as Bump Gillis came in, wiping his brow.

"The Brass Hats are all gaga," Bump told Phineas. "When the Heinies start throwin' them shells—ugh! They told the C.O. that the biggest generals were back-pedalin' already. Looks like they'll set up quarters in the shadow of the Pyrenees. The Old Man insulted another big Brass Hat, as if he wasn't sure he'd done enough. Carboneau, do you think we could get transferred to teach new guys to fly?"

"That's always the way," Phineas derided him. "Everybody despairs in times of stress but a Pinkham. Once in the Mexican War, my uncle ran up to the enemy lines an' shoved a hand in the muzzle of a Mexican cannon. He held back the grapeshot while the U.S. soldiers—"

"Aw, rats!" Bump Gillis bawled at him, and stamped out again.

FIVE NINTH wondered why Phineas Pinkham was absent from mess that night. But the pilots stopped wondering when they heard a Hisso turn over. Phineas was driving the Spad across the field by the time the Old Man had dived out of the house.

"Ha, ha!" Major Garrity laughed. "See if it bothers me this time. I am resigning tomorrow. I just have to think how I'd want it. Adoo, Mr. Pinkham, and if you break anything, be sure it's your neck."

"Huh!" grunted Captain Howell. "If he does, he'll split it up with a broom handle and live to be a hundred and two. I'm goin' out an' get boiled to the ear."

Herr Hauptmann von Bountz was waiting for Phineas over the Meuse at the appointed time. In fact, he was three minutes early. The pilot from Boonetown spotted the Kratt and edged off and—the next page of text is missing.
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his course a bit.
"That's what I like—punctuality," grinned the errant Yank.

In the succeeding five minutes, it became glaringly apparent to Phinnes that von Bountz must have been transported to his fond parents on the back of an Albator. In fact, he was a born disciple of homicide, and no mistake. Phinnes had cause to wonder whether each of the Spandaus on the Heinnie cradle had become twins. Two guns simply could not spell out so much lead. But at least the messengers didn't fly back in this Spad; he gulped, as he miraculously rockotted out of the path of a bunch of slugs that would have made a lace doily out of a battleship turret. Yet all the while, Herr Pinkham was cranking across sky space until he was directly over Mont Sece.

Von Bountz knocked a mid-wing strut lose from the Spad with another quick left hook, and Phinnes tried to cover up, but another Spandau upcutter got under his guard and snapped the Spad's cowl up. Smoke curled from the Yankee ship's prop.

"Oh, boys, the fathead is sure ahead on points," the intrepid flying yachtsman howled. Then he headed for the carpet. "Why, there's a truck pullin' up down there. That's the spot! I wouldn't forget that. And there are about twenty boys in front of the big cave. Well, I'll signal for a fair catch."

"Ach!" yowled von Bountz deliberately. "Such ein mark easy, ja! Und der oopstardt alzo iss der vun what knocked down all the bick Rittmeisters. Ho, ho, they must half got der sleepink signes, also. Like der iron stag on der grass he flies, ho, ho! Fiewous oer night I ben. Der Kaiser!"

Phinnes landed his Spad in the road, spun around twice and cracked up against a Jerry truck. Seven of the Kaiser's boys-hopped on him the minute he crawled out of the ship.

"Oh, I say, uncle," the fearless Yank gurgled from the bottom of the heap. "I am kapoot!"

WHEN they stood him up, Phinnes leaned against the truck's remains. It was loaded with shells. From the back end of it he caught sight of wisps of heavy dry straw. Evidently, the fast-thinking Spad pusher mused, it was the straw that had helped prevent shock to the shells on the bumpy roads—and when his Spad had collided with the truck, Phinnes' hand dropped from his pocket to the truck, then back again.

Von Bountz came running up, big square face split with a fiendish grin.

"Pingham," he chortled. "He iss so smardt, kein! Der first time yedt, I gedt him!" The guttural tones were mocking.

"Der Tag iss it," Phinnes said sheepishly.

"Ve shoott him now," cracked a pompous Herr Oberst who had rolled up in a car. "Nein, ve take idt chances no more. Ve shoott him when dead."

"Ach, he is der prisoner of war," protested another squarehead. "He iss rodt der spy. Already yedt ve get called butchers mit knives too mooch. Der
plan iss idt I half. Suddenly he spun his head toward the truck. "Schnell!" he rapped out sharply. "Take idt der truck in der cave mount!" After ve eat, ve unload. Do you vant idt should be oudt where der bomber might make it der hit, Dupskopf?"

"But Pincham he must be shot," argued the Herr Oberst. "Orders yedt iss—"

"Lizzen vunce, und don't you should laugh," von Bountz whispered to the Herr Oberst. "Oudt by der field idt iss der last chance. Vee pucker der Leutnant Pingham by der stable und tie him oop loose, ja? Der two-seater will be varmed oop, und he tries der escape, nein!"

"Ach, Gott!" chuckled the officer. "Das is gut. Ho, ho! Ve startt idt der shooting when he stichs his head oudt—"

"Nein," denied von Bountz. "I must shoot him und kill him by mineself. Mine he iss, so! Listen vunce, I, von Bountz, shoots Pingham down zwei times in de air. I am der hero!"

"Bah! Und maybe he gedts away, also. Nein, Hauptmann, it giff's foolishments. Many times der Leutnant escapes—"

"But vait," gloated von Bountz. "I half fixed idt der stick by der ship. Idt iss only yun by der back pit, ja. Der pilot's stick iss broke by der socket. When he gedts in und maybe fifty feet oop, der stick idt—poof! Pingham he will see der stick, nein? I bett you idt iss many flowers by der funeral, ho, ho!"

"I wish I could laugh, too," yipped Phineas. "I like a good story. Did you ever hear the one about the old maid who—"

But the sent Phineas reeling away toward the Hun jail with a shove that would have made a tank go spinning.

"No sense of humor," complained the pilot from Booneton, Iowa, in the good old U.S.A. But he grinned, nevertheless. He kept his hand in his pocket all the way, turning his head to look back. As he was shoved into a smelly stable, Phineas heard the truck clatter to life and saw it roll to the entrance of the great shell cavity.

"I just hope the book was right," he said to himself, and sat down. "I'm glad it's dark. I'm glad nobody saw the thread. In fact, I'm glad about everything but being here. Why—huh—there's a two-seater out there, an' somebody is warning 'im up. Hm-m!"

Three squareheads came in then. Under von Bountz's supervision, they bound the Pinkingham appendages and then departed.

"They must be underfed, as I have heard," grinned the prisoner. "These ropes wouldn't worry Cinderella very much. They're too sure of me, as usual. Will they ever learn?" He began to wriggle. The bands on his ankles were loose. After a while, Phineas was free. He looked out of the window, then felt of the good luck bone in the pocket of his flying coat.

"Good ol' Rollo," he grinned. "It's good luck, huh?" Mentally he measured the distance between the stable and the two-seater that was ticking over. He noticed that the squareheads around the shell nest were very lackadasical. "Well, there's no time like now!" he yipped. "Most of the bums'll be eatin'. Here goes history."

He took a wooden spoon from his pocket, snapped off the thread tied to it and lighted the end. The night air was quite chill in Bochote territory, and three groups of Hunns were crouched about crackling fires. The little fiery sparkles from the Pinkham fuse should not be noticed. Then, too, his break for the two-seater would draw undivided attention.

"One—two—three!" counted Phineas, then broke open the door and started running.

VON BOUNTZ, standing by his plane, chuckled. "He bites der bait. Ach, will he gedt idt der surprise. Soon I give idt der signal for soldiers to shoot und miss. Ho, ho, he iss in der ship now, und there he iss joompink by der back seat, ja!" He raised a hand and guns barked. But aya missed Phineas by feet and yards.

"Too mooch Schnappas!" the Booneton pilot howled mockingly as he leaped into the rear pit. "I hope there's a stick here, as..."

Von Bountz yelled like a hog-caller as he got into his Albatross. Phineas goosed the D.H. engine and felt the ship roll over the bumpy ground.

"Adoo!" he hollered. "Haw-w-w-w-w! Well—uh—cripes!" The stick came loose in his hand, and the D.H. was accelerating speed. Heinies still played their part by wasting the Kaiser's ammun. A machine gun dug up dirt around the D.H.'s undercarriage.

"No stick—oh, the dirty bums!" groaned Phineas. "I catch on. That is fair. Well, I..." Suddenly he reached into his pocket and pulled out Rollo's bone. The gnawed end of it which had intrigued him back at the home drome fitted into the socket in the floor. He yanked back on it, felt the two-seater rise.

"Haw-w-w-w-w-w!" Phineas' guffaw was an ululation. "It's a good thing Rollo had three teeth. If it'll only hold—if it breaks—well—hah!"

Von Bountz was up now. His Albatross zoomed over the top of the cliff housing the shells. And as his undercarriage missed it by not more than three feet, a noise like the merger of seven thunder claps shook the Kraut real estate just as if it were so much tapioca pudding. The truck had blown up. The sympathetic nerves of the shells inside the cave bucked. The top of the cliff heaved up.

One rock, half as big as a National Bank, nudged against the tail of von Bountz's battle bus, and the Hauptmann was lucky to land the remains in a swamp. As he stood waist deep in mud and water, he looked up to see Phineas' two-seater flying sluggishly toward the Allied lines.

"Der defilh he iss," he moaned. "I saw him trow out der stick, und yedt he flies. Ach, Himmler! Und der shell doomp idt is kaput. How ist das?"
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An Herr Oberst, recovering from a brain spin, wanted to know, too. "He haff der fuse to der truck?" he yowled at an Unteroffizier. "You don’t see it, hein? Blind you are, ja! Look vunce. All ist lost. Der Yangkee he cooms down jost to blow oop der doomp. Und yedit he flies mitout der stick. Ift giff craziness. I quiet zed und go back by Dresden. Back I coom when das Pintang he iss hung by the heels in a Hamburg butcher shop, and not undil then. Donnerwetter, ich cooost sit down like der Frauwen in und cry. All the shells—kaput. Where ists der stick, damn it? Don’t you yedit der Kommandeur? Oh, don’t you yedit der Kommandeur? Bah, he iss so—"

And while anguish reigned in Kraut circles, Phineas Pinkham, flying not more than twenty feet up, goosed the D.H. toward home and Garrity, his lips muttering a prayer as he held Rollo’s bone gingerly in the socket in the floor. "I don’t meet Vons and have to stunt, I’ll make it," he palpitated. "As long as—crapes!"

Crash! Bangly-bang! Blam—bo-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-mg!

"Well, the shells’ll have to hit me, as I would have to climb up to meet the shrapnel, haw-w-w-w-w—! Oh—oh—ohow!" Machine-gun bullets spat at him from the trenches. The D.H. seemed to be bowling a concrete mixer as it skimmed the Jerry ditch.

Phineas goosed the engine to the limit, finally left hostile trenches behind. Then Rollo’s last will and testament snapped. The Yank grinned his teeth and climbed to the edge of the pit as the D.H. swooped down like a hawk that has spotted a plump pullet without a chaperon. A wing whanged against a ruined church steeple. The D.H. spun around in the air, changed it, tactics and nosed for the ground. But Phineas was not in it when it landed. He was hanging from his coat collar at the end of a beam sticking out of the old church spire.

"I don’t know how I got here," he muttered, "but here I am. I wish somebody’d bring me a ladder. Heee-e-e-e-up!"

There came a sickening sound as the supports of the beam began to groan. Phineas felt the beam sag. Then it dropped with a jolt, and he was shaken loose. This time, he landed in a tree.

"It’s a hell of a time I am havin’ to get down," Phineas complained. "Anybody but a Pinkham would git discouraged." He clambered down the rest of the way and stretched himself out on the ground.

Toward dawn, he woke up and felt the cold edge of a spade pat him on the cheek. He looked up and saw a rectangular patch of sunlight. An angleworm crawled across the bridge of his nose. An assortment of faces looked down at him. He sat up with a jerk.

"Why," yipped the man who refused to go West, "you—you was beryin’ me! Why, you bums! I’ll bust you for this."

"Well, ya looked dead," a tough dough crowling at him as he helped Phineas back into the tent. "Don’t you git yourself into a sweat like that. Now we wasted a lot of our time an’—"

In the middle of the forehead, a truck dumped Phineas Pinkham, the errant knight, onto the drone of the Ninth Pursuit Squadron.

"Do ya think this is where ya dump garbage?" Bump Gilliss hollered. "You pick up that stuff an’ git to—"

"Haw-w-w-w-w!" guffawed Phineas, wiping mud from his face. "Always clownin’, huh, Bump?"

"Carnabees! Well I’m a—say, you didn’t blow up that dump? We got word. Oh, no, you been on a bat. That is what. Wait until the Old Man—"

"Why," Phineas told Garrity later, "I made that fuse. You just boil strong thread in oil an’ bream Quote an’ orepment an’ let it dry. Then it’ll burn. I shoved the block of celleroid into the straw in the truck, an’ when I walked away, I just let out the thread. Just like the Greek in the labyrinth. I set fire to the thread an’ then got to hell out. Well, you’ll get a medal now, major, instead of a bath in benzine. Haw-w-w-w!"

"How did you git back?"

"In a two-seater," Phineas explained. "There wasn’t a stick in it, but I just used the one bone Rollo left us. Well, I really must go now an’ git my rest. Even a Pinkham’s nerves have their limits. Adoo!"

"Just let him go," whispered the C.O. "Maybe he’ll be all right in the morning. You’d be nutty, too, if—"

The fact that the wreck of a D.H. had not been set afire and had later been closely examined by Major Garrity himself who could find no trace of a control stick was all that saved Phineas Pinkham from a cell lined with cushions. For weeks afterwards, Bump Gilliss slept with two guns under his pillow.
March Field quickly proved that it was foster-mother to more than one flyer who'd take a chance on his neck, even under such conditions. Practically every pilot on the field volunteered for the job of flying the huge Condor bomber that was wheeled out on the line.

Pilot Lieutenant Joseph Miller and Cedric J. Brockliss were the lucky chaps. For Miller, at least, the task of shaving that big crane over mountain country held no fears. Lieutenant Miller is a native of the Badlands country up in the Dakotas. Lieutenant Brockliss, too, has seen enough of the Wild West for him to look upon mountain flights as mere routine matters.

For two hundred miles they flew in a northeasterly direction, crossing some of the roughest country in the United States. Up through San Bernardino County and bucking the great San Bernadino Mountains, across the deserts that reflected blast-furnace heats, over the forests of oil derricks, touching a corner of deadened Death Valley, the Kingston and finally across the Spring Mountain Range, the two flyers pushed their gigantic Condor. Then down at Las Vegas, where the mining man who had called the Army field at Riverside supplied them with 100-pound "bombies" in the shape of tightly packed bundles of food and other supplies. With these snapped into their bomb-shackles, and further instructions on how to find the marooned party, the birdmen persuaded their heavy boat from the ground and air, and at a point marked on their map by the mining man.

It was good flying opposed to terrible flying weather. No sooner had they left Las Vegas than they realized that a terrific job was before them.

But—Lieutenants Miller and Brockliss delivered the goods. Battered by storms and harassed by the up-flung peaks of the razor-tipped mountains, they nevertheless found their way to the little snowbound cabin in the Golden Gates. They laid their eggs—real eggs, this time, in some of the bombies—by vamping it, they broke the tangles in true bombardment manner. All bundles fell within a very small radius of the cabin, and their contents served to succor the marooned group until help reached them via the trail.

THIS job in the west was just one of the emergency jobs that are constantly cropping up for the Army flyers. Another incident, much more unique, was the utilization some months ago of an Army bombing ship in dropping a house on a mountain top. Believe it or not!

This incident occurred in the Hawaiian Islands when the Chief Forester of the Hawaiian Territory decided to build an overnight station for his rangers on the summit of a peak in Koolau Range, in the Kaipapa Forest Reserve on Oahu, largest island of the Hawaiian group. For weeks he was unable to begin actual construction, he found that it was almost impossible to transport the twelve-hundred-pound of lumber, sheet iron, nails and other material up the steep mountain passes. Treacherous winds, changing often, prevented all but the most foot-rooted of mountain goats from freely traveling the trails. Even forest rangers often found it necessary to creep along certain stretches. The pack burros, usually as confident as the goats, refused even to make the attempt to climb with loads, and the Forester, in order to look at though any ranger unfortunately enough to be caught on the peak would have to sleep as best he could.

One ranger, however, had seen some of the Army bombers at practice. "If they can drop bombs of explosive right where they want them," he said, "why can't they drop bombs of lumber and sheet iron?"

The commanding officer at Luke Field was contacted and gave his consent to a trial. Master Sergeant Samuel J. Davis, one of the few enlisted pilots in the Army, and a member of the 23rd Bombardment Squadron at Luke Field, was given the chance to try his hand at the job.

Flying a standard bombing ship, he took off with the three bulky bundles of building material swinging from the bomb shackles underneath the wings. Up he went, and in spite of adverse weather and flying conditions, he succeeded in dropping his burden in the two-hundred-yard clearing atop the mountain. Altogether, including the time spent in preparation for his hop and the hop itself, he accomplished in just six hours a task that would have
taken at least two weeks to accomplish by manpower up the steep trails.
Score two for the Army's help in troublesome emergencies!
At about the same time that Master Sergeant Davis was planning his house-dropping expedition over Koluau in Hawaii, the Philippine Government was planning a careful survey of a difficult stretch of territory on one of the most remote islands of the Philippine Archipelago. This particular territory had never before been covered by surveyors and many difficulties were expected. The Army was consulted for help in raising these difficulties, with the result that two photographic crates from Nichols Field, at Rizal on the island of Luzon (six miles from Manila), were ordered out to assist in the survey.
These picture ships flew over and took a series of vertical pictures of the two rivers flowing through the ground that was charted. When the pictures were developed, the prints made excellent pictorial maps for the use of the Air Corps group party that went out a few days later. The photo ships also made pictures of the mountain ranges which, when plotted out carefully upon a rough map, were of great value in making an accurate topographic map of the entire area.
Also of value in this non-military expedition was the work of planes in supplying the ground groups with provisions, medicines, and other supplies. In view of the fact that ground travel was done through virgin jungle, the carrying of enough supplies for comfort was absolutely out of the question.
The Army flyers have been called upon many occasions for mapping and similar photographic work, and this instance of work in the Philippines is not unusual. The Philippine Field Photo Section at Crissy Field, California, an officer pilot and an enlisted photographer shot and mapped several hundred square miles of country along the Snake River in Idaho and Wyoming, and the falls in Yellowstone National Park. From an altitude of ten thousand feet, this work was performed with a single lens K-3 camera, for use in thorough stereoscopic study and topographic surveys of the section. The work was made by the Bureau of Reclamation in the Department of the Interior. Even Uncle Sam's own departments, it can be seen, call upon the Army flyers when confronted by difficulties.

Wings AWeigh!

(Continued from page 9)

second, a white light; the third, a blue light; and so on. These lights are mounted on the top of the fuselage, and the other pilots in the formation follow the color of the section to which they are assigned.

To bring a high-speed fighting plane down safely on a pitching and tossing platform, which is obscured to the pilot's view at the moment of contact, is a job that requires the utmost in training and skill. Let's imagine ourselves in the pilot's place and climb into the cockpit of one of these fighters and see how the trick is done.

A cold wind is blowing from the east,
and we shiver a little, in spite of our fur-lined clothing. Slowly we taxi forward into position. Two sailors, dwarfed by the size of the plane, tug at each wing tip as they help steer us out. Then the deck officer gives the signal to take off, and we pour the soup to the engine. Looking ahead, and forward, and long before we reach the end of the deck, we are clear and climbing steeply.

Flying over the sea in moonlight is an experience of incredible beauty, but tonight is overcast and inky black. Navigation is difficult, and we forward, and long before we reach the end of the deck, we are clear and climbing steeply.

When the big moment of going home to roost does arrive, we are reassured by a faint blur of lights far below, their reflection bobbing on the waves. As we come closer, we can make out the row of lights which outline the landing deck. The engine is throttled, and we glide down, the wind singing shrilly on the struts.

Soon we can pick out two lights near the bow which will guide us into a landing. These lights are electric wands, not unlike an orchestra leader’s batons, which replace the landing officer’s flags used during daylight operations. As we come over the deck, our lower wing obliterates the string of lights around the landing platform, and we see nothing but the two lights held in the hands of the signalman.

It is a tense moment. The slightest miscalculation on the part of the officer on deck or our own part will result in disaster. If we have been properly made, one will be seen to move horizontally from right to left and the other drops downward. It is time to kill the engine and ease back on the stick for contact with the deck.

The slight disturbances which our landing gear are welcome signs that the landing has been well done.

Before a pilot attempts to make landings on a carrier deck, he first practices landing on a “deck” outlined on a flying field ashore. These landings are made both in daylight and in darkness. Landing officers also practice guiding pilots down on this shore “deck” until they become thoroughly proficient.

When each thousandth landing has been made on a carrier, the pilot is presented with a large layer cake. This is a very formal ceremony and is attended by the secretary of the navy.

When airplanes are operating out of sight of the carrier, forced landings in the water are one of the greatest hazards that the pilot has to face. All planes are equipped with flotation gear to keep them on the surface. In addition, we have the two sailors carried in case the plane should sink in spite of its water wings. These devices are inflated from flasks of carbon dioxide gas, and the process takes but a few seconds.

WHEN a plane is forced down out of formation, a ship is radioed to come to the rescue, and another plane usually remains and circles over it to enable the ship to locate it more easily. The cooperation and courage that Navy flyers display when a brother pilot is in distress is demonstrated during recent maneuvers off the Pacific Coast.

Theodore Gay, an Aviation Metalsmith Mate, was riding in the front cockpit of a big torpedo plane. They were far out at sea. The waves, thousands of feet below, were flattened into diminutive ripples. As Gay’s eye scanned the distant horizon, he noticed a group of fighting planes milling about. Suddenly one of them detached itself from the rest and headed down. Looking more closely, Gay noticed that the propeller was barely turning over.

Forced landing! Gay watched the little ship sink lower and lower towards the turbulent water. Just before it struck, its young pilot, Ensign Allan Dunning, leveled off and tried to make a safe landing. There was too heavy a sea running, however, and the plane nosed into a mountain of water which hurled it over on its back.

In a few seconds, Gay saw a head bob to the surface. Dunning had extricated himself from the submerged cockpit and was gamely fighting for his life. Gay could see him swimming about in the water.

One of the other fighting planes in the formation immediately began circling low over the imperiled airman. The pilot of the fighter was trying to get his rubber boat inflated so that he could drop it to Dunning. This, he found, was impossible to do.

The torpedo plane then proceeded to the ship sink lower and lower towards the turbulent water wouldn’t be able to hold out much longer. While trickly air currents buffeted the big ship about roughly, Gay climbed out from the front cockpit, slid along the fuselage to the tool compartment aft the main landing gear, and into the rubber boat. Holding himself to his precarious perch with one hand, he managed to get the boat inflated. Then, as the ship swept low over Dunning, Gay dropped the boat over the side.

Dunning immediately swam to it and pulled himself aboard. A destroyer had been radioed, and soon appeared on the scene to rescue the flyer. Gay’s courage—
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**Learn How to Operate a Plane In Your Own Home**

**TRAINING PLANE**

**An Amazing New Invention! Not a Toy!**

A practical training plane developed at the Casey Jones School of Aeronautics, Newark, N. J. Indorsed by such famous pilots as Amelia Earhart, Lieutenant-Colonel Vincent, and many others. Learn how to take off, climb, dismount, and turn, and the work is like a real airplane. Go through the actual maneuvers of the plane. Comes complete, all ready to assemble, Simple directions with every set. Anyone can set it up in a very short time. Actually promotes knowledge of aviation.

**Training Plane Dept., Heaney Laboratory, Glenn Curtiss Airport, Jacksonville, L. 1.**

---
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FLYING ACES
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These Beautiful Super-Details are sold in Exact Scale with Cockpit
Operated Controls. Designed for you by flying men.

MARTIN BOMBER

Wingspan 35", length 22", weight 4½ oz. Exact Scale. Retractable landing gear, rotating gun turret, movable machine gun, special streamline cowling, two types of 3 bladed propellers—one for flying and one for combat. Rudder and elevator balanced surfaces; new type rudder control. Kit complete, postpaid...

$8.50

STINSON RELIANT

Wingspan 32 5/16", length 21¼", weight 3 ½ oz. Kit complete, postpaid...

$2.50

CURTIS GOSHKOW

Wingspan 23 3/8", length 15", weight 3 ¼ oz. Exact ¼ scale. Kit complete, postpaid...

$1.75

BOEING P-38A

Wingspan 21 3/4", length 18", weight 2 3/4 oz. Exact ½ scale. Kit complete, postpaid...

$1.00

RYAN S T

Wingspan 22 1/8", length 16", weight 3 ½ oz. Exact ¾ scale. Kit complete, postpaid...

$1.50

ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

Send 50c for the new illustrated FOLDER showing the IDEAL planes, and information on how you can make real money by building and selling these famous flying models.
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Now trace out the views of both cockpits onto the shell and, with a thin knife blade, cut the center out carefully, close enough to the outlines to allow the finishing to be done with sandpaper.

The nose plug is made in two parts. The front part is rounded, and the rear is a square piece. Use soft balsa. Before cementing the rear part to the nose piece, cut away a portion in the center of the top of the square piece to place the propeller shaft. Apply cement and slip in the motor stick. Add the rear wire hook. Place a small eyelet bearing in the center of the nose piece and push a needle all the way through for the propeller shaft hole.

WING AND TAIL SURFACES

THE upper and lower right wings are shown full size. The length of the spars may be measured direct from the plan. Build the wings in the same careful manner as you have always done. Use 1-16" square bamboo for the wing tips. Make the bottom and top left wings simply by retracting both parts given on the plan and turning them over. The center-section is made like the wing, except for the trailing edge, which is shaped from 1-16" square bamboo. Cover with silk. Apply cement to the wing tips. Use banana oil for the adhesive. Pull paper tightly and remove all the wrinkles possible.

Never attempt to cover the upper surface of the wing all in one piece. Apply the tape as thick as the last rib at the wing tip. From there on, use a separate piece between the last rib and the rounded edge.

With an ordinary household atomizer, spray the three parts on both sides with water and set them up against a wall to dry. We suggest that covering the upper surface of the top wing with a piece of yellow tissue and then adding a regulation star at each tip will help the model's realistic appearance and at the same time avoid the weight of yellow dope.

The undersides of the top wings are covered with white tissue. Add stars at the tips of the undersides of the lower wings. Now cement the right and left upper wing to the center-section, at the same time raising each tip end to a ¾" dihedral angle. The wing, when finished, you'll notice, has the sweep-back angle, also.

The outlines of the rudder and elevators are cut from 1-16" thickness sheet balsa and are ¾" wide. Watch your grain when cutting out these parts. The elevator is made in halves. The ribs in both elevator and rudder are 1-16" square balsa, cut to sizes measured direct from the plan. The spars in the rudder and elevator are cut from 1-16" sheet. Notice how they taper down at one end, as shown. Cover the surfaces on both sides and spray with varnish. After varnish is dry, place a book over them to prevent warping.

LANDING GEAR

THE measurements of the landing gear struts are taken from the drawings. Use hard balsa wood here, as the struts will be subjected to considerable tension. Attach the fuselage as shown in Plan No. 1 and Plan No. 5. A looped wire at each side provides for the shock absorbers. Balsa or celluloid wheels, 1-16" diameter, may be used.

If you can obtain a small, nine-cylinder, cellloid dummy motor to fit your model, wall and good. Cut off the cylinders and cement around nose in the positions marked as shown on Plan No. 5. If you are unable to procure this dummy, construct a set of nine from scrap wood, paint black and mount with
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small pins and cement.

The ring cowl can be bought, or one can be carved from soft-balsa. Apply cement over the tops of the cylinder heads and slip the cowling right over.

The fillet pieces are carved from soft wood to the shape shown on Plan No. 4. Two are needed. Apply cement liberally to the undersides of each piece and press firmly to each side of the fuse- lage. Check here for alignment. See position in front view on Plan No. 5. When they have dried, cement the lower wings in place, checking on incidence and dihedral angles given in the plans. In the meantime, carve the prop to the design shown on Plan No. 4. Cement the wire propeller shaft in proper place.

Cut all the strips for the wing and center-section struts to proper size measurements taken direct from the plans. Streamline each one carefully. It is not advisable to streamline a large strip, as there is always that tendency to crack.

ASSEMBLING THE MODEL

ATTACH the tail surfaces and make sure the rudder is in line and the elevators do not droop. Mount the top wing onto the center-section struts first, and after they have dried thoroughly, cement a set of "N" struts in place as shown in Plan No. 6. Check here again for gap, incidence angle and sweep-back. Make adjustments now before cement dries. Use small model, making pins to help hold parts in place. Later remove them.

A solid bomb may be carved from a scrap balsa block and painted aluminum. Attach bomb underneath the fuselage by nailing plates of wood and cement. Make the tail wheel from balsa wood. The arresting hook shown just ahead of the tail wheel is made from a strip of balsa and curved piece of piano wire. Cement underneath the fuselage in position shown on Plan No. 2.

Two strips of balsa cut to proper size are used for the elevator brace struts. Use black thread for wing rigging. Twin dummy machine guns, touched up with aluminum and black paint, may be attached to a rotating gun mount and celluloid windshield to both cockpits.

For the motor power, use four loops of ¼" flat rubber. Apply glycerine over the rubber well. Tighten up on the "S" hook and bend the prop shaft hook closer. If possible, use a gear winder to wind up the rubber, and stretch out at least once its normal strength to get more power.

Glide the model as many times as needed to bring out any tricky characteristics. By warping the rudder or elevators a little, these faults will be overcome. As usual, head your model into the wind.

Flying Aces Stamp Tales

(Continued from page 68)

On the other hand, the Austrian stamp featured a night bomber. Here was a novel bird of prey which laid egg-bombs from the skies. Yet it was pictured on a charity stamp that sold for 38 Heller—35 Heller going for postage, and the balance of 3 Heller being devoted to helping war orphans. Stamps symbols of such tragedies are not so common.

Air mail stamps have their humorous side, as well, however. From Austria it is only a "barnstorming" tour to Italy, and entirely surrounded by Italy is the Republic of San Marino, the smallest sovereign state in the world. This nation of 38 square miles has, strangely enough, issued some of the largest stamps. Moreover, it is perched on the Apennines—balanced, we might almost say—so that a helicopter or autogiro would be needed, to make a ten-cent-postcard mailing in such a perpendicular country.

Dr. Bruno Roselli, returning from a visit in 1932, quoted the genial San Marino postmaster as saying, "If we sell enough air mail stamps, we may begin to plan our own aviation." Well, Lillopetru San Marino, with Brokhold and green commemorative stamps, issued ten air mail stamps which ranged in face value from 6c to $1.20; and, during 1933, in honor of the Zeppelin, it surcharged six of those stamps with higher values and a view of the big gas bag. These revised values sold initially for 40c to $2.40. Complete sets of San Marino's air mail stamps sell for $4.25 and $7.50, so perhaps the 13,948 citizens of the air mail-less country are beginning to plan a side-hill hangar for a plane or two.

Newfoundland honored Alcock and Brown in 1928 with a 15c dark-blue stamp picturing that famous first transatlantic plane—a Vickers-Vimy bomber with 800-h.p. Rolls Royce motors. You can't see the power plant, but the ship is illustrated as just about to bank for a turn. Strictly speaking, this is not an air mail stamp, but it belongs in every historical aviation stamp collection. The stamp was about nine years late in appearance, for Captain John and Lieutenant Arthur captured that $30,000 reward more than six years before.

Australia, in 1929, raced to do honor to Kingsford-Smith's world flights. A beautiful gray-violet 6c-pence stamp (now worth more than a quarter) depicts Kingsford-Smith's old reliable monoplane soaring above the two hemispheres. A careful study of this ship was one of Tony Fokker's pets.

Next, we will take our observation plane over the negro republic of Haiti. Just one year later than her rival, the Dominican Republic, Haiti issued a quarter of a million air mail stamps in
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

MECHANICAL Engineering embraces the design, construction and operation of machines and machine tools. It is a profession which offers almost unlimited opportunities to men who combine natural mechanical abilities with technical training.

For this there is The Age of Machines. Almost every convenience, luxury or necessity is what we enjoy owing to machinery for its production or adaptability to our needs. Every new invention multiplies the opportunities for competent designers, builders, erecting engineers, etc. Of course the ability to train yourself to secure a posi- tion in this ideal of income-generating study courses of the International Correspondence Schools.

They are particularly helpful because they are written by well-known mechanical engineers with years of practical experience, who know the best way to solve every problem. Just mark and mail the coupon and we'll gladly send you free booklet describing the 16 C. I. C. courses in Mechanical Engineering or any other course in which you are interested.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 4159-B, Scranton, Pa.

Without cost or obligation, send your booklet, "Who Will Win and Why" and particulars about the course before which I have marked X.

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

Business Management
Personnel Management
Accounting and Accounting and
Bookkeeping
Computerizing

Business Correspondence

Prepares you for better salesmanship,

Advertising

Address
City State

If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the International Correspondence Schools, Limited., Montreal, Canada.
four denominations, brightly colored green, dark violet, red violet and blue. The central theme of these stamps was a giant Ford trimotor cabin plane, winging its way over the capital of Port-au-Prince.

Ecuador illustrates what looks like a commercial Bellanca model. France, in 1934, commemorates that epochal cross-Channel flight of Louis Bleriot in his monoplane 25 years before. This latter stamp shows a quartering tail view of the old bus, superimposed upon a chart of the Calais-to-Dover course. These are just a few of the hundred of different views of typical heavier-than-air machines that can be discovered upon postage stamps.

Here's a tip to Flying Aces stamp fans—don't just mount your air mail or aviation subject stamps in echelon to the “Great Inversion.”

It was found by Charles, a Frenchman, in 1787, that the volume of any perfect gas varies directly with the applied absolute temperature, under a constant pressure. That is to say, when the temperature of a volume of gas is increased, the volume likewise increases.

This may be expressed as follows:

\[ V_1 \propto T_1 \]

\[ V_2 \propto T_2 \]

The term, “perfect gas,” as referred to in both Boyle's and Charles' Law, is a gas in which each molecule is a separate and distinct particle, free from combination due to changes in pressure and temperature. Fortunately, there is no such gas known.

The most ideal gases are oxygen, helium, hydrogen, and air. It is interesting to note that if air were a perfect gas, all objects, regardless of shape or size, would move through the atmosphere with perfect streamline. Though air is not a perfect gas, the results obtained from Boyle's and Charles' Law give us a fairly accurate answer.

Absolute zero is the point at which all heat is said to disappear. Such a condition is believed by scientists to exist in stellar spaces. Lord Kelvin, through experimenting, determined this point on the Fahrenheit scale, and found it to be 459°F below zero. Though no such condition has ever been reached on the earth, scientists in Germany have succeeded in approaching it quite closely. In the application of Charles' Law, all temperatures must be changed to their absolute value.

To change a Fahrenheit temperature to its absolute value, you must add it to absolute zero, or 459°F. --such that the absolute value + 459°F is equal to 459°F plus 59°F, which is equal to 518°F. Absolute, as we have a minus temperature, such as −59°F, we subtract the temperature as follows: 459°F = 59°F, which is equal to 400.4°F absolute.

Suppose that at 30°F Fahrenheit (T), a certain gas has a volume (V) of 10 cubic inches. If the temperature is increased to 60°F Fahrenheit, the new volume (V) may be found as follows:

Substituting in our formula and changing all our temperatures to their absolute value (assume absolute zero to equal 460°F):

\[ V_1 = \frac{460 + 30}{460 + 60} \]

\[ x = 5200 \]

\[ x = 10.73 \text{ cubic inches} \]

A cubic foot of lead weighs more than a cubic foot of wood, so we say that the lead has a greater density than the wood. Density, as defined by physics, is the weight per cubic foot and is generally measured in pounds per cubic foot. The density of air, as our definition follows, would be .07651 pounds per cubic foot.

In aeronautics, we consider density as specific weight, which is defined by the N.A.C.A. as weight per unit volume, measured in slugs per cubic foot. The mass of a body may be found by dividing the weight of the body by the earth's gravitational pull, which International Standards define as 32.17 feet per second. From this we can compute the density of the air at sea level, which is .002878 slugs per cubic foot. This is the specific weight of air for measuring mass.

Both the density and the specific weight of air decrease with altitude. The amount of decrease is shown on Figure 2 for altitudes up to 20,000 feet.
Now you can LIVE and HUNT just the way real Indians did!

You'll get twice as much fun out of your summer camping if you know how to live outdoors in the genuine Indian way. But it takes a real old Indian Scout like Ernest Thompson Seton to show you. With his help you can

MAKE a GENUINE TEPEE to Camp In!
Make authentic BOW and ARROWS—real CHIEF'S WAR BONNET—MOCCASINS—FIRE DRILL—DRUM!

Ernest Thompson Seton (who lived with Indians) will tell you how

OLD SCOUT SETON is one of the few men left who know from experience just how Indians made and used their weapons and camping equipment. When Seton lays out the details for a real Indian tepee—and helps his vacation camp crowd to cut, sew, decorate, and erect it—they know they have the genuine article!

And you'll get the real thing too—when you follow the careful scale plan for the tepee which Seton drew himself and has put into the book on INDIANCRAFT in his set of volumes called "The Library of Pioneering and Woodcraft."

You'll find it just the same with all the other Indian implements for which Old Scout Seton gives you detailed directions. For instance, he shows you just what kinds of woods and timber to use in.

Making Fire with a Fire-Drill

It takes skill of which you may well be proud to kindle a blaze as the Indians did—but Seton shows you how to do it easily. And he gives you definite instructions for finding natural foods—how to search fields and gardens drawn by himself to help you to identify flowers, birds, trees, mushrooms, and animal tracks.

Out of his great practical experience in blazing trails and canoeing through wild country he tells you every detail you'll need for safety and pleasure no matter where you go to live in the woods.

His Books Will Make You a Daniel Boone

You'll have at your fingertips all the nature-wisdom that guided the famous early Indian Scouts through the primeval forests and deserts of the untamed West.

Seton shows you how to hunt with both gun and bow and arrow—how to use the sign language of trees, flowers, and insects—how to erect water-proof shelters—how to build smoke-houses and cook with camp-fires—forecast weather—use the stars for your clock and compass—track animals.

And all the knowledge which Seton gives you in these six fascinating books is set down from his first-hand, authentic knowledge of how the Indians and early scouts did things.

6 Volumes—1,700 Pages—1,500 Pictures

I'll give you a big advantage to have these books of Seton's in camp with you this summer—for you'll get a lot of woodcraft and Indian-craft information from them that the other fellows won't have. You can use what you learn right away. And you'll also find a lot of games to play in camp—and stories to tell around the evening fire besides.

SEND NO MONEY

Just get your father or mother to O.K. the coupon below: they sign it with your name and address and mail it today. Send no money now, Seton's Library of Pioneering and Woodcraft will be sent to you for 5 DAYS' FREE READING. Then, after both you and your parents are satisfied that there is nothing more useful for you to have this summer (whether in camp or not) to send only $9.85 in full payment, or if you prefer to pay in convenient monthly installments you may send $1.00, then $2.00 monthly for five months. You'll enjoy reading them now — and you'll need them when you want to make real Indian equipment. And remember, we have only a limited number of these Seton sets left, so you better send the coupon today and get yours for FREE EXAMINATION right now!

NELSON DOUBLEDAY, INC., Dept. 8FA, Garden City, New York

EXAMINE 5 DAYS FREE

While they last -- only $9.85

Send No Money

Nelson Doubleday, Inc., Dept. 8FA, Garden City, N. Y.

(For 5 Days' Free Reading) Ernest Thompson Seton's Library of Pioneering and Woodcraft bound in six handsome cloth volumes (1,700 pages, 1,500 pictures) I have enclosed $9.85 full payment before the EXAMINATION PERIOD is up. Or $1.00 then and $2.00 monthly for five months. Otherwise I will return the books in perfect condition.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________________________

Signature of Parent or Guardian ____________________________

Check here if you prefer the set in 5 leather binders for only $11.00, $2.00 a month for six months (or $12.50 cash).
NOW...

...a GENUINE DAISY

YESSIR! A genuine, lever-action, hard-hitting DAISY for only ONE BUCK! And what a gun—31 inches of the sweetest working single-shot you ever laid your hands on.

For a long time Daisy gunsmiths have been working to perfect a real air rifle that could be sold for as little as $1.00. The job was a tough one naturally, because, when finished, THIS air rifle had to measure up to ALL of Daisy's high standards of quality.

The new, improved No. 101 is the answer. It's made of the same heavy, tough, blued gun steel that goes into the higher priced Daisys, and the stock is made of selected hardwood, walnut finished. And just to make sure it would "stand the gaff"—continue to deliver one bullseye after another—we SEALED IN THE SHOOTING BARREL! Make no mistake—it's PERMANENTLY FIXED in position—RIGID and trouble-free!

Buck Jones

AIR UNDER CONTROL
AIR BRAKES CAN STOP THOUSANDS OF TONS OF ROARING FREIGHT TRAIN—ALMOST INSTANTLY—THAT'S "AIR UNDER CONTROL" AND THAT'S WHAT MAKES YOUR DAISY A POWERFUL AND ACCURATE SHOOTER.

BUILT RIGHT?
THAT SWELL LITTLE #101 DAISY HAS TO PASS THROUGH 37 DIFFERENT PAIRS OF HANDS BEFORE IT IS READY TO LEAVE THE DAISY PLANT AND BEARING THE DAISY NAME OF QUALITY.

WATCH FOR BUCK JONES FEATURE PICTURES AND SERIALS AT YOUR LOCAL THEATRE

ALL AMERICAN
EVERY DAISY WORKMAN IS A 100% AMERICAN
CITIZEN AND EVERY PIECE OF MATERIAL FOR YOUR DAISY IS PRODUCED IN THE U.S.A.!

COUPON

DAISY MANUFACTURING CO.,
330 Union St., Plymouth, Michigan
Here's my cash. Rush that new DAISY No. 101 Single-Shot along—and a sample of that famous Bulls Eye Shot.

Name ____________________________
Street & No. ______________________
City & State _______________________

HERE'S YOUR BIG CHANCE

You've wanted a Daisy for a long time—well, THIS is your chance to get one—and for ONLY one buck! Don't let the low price fool you—this newest Daisy Single-Shot is nothing cheap! It's ALL air rifle—and worthy of the name DAISY. See it at your Daisy dealer's TODAY. (If he happens to be out of the new No. 101, just clip a dollar bill to the coupon attached to this ad. Mail it to us and we'll send this Daisy, together with a generous trial sample of Bulls Eye Shot, postpaid by return mail. Don't delay another minute—get YOUR Daisy NOW!)